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SEGCNDARIP SCHOOL COUNSELORS AND THEIR

JOB IN THE UNITED STATES

CHAPTER I

=PRODUCTION

Guidance services

or pupils have been recognised, in most

school systems, as a function of the regular teaching staff.

Ho-laver,

the growth of these services in the high schools during the past
decade has created a great demand for personnel specially trained to
serve as counselors.

Institutions of higher education, in an attempt

to meet the growing demand for counselors, have offered many additional
courses in the field of guidance (26, pp.1-45).

Because of this rapid

growth the counselor trainers too frequently have had few, if any
qualifications for their positions, and this has resulted in the high
schools employing individuals as counselors who were poorly prepared.
Furthermore, many administrators had little concept of the duties an4
responsibilities of counselors.
In order to bring order out of a chaotic condition various

professional organisations, concerned with the improvement of
standardisation in the preparation. of counselors, have suggested

basic course requirements as minimum essentials.

It is evident that

the professional standards of the counselor's job can be raised
primarily through a systematised and formalised program of training.

A logical first step will then be an analysis of the job being done
as viewed by the counselors themselves.

Purpose of the Study

In order to reveal the present status of the counselor's job in

the secondary schools in the United States and to clarify the major
functions the counselor performs, this study aims*

(1) to determine

the duties secondary school counselors perform, (2) to determine the

duties secondary school counselors think they Shoed perform, (3) t
examine the background and training experiences moat helpful in the
performance of their duties, (4) to point out further experiences and
training needed by these counselors to discharge more adequately their
duties.

Need for the Stuq

For same time now there has been a movement underesy in the
.field of personnel work to set up programs of training in institutions
of higher learning to supply an adequate number of trained counselors.

During this time efforts have been made to reach common agreement as
to the training needed by personnel in order to quality as counselors
in our schools.

Lack of agreement regarding the work secondary

school counselors are to perform has been one of the major weaknesses
confronting administrators and counselor trainers who have been
concerned with the development of a more effective program of guidance
services.

Much of the present contusion surrounding the counselor's role
in our schools will disappear if interested persons have a clear-cut
understanding of the work counselors are doing.

The time is now ripe

for this understanding not only for school administrators who employ

3
ouneelors but for state department officials, certificati

institutions of higher learning and counselors as well.

There seem*

to be a real used for up to date research on the jobs counselor*
perform and the types of training and experiences which contribute to
the counselor's effectiveness.

Until results from such studies

became available, there 'ill invariably be a leg in the
professionsaisation of the counselor's job.

As SAO might expect, early etudies of the counselor's job and
the professional training needed by these counselors to do an adequa
job revealed a diversity of opinions.

For example, adgerton

(20, pp.51.56) in 1926 in a survey of 113 city junior high, senior
high, and pertwtime schools found that the duties of counselor*

varied widely.

He found that counselors in these schools placed

undue emphasis an a number of the common duties while

little,

if any, provisions were made for others

However, more recent studies have shown that the counselor's
duties and the specification of qualifications necessary to perform
the specialised functions accompanying such a position are gradually
becoming clarified and stabilised.

Bailey (5, p.417) in a study of

the preparation, certification, and selection of personnel workers for
the secondary schools of the United States, found the five major
duties to bee

personal advisement, planning and supervising guidance

services, making community contacts, discipline, and recording data.
In 1944 the War Min Power Commission

pp.1-77) issued a pamphlet

describing the counselor's job and suggested training programs for
vocational counselors.

By defining the role of the vocational

counselor and the understandings, abilities, and skills needed to
perform his duties a basic course of minimum essentials was
recommended.

Cox (18, pp.1.4

) in a study of 100 se

ors

found that the major functions they perform could be grouped under
eight major headings.

In this study, which's' reported in 1945, the

professional experiences needed in the performance of the counselor's

duties were presented. A study of the counselor's job in the
Minneapolis schools was conducted by Wright (72, pp.214419) in 1945*
Although the specific activities of what counselors did were itemised

they could be grouped wider six main headings. A study of 299
colleges and universities conducted by Lefler?* (43, m1-58) in 1946
analysed the academic and experience requirements for personnel
workers.

The general pattern of duties recommended for counselors in
thirty -eight states which consisted of nine specialised functions was

reported. by Smith (57, pp355-356) in 1917.

Simmers and Davis

(56, pp*476484) surveyed the training and experience of counselors
in twenty North Central States. As a result of the study various
recommendations were made concerning the professional training and
teaching experience deemed necessary for school counselors.

Might professional organisations under the direction of the
Division of Professional Training and Certification of the National
Vocational Guidance Association presented a report (50, pp.2.37)
counselor duties and preparation in 1949.

These studies, although very significant

5
they a
felt t

It is

not representative of

quite foundation

if ire are to build a profession

it is necessary to kmoewhat our practicing counselors are doing, is
it what they should be doing, the training that equipped them to do
it, and, in light of these findings, the additional training and
It

skills needed to meet effectively the needs of those they serve.
is with these purposes in mind that this study is intended.

Method Used in This Stultr

The Semple,

As a basis

ection,

for this se

(76, pp l6-17) reported that 8,229 individuals had been designated
as counselors in the United States and the number from each state
was listed.

To attain an adequate sampling of counselors now in the

field the specialist for training guidance personnel in the United
States Office of Education was asked to supply an up-to-date list of
counselors in the secondary schools of the United States.

HO

referred the author to each state director of occupational
information and guidance services.

Prior to writing the state

directors to nominate counselors to be included in this study it was
necessary to determine the number of counselors to be selected from

each state. After due consideration it was decided that
approximately 2,000 counselors should be included in the study

In

order to avoid imposing any hardships on the state director* not more
than 100 counselors frma any state were asked to participate in the
study.

The states of Arizona, Maine, Nevada, and Wyoming had only a

small nuliber of counselors cog to the above study, therefore

6
all, or nearly all, that were listed were requested from these states.
Letteril were sent requesting state directors to send

n

and addresses of the selected number of counselors fran their

respective state.

In nominating counselors for purposes of this

study, state directors were asked to consider 4netividuals 'who help

students solve their problems and are given a minim= of one period
daily for this purpose. As a criteria for this selection they were
asked to use personal preference as if they were staffing a school.

The final number of counselors recommended by state directors to be
included in this study totaled 2,002.

The number of counselors

selected tram each state will be found in Table I.

Design of the Instrument to Gather the Information.

The

magnitude of the study precluded the use of anything but a
question mire approach.

In order to keep the study within reeasonable

limits, the questionnaire was constructed in such any as to ocus
attention on four objectives in addition to the identifying data.
Questions which seemed pertinent to obtaining the desired information,

'ewes What specific duties do you perform? That specific duties do
you think you should perform? What is your academic background and
what special skills have you mastered?

If you were beginning your

training, what additional academic courses and specific techniques
would you went included in your program?
Since a great amount of information was

and, in order

7

to facilitate ease in h
appropriate.

liu the data, a checklist type questionnaire

The authorise/aid the inatrument simple yet

definite so a great deal of time and effort went into its
construction.

The questionnaire was carefully analysed and refined

to the point that it appears in Appendix D.

Method of HandlUttleLta.

The question ai.re, acc

ied by a

cover lettert, was sent to the 2,002 selected noanselors throughout
the United States in February, 1952.

By July. 31, 1952 it was felt

that ample time had been given for returning the questionnaire and
the receipt of questionnaires after that date were not used in the
study.

At that time 1 329 or 4 per cent of the total numbers of

questionnaires sent out had bean returned.

Returns from each state

along with percentage returns and usuable questionnaires will be
found in Table I.

As the questionnaires were returned, the informati
recorded on S18 index cards according to the edgemsrking system
developed by Thurston. (62,

1-10).

Limitations of the Stu,z

Attempting to carry a a etuc

involving research on the

national level invariably leads to various limitations.
is no exception.

This study

In the first place, the instrument used to gather

the information may be considered a limitation,

The scope of the

8

study necessitated the normative survey approach both from a practical
as well as a financial standpoint.

Fully cognisant that the

questionnaire approach was not the best method but certainly the most
feasible one, the author attempted to construct an instrument that
would compensate for this limitation.

In constructing the

questionnaire, the procedures and considerations recommended by Good,

Barr, and Bastes (29, m4286-481), and Bixler (11, p.42) were
observed.

A second factor, which now be considered a limitation, was the
inability to secure names and addresses of counselors.

Ten state

supervisors did not comply with the request to send the names and
addresses of counselors for their states.

Therefore, questionnaires

were sent to counselors of high schools, not knowing whether the
particular high school had a counselor or not.

By checking the

responses from these states it was noted, however, that this method
of selection did not greatly affect the percentage of returned
questionnaires.

The cover letters accompanying these questionnaires

were somewhat different from the ones sent to counselors who were

recommended by state directors. A copy of this letter may be found
in Appendix C.
In a study of this nature, the representativeness of the

respondents must be considered as a factor affecting the results
checking the questionnaires as they were returned, it was felt that
this study represented very adequately the population for-which it
was intended,
Although precautions were taken end t

9
indicated no marked effect on the results of the study, the above
mentioned limitations were duly considered in the conclusions and
ccamendatians.
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REV= OF RELATED LITERATURE

Counseling in the secondary schools of America

dates

19a9 'hen counselors were appointed in the Boston schools
(15, pp,68.69).

The major emphases of the counselor's work prior to

the forties were primarily vocational is nature.

However, with the

changing school philosophy from that of subject matter to that of
individual emphasis, the work of the counselor has broadened to the
extent of including the educational, personal, social, and emotional
areas of life-adjustment.

The literature in this chapter is summarised as it relates to
fie purposes of this study.

They any

The duties of secondary school counselors.
2.

The duties secondary school counselors think they should

perform.

3.

The

round and training experiences of secondary

school counselors.

The additional experiences and training needed by
secondary school counselors.

In each area the research studies will be reviewed, followed
by a review of articles in which suggestions and recommendations
have been made by writers in the field.

Duties of Seoondary School Counselors

One of the earliest studies of counselor function was

12

conducted by Edgerton (20, pp.

70).

This investi tion of the

duties of counselors in junior high schools

senior high schools,

and pert-time schools included 1214 full-time and 211 part-time
counselors in 1143 cities.

From his questionnaire surrey Edgerton

(20, PP,52 55) found the major duties of counselors in these schools
to bes
1,

Carrying on individual interviews with pupils in which the

counselor discussed educational and occupational plans.
2.

Conducting group meetings with pupils where common

problems such as training opportunities, occupational. possibilities,

and curriculum activities were discussed.

Visits to local

businesses and industries were found to be a responsibility of the
counselor in this area,
3.

Cooperating with school and other

of counselors in this area consisted of assisting teachers

functions

th

adjustment problems of children, interpreting test results, working
w ith parents, employment agencies, and placing students in full and
part-time jobs.
14.

Making provisions for research.

In this area counselors

conducted occupational surveys and made this information available
to students.

Follow -up studies of graduates and drop outs were also

conducted by counselors.

The making of posters, charts, and reports

on occupations were considered as functions of counselors in this

Bailey's study (5, 141417) of the preparation, certification,

and selection of personnel workers for secondary schools was reported

in 1940.

he found that the

In a survey of 555,secondary c

five major duties were:

personal advisement

planning and supervising

guidance services, making community contacts, discipline, and
recording data.

Idgertonte study.

These duties closely approximated the rindings of
However, in the personal adviimment category it

was found that in addition to educational and vocational problems
counselors were confronted with emotional and social problems.

In

compering these two studies it is evident that counselors are now
assuming more responsibility in setting up and carrying out programs
of guidance services in the secondary schools.

It is possible that

the changes during this teelve year interim way be accounted for in
part by the establishment of the Occupational Information and Ouidance

Service in the United alates Office of lineation (57, p.65). As a
result of the establishent of this office, several states started
setting up specific standards which have led to the employment of
trained and experienced personnel.
After using a combinetion of the interview/ and queetionnaire

method with 100 carefully selected counselors, Cox (18, ppc34-105)
reported that counselors were concerned with the following functions:

study of the individual, educational-vocational guidance, emotionalsocial guidance, paacement, group work, follow.up, cooperative
relationships, and administrative duties.

She found that all of the

counselors kept complete records in cumulative folders for use with

individual cases. Apprcuinataly ninety eight per cent of the
counselors were directly or indirectly responsible for the testing
programs in their schools.

Ninety seven per cent of the selected

counselors worked with pupils an educational problems, while ninety
five per cent of them worked with pupils who exhibited social and
emotional problems.

More than half of the counselors functioned in

the areas of placement and discipline problems of pupils.

Follow-up

Of school leavers received less attention thane any of the other major

Three fourths of the counselors sponsored clubs and other

functions.

school activities, and approximately a third of them taught group
guidance classes.

Six of the counselors failed to use any group

activities along with their guidance work. Working with parents,
teachers

administrators, and community specialists was considered

a direct responsibility of the majority of counselors included in
this study.

More than fifty per cent of the counselors worked closely

with the school nurse, psychologist, remedial reading teacher, and
speech correction teacher in helping with pupil adjustment problems.

From a slightly different approach Wright (T2, pp.214419),
in 1945, analysed the job of counselors in the Minneapolis schools by

observing workers in action. A modification of the "Worker Analysis

Technique* used by the United States &pigment Service was employed
in the study.

Findings revealed the following duties ca men to

guidance workers in these achoolat
1.

Assists pupils individually with vocatiacnal, social, and

financial problems.

Other duties assigned to counselors in this area

included assigning new pupils to classes, assisting pupils in
selecting course electives, checking credits for graduation, helping
pupils obtain jobs, and counseling pupils entering the military
service.

15
Conducts group meetings with pupils on common problems.

Group conferences are arranged by the counselor in which resource
people are brought in to discuss career opportunities and training
requirements.

Orientation of new pupils in school situations is an

important duty of counselors in this area.
3.

Cooperates with school personnel and community agencies

in assisting pupils to make adjustments.

Counselors supervise the

testing program and assist teachers in the interpretation of these
results.

Conferences are held with teachers, nurses, visiting

teachers, and administrators for purposes of discussing special
problems.
I,

Counsels potential drop-outs and attempts to assist them

in.making adequate adjustments.

Terminal interviews are arranged

by the counselor in which he discusses training possibilities and
job opportunities with pupils.
5.

Teaches one or two classes and may be in charge of

homeroom.
6.

Doss clerical work in connection with the above duties.

7.

Advises in student organizations and assumes chairmanship

of the scholarship committee.

Other extra-class activities of

counselors in these schools involve lunchroom duties and responsibility
for the school movies.

Goldstein (28, pp 386-388), in

job of counselors

in the Meson Junior and Senior Nigh Schools , found that counselors
performed similar jobs to those reported by Wright.

/a order to determine whether the duties of counselors

becoming !tors stabilised, Smith's study (57,

5

)

following pattern of duties for counselors in thirty.eight statist

Assists with preparation of the individual inventory.
Provides occupational, educational, and other information.
3. Counseling.
4. Assists with followwup and community occupational surveys.
5. Provides plicement services.
6. Provides program leadership.
7. Promotes in- service training for staff members.
8. Makes case studies - leads case conferences,
9. Assists with research activities in his field.
10. Is school's referral agent - maintains contacts with
necessary community agencies.
1.
2.

In the thirty-eight states included in this study, common
agreement existed in all areas of counselor function with the
exception of placement, in- service training for staff members, making

case studies, and leading case conferences.

Counselors from one state

did not fUnction in providing placement services, and counselors from
two states did not promote an in- service training progi

for staff

embers nor conduct case studies and case conferences.
°ohm and Ohlsen (27, pp.2112-2147) conducted a study among
Washington counselors to determine ghat they were actually doing.
Of the seventy-seven counselors reporting it was found that the most
important services they performed were counseling, testing, working
with the staff, visiting homes, and working with problems of
attendance.

In addition to the above duties these counselors gave

consideration to the followings
for teachers

keeping records, in-service training

job placement, parent counseling, and the handling of

special eases.

Wilson (68, pp.406-409) in a study of 106 counselors in
Canadian secondary schools found that the most important work of

17
counselors ecusisted of *discuss

with et

including further education, failing work, in-school behaviors

interpretation of test scores; and personal problems including

of social, health home and emotional nature,* Also very important
in the work of the counselor was *talking to teachers informally
about students, administering group and individual tests, holding

formal conferences with teachers darning students, ordering tests
holding terminal interviews, working with the school nurse, and doing

some phases of placement work.' Another significant finding in this
stud; was that approximately three fourths of the counselors were
directed by the Provincial Direetors of Guidance not to act as truant
officers and to refrain from doing other administrative jobs such as
monitoring study halls, checking absentees and filling in for absent

teachers. Wilson revealed that, in order to secure grants for
counselors, the administrstionvnmad have to agree to free the
counselor of these administrative details (69, p.156).
In the United States quite a different picture was present in
those states mbar, studies have been made an the time spent on

various activities by counselors. A survey of time spent by Ohio
counselors and deans on various activities was made by Arnold
(2, pp.391-393) in 19147.

The results of this investigation revealed

that more time was being given to clerical work, such as checking
absentees, tardiness, and discipline then was given to counseling
about educational, vocational, personal, and social problems.

It

was found that very heavy work on scheduleumaking accounted for a
great amount of this time, especially near the end and beginning

13
h semester.

From a study

thi.rt

five California counsel

to

The c

Wertyn (16, p.294) similar results were found.

asked to keep an accurate account of time spent on clerical work

during three-day periods at the beginning, middle and end of the
school term. A prepared check sheet listing ten clerical duties was
given to these counselors in order that accurate records could be
kept.

eighty per cent of counselor time was spent an clerical duties.

since one of the clerical duties, scheduling and registering for
classes, had important implications for counseling it was tabulated
separately.

Sven after eliminating this item, forty three per cent

of counselor time was spent on clerical work.

According to Folmantier and Clark (52, pp

),

p

forms a definite part of the guidance activities
school program.

From a survey of 500 guidance direct

counselors they found guidance personnel using group techniques in
assembly program*, advising on programs of studies, in the homeroom,
courses of study,, group projects and clubs, career and college days,

occupational conferences and visitation days to local businesses and

industries. Although the actual carrying out of theme various
activities were not the direct responsibility of counselors, they
were instrumental in their initiation.
In addition to the research studies of counselor duties, many
writers and professional organisations have made pertinent
suggestions and recommendations in this area.

The earlier writers

dealt with the work of vocational counselors.

Parsons (5, p.263)

outlined six activities in which counselors should assume a major

They were:
1.
2.
3.
1i4

5.
6.

Make an individual inventory.
Collect occupational information.
Use techniques to bring together these two sects of fact..
Pro gren students for vocational education.
Find jobs for them.
Follow that up and readjust thin.

In reporting an the necessity of prot*ssieaal. treining

vocational counselors, &user (13, p.109) in an address given in 1913
said, "Reduced to its lowest terms, the chief work of the vocational
counselor is to deal with individual persons vho are in need of help
in choosing a life.career.

In order to give maximum aid in the area of vocational
adjustment the Federal Government, through the Mar Man Power

Camisole% instituted a program of training for vocational counselors
based on the duties they perform.

of counselors as follows 04,

This Commission described the work
1.4)1

o
vi
Obtains oecupational educational, and ot
3. Weighs and interprets all secured informati
evaluates the individual's potentialities in terms of
probable educational and occupational adjustment.
Assists the counsels. in making and carrying out
4
educational and occupational plans.
Follow* progress of counsels* during training program
5
and subsequent placement and assists his in meeting
adjustment problems.
1,
2.

Obtains and collates info rmati

cording to Jones (36, pp.533-538), the chief responsibility

of the counselor was to *stimulate, initiate develop, and coordinate
the guidance work of the entire school.*

It was revealed that in

addition to leading the guidance activities in the school, the
counselor must be the resource person to whoa teachers and

administrators make referrals of various problem cases. Wrenn and

Barley (71, pp.45-65) recommended similar duties for counselors.
They mentioned that the function of the counselor, in counseling, was
to aid students in becoming cognisant of their needs and
characteristics, in solving their problems, and in developing greater
self - direction.

Mathewson (47, Pp.10-27), in summarising the work of the
counselor, stated that the function of the counselor "always stands
between the client and society, interpreting one to the other."
This interpretation involved personal communication, appraisal and
understanding of the individual and the environment in light of the
problem situation, evaluation and correlation of pertinent data in
this situation, and the adjustment, orientation, and self-direction.
In correlating the work of the school with that of providing
maximue educational opportunities for youth, trained guidance workers

play a major role according to Zeran (Sp pp.9-12).

In playing this

rile the counselor's duties are similar to those outlined by the War
Man Power Commission.

However, in the area of followwinp, Zeran

emphasised not only the assistance given former clients but the
value of follow-up to school systems in improving, modifying, or
changing its curriculum to meet the needs of its students.

gamin (39, PP.482487) concurred wholeheartedly when she stated the
primary responsibility of the school counselor was "to analyse
systematically the facts gathered and the results obtained in the
adjustment of pupils, so that the mutual adjustment of school to
pupil and pupil to school may improve as a continuously evolving

process." Along this same point of emphasis, Jager (32, pp.98-102)

cautioned counselors

and

concerned with the

development of youth, that their duties must be thought of
relation to education as a whole.

Since counselors are concerned with individuals, their
ems, adjustments, and plans of individual, they must be adept in
covering, organising, analysing, and interpreting significant data

in order to understand end assist the individual in making optimum
adjustments.

These are the duties of counselors as outlined by the

National Vocational Guidance Association (50, nn.17-19).

Other

duties of counselors as indicated by this national organisation are
organising a program of guidance services consisting of ja testing
progress educational and vocational information materials, group
activities, counseling services at various levels, perhaps a placement
service, merit ratings, welfare activities, and like services."
Dugan (19, pp.55-67) and Strang (59, pp.6-12), in attempting to
clarify the major duties counselors perform, recommended similar
activities and relationships as those reported by the National
Vocational Guidance Association.
Neenes (149, An.242-247), among other things, suggested that

working with parents and community agencies was an important dut
the counselor.

According to Bacon (4, pp,37-11), more than ninety

per cent of the counselor's work is with the individual in
educational - vocational- emotional relationships.

He emphasiseds

The use of proper referral techniques to the remedial
pecialist, to the psychologist, psychiatrist, pwychosnalyst,
and to the clinical experts becomes a part of the counselor's
job. Care must be exercised in performing this function;
for mental oases can be manufactured by asking errors in
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referrals.

o

Kelley (40, pp,400.405) proposed greater
counselors and curriculum building committees.

bey

In

he

functioning in areas previously recommended by other

felt that couneelors are beat qualified to aid curriculum workers in

setting up work-stud programs because of their knowledge of the
community.

Similar are the recommendations of Bitch (41 pp 142

in the article on 'The Counselor's Stake in Life Adjustment
Education,'

In pointing out the duties of counselors in this movement

he stated that, "school counselors are in a position to make an
essential contribution toward the success of the life adjustment
education movement.*
Many writers recommended working with the

of he functions of counselors,

hool staff as one

Bledsoe (12, PP.495-199) maintained

that counselors should assume primary responsibility in developing
the in-service training program of guidance in their schools.
Strang (58, pp.26-30) recommended that counselors definitely
have a responsibility in the guidance of the gifted child.

Too often

these children do not develop to their optimum and frequently become
confused because they are not underetood.

In this light, Strang

suggested that counselors help teachers, administrators, and

parents

provide experiences that will enable them to steer clear of the
dangers that threaten their personality development.

In closing this section on the duties of secondary school

counselors, Milliamson 06, pp 182-189) very aptly expressed the role
of counselors when he said, "Counseling in a democracy is seen as an*

r tiding

of the

vidual members to

achieve an appropriate and relevant equality of opportunity
educational, vocational, emotional, and social,

h

ed by

ies of counse

ire and writers
elor becoming more c

e field, one sees the work of the
and camprehens Tea

Although the

major services of the guidance program have not changed materially
in the past forty-five years, there has been a trend in the direction
of counselor function to include other important aspects in the
life-adjustment of the individual rather than just the vocational
adjustment.

All researchers and writers in the field agree that co

o

should devote maple time to aiding individuals with educational and
vocational prOblems.

The following pattern of duties was found to be

common to all secondary school counselore:
1.

Cbtsining pertinent information about individuals from

interviess, personal data forms, test results, other individuals,
and observation.
Providing occupational. and educational

info:

printed materials and orientation programs
3.

Helping pupils with the solution of

bi

ing courses, remedying failing schoolwork
habits, placing pupils in curricular and extra lase activities,
checking OA progress of these placements, discussing occupati
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ing personal qualifications in

of educational and

occupational goals, and assisting in part-time and full-time placemont
4.

Instructing in group guidance situations.

Counselors take

an act vs responsibility in arranging for and conducting tours of
businesses and industries in the local community for orientation
purposes.

Arranging for guest consultants to participate in career

and college days is considered an important phase of the counselor's
work.
5.

Participating in research studies by following the progress

of pupils in various situations.
6.

Providing for and main

g a set of records for use in

counseling interviews is an important duty of counselors.
7.

Performing related duties such as working with school

personnel, community agencies, and various administrative jobs in

connection with Ms work.
Nxtensive work in the

a of social, personal, and emaoti
emotional

adjustment did not come within the rang* of counselor function until
the late thirties and early forties of this century.

Banner

(13, 11.109) and Idgerton (20, pp.52-55) did not reveal any Westin

these areas on the part of counselors.

Findings revealed differences

in opinion regarding the role of counselors in school behavior
problems,

Approximately three fourths of the counselors included in

idgerton's study were working in this area, while approximately fifty
per cent of the counselors in Cox's (18, pp.58-61) study assumed
responsibility in this area,

Degrees of emphasis in the area of

follow-up activities were revealed in the studies reviewed.

According

to Ara

op391-393) and

p.294), counselors spend

entirely too much time in performing routine clerical duties.
Provisions for in- service programs of guidance have emerged as a

definite responsibility of counselors in the pest decade.

The trend in the counselor's work, which now involves dealing
with more complex problems in the adjustment of ',dynamic individual
in a dynast c society as well as his educational and vocational
adjustment, will inevitably sake greater demands_ on the counselor in

time and professional efficiency.

Pros a practical point of vial it

becomes increasingly evident that counselors will have to become mote
selective in the duties they perform in light of the time, school
policy, professional ouvolifications, and available facilities.

It is

with this question that the following section is concerned.

Secondary School Counselors Think Thar Should Perform

pith all the concern about counselor duties in the secondary
schools, very little was found in the literature which related
specifically to the duties counselors think they should perform.
However, two studies, one by Cox and the other by Wilson, did reveal
significant information as to how the counselors investigated rated
particular jobs they were doing.
Cox (18, pp.34-105), by interviewing counselors personally,

found the following functions to be every important part of their
works

(1) gathering background information about pupils;

(2) administering tests and-interpreting the results; (3) helping

pupils with educational problems; (4) assisting with social and

26
onal problems; (5) aidi

w3,th selecting v

Obi; (6) supervising homeroom

sec

school

(7) etc

he

reonnel, psychologists, paychistrists,

unity; (8) speaking to groups; and (9) taking
activities.

Apprixdsateky

o.

responsibility for team

work.

; however

Pd

larger number felt this to

he counselors

inch

important phase of the counselors'

There were differences of opinion as to whether administrative

work is important for counselors.

Sons, who had administrative duties

thrust upon them attempted to turn them into guidance activities.

The majority of the counselors felt that discipline vu not a guidance

unction.
Wilson's study of median counselors yielded sore extensive
findings in this area.
activities.

Counselors were asked to rate their various

On the basis of their experiences they were asked to

classify these activities as being very tmportant, important, routine,
thwarting, needed, or not counseling at all

(69, pp.1114-200)

It

s found that working with pupils on home and social problems
planning courses of study, occupational plans, failing grades,
behavior problems, further education, job placement, administering
testa and interpreting tests results, working closely with parents,
teachers, and specialists on student problems were considered very
important duties.

Such duties as d
ing notes of interviews

h e mortional and health

lens

meting terminal interviews, and
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public relations work were classified as being important duties.
Working an the school time-table, registers, annual report,
entering test scores on permanent records, checking absentees,
substituting for absent teachers, checking corridors and washrooms,

and acting as truant officers mere considered as "thwarting and not
counseling* by this group.

The activities which these counselors felt should bs done but

which they did not have time to dowers,
of graduates and drop-outs

home visitation, follow-up

and follow -up of in-school recommondatices.

Actually, the role of the counselor varies from 4041 school
situ ttiss to the next

and various factors prevent counselors from

performing the jobs which they and the entire staff think they
should perform.

Lack of time is the reataa given by the majority of

counselors for not functioning in certain important areas.

Could it

be that counselors are at least partly to blame for this notion? By
not utilising the available resources in the school and commemity,
counselors may not be taking full advantage of their available time.

Altmekle (1, 144140412) maintains that *probably no greater disservice
has been done the cause of guidance than that accomplished by guidance
experts who maintain that guidance in the schools is the sole job of

professionals.* A changed attitude on the part of counselors failing
into this category, coupled with the development of a properly worked
out in-service training program, would help in freeing the counselor

from mew activities and would at the same time strengthen the entire
guidance program,
Inadequate t

of coaunselors plays a major role in

ram participating in important acct
randoring

es they Dia necessary.

Both Cc

and

that counselors rated social and emotional problems as
areas in which they should work.

found
important

Nevertheless' a great majority of

these counselors do not feel adequately trained to undertake serious
work in these areas.
Leak of fUnds and inadequate facilities often block counselors
from performing the duties they feel necessary.

To overcome thee*

weaknesses calla for a person who is adaptable, creative, and can
utilise available facilities to the maximum.

Frequently the guidance point of vim' held by the school
administration is not in harmecy with that held by the counselor.
Abet school administrators are eager to receive help in developing
adequate educational program

If counselors would demonstrate in

wringing manner the uwys in which the guidance program er/
=pageant the total educational progress counselors would more than
likely be freed of many former menial tasks, thus enabling them to
operate in more productive endeavors

Savior of the Asti

pot

Secondary' SCh001

Perform,

Counselors feel that working with

on educational

vocational, personals socials and emotiaaal p oblams is a very

important fUnction in their ark

addition to helping pupils

resolve problems in thee. areas, counselors also rats working with

touchers, parents, end apeolalists as every important phase of their

work.
Lack of time, lack of in.sos

# inad

trained personnel, lack of funds inadequate facilities, and poor
concepts of counselor function on the part of the administrators as

well as the counselor are factors preventing counselors from

funeticeing as thervould like

?ninth& and Backsrou4d Somerton**, of $60

The Investigation of the duties and training of coosseloz

107

pp,283484) yielded the first.extensive findinss in
this area. Although the training of counselors at that tine was
varied, it was revelled that the pattern of preparation included
training in the psychological, sociological, industrial, economical,
educational, vocational, and occupational areas.

Specialised courses

in counelling geared to the needs of vocational counselors and
courses dealing with special guidance problems were included in the
counselor training program,

Be found that tootle& social en*,

nursing, and working with eeploymentagencieninmm valuable
experience as background training for these counselors« The length
of time spent in these experienees and the moope of the training

differed from counselor to couneelore As a result of this study
Idgerton recommended the development of comprehensive training
programs to sdequatsly prepare counselors for the Important job they
are to perform in the public

schools.

Bailey ($, pplA15423) found that the majority of counselors
in his study had received training in the following
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professional courses:

sociology

s of education, principles

of guidance, tests and meseurements, economics, and adolescent
psychology.

aperiences in teaching, public relations, youth

activities outside the schonG1 and internship were found to be highly
desirable in preparing these counselors to be more effective in their

Jobs.
In the ores of professional training Cox stated (18, p. 70)s

The counselors appear to be 'ell-grounded in two areas
of professional training. Those areas are the field of
Aducation including administration supervision, principles
of education, educational peycholog; and methods, and the
mere narrod; specialised field of Guidanes and Personnel.
Guidance courses include those devoted to principles and
techniques of guidenes and the organisation and administration
of the program, diagnosis, counseling tee
quest vocational
guidance, interviewing, and related courses.
In addition she (18,

.171-170 found that approximately halt

of the counselors studied had taken courses in general psychology and
mental 'Onions, while only twenty per cent had received training in
adolescent psychology.

Professional preparation for dealing with

personality adjustment problems time included in the training programs

of every small number of the counselors in this study. Although
ninety -eight per cent of the counselors reported the use of tests and

measurements in their work, it vas found that only sixty-sight per
cent of the counselors had received training in this area of
preparation.

lifty-eight per cent of the counselors reported having

had one or more courses in educational guidance end occupational
information.

Cox (18, p4148) found that teaching experience, social work
and experience in business and industry contributed appreciably to
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the counselor's covetence.

These experiences were considered very

desirable in preparation for the work of counseling.
Jones (38, Pn.205-213), in reviewing

study by

Qrrrer which

concerned with the academicend professions' preparati
of 214 counselors, reported that practically all these counselors
recommended an undergraduate major in either psychology or sociology.

In addition to the psychology courses previously mentioned
techniques of counseling, statistics, and clinical training were the

most frequently **aimed courses in the professional programs of
these counselors.

In the professional preparation of counselors, Benson and
Froehlich (9, pp419-22) are of the opinion that training in broad
areas was preferred to the listing of specific courses.

From a

survey of forty-six states in 1947, they found that considerable
confision existed in the training programs of counselors,

Of the

sixteen states issuing counselor certificates at that time, eight
required no training in principles of counseling and five specified
no requirements in the area of occupational information.
A more recent study of counselor certification in the United

States eras

reported by Krum (142, pp.$84,586) in 1951.

He found

that of the twenty-three states issuing certificates at that time
the following background experiences and training were required,
1.

teaching certificate.

2,

Teaching experience, usually two years.

3

Work experience other than teaching and c

I.

Nearly every state required philosop4r and

vi

ocoupaticnal and educational

information, and organisation and edministretion of guidance programs.

The results of in investigaticn by Teo (73, M112.1144 of
counselor certification of 121 large city school systems in
forty-thres states, closely resembled the requirements reported

Dynan (I2, pp.584486),

by

A variety of mythology courses were listed

as standard requirements in addition to those professional, courses

outlined

by

&oomens.

Atkins' (3,

inquiry into the training of

counselors throughout the United States yielded similar results as
found by others previously reported in this chapter.

However, this

study revealed that the training of counselors was integrated,

realistic, and functional

This was evidenced by the flexibility

and scope of training programs, internship opportunities, and
laboratory experiences afforded in the program of training,
result of these findings he recommended a training program that was
broad in content, flexible, and based on the needs and abilities of
each potential counselor,

Three broad areas were recommended to

make up the comprehensive training program for counselors.
mires

They

(1) area of underetanding, consisting of eighteen

informational courses) (2) organisational procedures, consisting of
nine professional courses; (3) tools essential to the training
process, °anointing of three technical courses.

A study conducted by Simmers and Davis (56, plu476-484), of
twenty states in the area supervised by the North Central Association
of Secondary Schools, was reported in 1949

A total of 406 counselors
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h

part

concerned with their training

and

a checklist which listed courses in

four major areas,

asked to check those courses in
The major areas were*

which they had

mill problems, (3) psyChology,

(1) guidance and
0

and (14) research

more than fifty per cent of the

ounseacre had had the following courses in each of the following
areas,

0 rses in

dense and counseling
guidance

1.

Iducati

2.

Vocational guidance

3,

Techniques at counseling

* in ***144 irobl***

1.

taw
in mho

14

Adolescent peyehology

2.

Child psychology

Courses in research
1,

Testing

A large number of courses were taken in each of the areas but
not in sufficient number and varied to the extent that no patterns
of training were evident.

Three hundred and fourty-four of the 406

counselors recommended teaching as a prerequisite for counseling.
Two studies on the state level yielded comparable results in
the area of counselor preparation as the study previously reported.
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They were Gamin and

27, pp*2

47) study in 'Washington

and Larson's (1k, prp*203.205) study in California*

In 1948 the Occupational Information and Guidance Service in
cooperation with the Division of,Righer Education of the Office of
Education met with state supervisors and counselor trainers to study

the problems "What should be the preparation of counselors?* The
recommendations of this group concerning educational and experience

background was as follows (22, pp.340$
A*

Education

1

General

A counselor must
accredited instituti
regular State educational requiremen
teacher's certificate valid for the grads level in
which the counselor is employed.
Professional

A counselor must have at
the equivat of a
master's degree with major emphasis in the essential
area' of the guidance program,*
basic course in
*Principles and Practices of the Guidance Program"
should be a prerequisite to this training. The
essential areas in each of which same training is
required are;
414

Coors areas of training
The counseling process
Understanding the individual
Educational and occupational information
Administrative relationships of the guidance
(5)

program
Research and evaluation procedures for
counselors

Training supplementary to the core areas
In addition to the above required core areas of
training, counselors shall have had or shall
secure training in psychology, economics, and
sociology*

kpsrience
practicing counselor must have had at least 2
successful teaching or ()consoling experience, at least I
year of cumulative work experience in a field or fields
other than school work, 3 to 6 months of supervised
counseling experience or internship, and sufficient
experience in activities of social significance, such as
volentomrinalk in the community* to reveal interest in
working with others and to indicate leadership

The National Vocational Guidance Association in cooperation
with seven additional associations presented this comprehensive
report (50, Pp.1-37) in 1949.

Probably more planning went into the

report 'Counselor Preparations than any other similar report in the
field.

Concerning the training that counselors should have* they

recommended 'a broad liberal education with necessary basic training
in such fields as labor economics, psychology* sociology, and
statistics' as a background for entry into the professional counselor
training progress.

However* these associations did not recommend

specific) courses in the professional preparation of counselors.

Instead, they listed seven broad areas in which adequate preparation
should be received
1.
2.
3.
I.
5.
6.
7.

They ayes

Philosophy and principle
Growth and development of th
The study of the individual
Collecting, evaluating* and using oscupati
educational, and related information
Administrative and community relationships
Techniques used in counseling
Supervised emperience in counseling

The National Vocational Guidance( Association felt that

additional areas of training were essential in preparing counselors

and as a result recommended the following vow
1.

Group methods in guidance

2.
3.
4.

Plaoement
Pollow.up techniques and uses
Methods of research and evaluation

In each of the eleven areas they suggested that counselor
training institutions select courses and organise them around these

areas in such away that the training of counselors would be adequate.
Palmmrtier

PP.3344) and Dugan (19, pp.55-.67) agreed

complately with the recommendations of the training for counselors
as revealed by the National Vocational Guidance Association.

Dugan

further recommended experiences other than in teaching or counseling
as desirable in the preparation of the work of the counselor.
A comprehensive report on the education and experience of
counselors was submitted by the DtwAr Commission of the Council of
Ouidante and Personnel Associations in 1951 (60, p, )

This

Commission recommended a master's degree in education* psychology,
personnel administration with emphasis on counseling and guidance.
Courses suggested as desirable for this work included statistics;
tests and measurements; educational and vocational guidance; clinical,
Abnormal* and applied psychology; personnel administration; and mental
hygiene.

From one to three years of teaching experience or experience

related to guidamework was highly recommended as experience
requirmalents

According to l*Barre (43$ ppe1.0)

training of counselors

must be built on solid foundations. with this in mind she
recommended training that would make provisions tort
(1)

(2)

basic information relative to understanding the mall -up
and behavior of the individual and his relation to society";
the history and the development of the profession and
the principles of personnel work as they apply toda;

the st
are

and

further

of

in trainingiddAsamild ens
the principles and techniques in real. si

The counselor, according to Ott hemon (I6,

35-339

should be both pep logically and sociologically oriented."

lie

strongly emphasised the first recommendation made by Werra

felt that, an Armin of this knowledge, a counselor will be able
to gain insight into the influence of the culture on the personality
development of the individual which is very importsnt in the work
of the counselor.

Jones (37, PP

594) reeeoamended the bachelor's degree as

the very minims in academic preparation of counselor*.

Be further

suggested that counselors should present evidence of adequate
preparation in the following areas*
1.

4

Biology, physiology, psychology of individ
psychology of social relationships, personality
development, and physical and mental hygiene.
Tests and meamemente, clinical techniques, general
methods of evaluation.
Onidance, personnel work, social case work, counseling
techniques.
The eduoational program of the "whoa.

5. Interneship wo. It should involve observation

6.
7.

and praotice in situations like those which will later
be met.
Technique* of investigating occupations, occupational
trends, and qualifications of works= in different types
of occupations.
Specialised techniques in vocational placement and
followwmp.

8. Unwed work in the construction and interpretation of
9.
10.

tests.
Diagrams and remedial work in reading.
Social case work.

Hahn (30, pp4250-262) concurred
concursMe d with the recommendations of
Jones, but would add at least six graduate credit hours in
non-directive counseling
.

In order to be effective in his work, the counselor,

according to Bell (8, PP*461467), must master certain tools in
addition to the professional courses previously mentioned in this
chapter.

The counselor's effectiveness is greatly enhanced if he

is proficient in into

swing, administering and interpreting tests,

using various therepeutic technique., and knowing when and 'hers to
refer students for services he is unable to supply himself.

Bell

maintained that prospective counselors must be provided with ample
opportunity to perfect these skills in actual practice along with
course training.
In the training of counselors, Rogers (55, Pp.,

anion that the following course of training would prove
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Basic work which heads to a fundamental understanding
of human relationships. Courses in sociology, social
psychology, and anthropology would help to meet this
need. Experience in group work or teaching or in the
field of industrial relationships is also valuable in
this connection.
Basis courses leading to an understanding of the
psychological development and adjustment of the
individual. A considerable portion of the training
period should be devoted to such work. Courses in
the biological development of the individual are of some
importance here, but special emphasis should be given
to work in genetic and developmental psychology, child,
adolescent, and adult psychology. Courses in the
dynamics of human adjustment problems - family and
marital adjustments, vocational adjustments, the
adjustments of deviates such as the abnormal, the
subnormal the delinquent, and other groups.

39
Training in research methods, in order that the counselor
may have adequate techniques for evaluating his own work
and that of others, and thus a sound basis for progress.
Courses in the techniques of counseling, in which the
individual can become acquainted with various viewpoints
toward counseling and psychotherapy.
Supervised experience in which counseling is carried
on with ample opportunity for detailed criticism and
evaluation by a qualified supervisory individual.

Williamson (67, pp.58-59) recommended a similar program of
training for high school counselors*

of Secondary

Summari of the Training and
School Counselors

The literature reveals considerable progress in the development
of adequate training programs for counselors.

This developmental

progress has taken place as a result of trial and error, empirical
and scientific methods.

More and more counselor training

institutions are basing their programs of training for counselors an
an analysis of the duties he is to perform in the guidance program of
the school.

This is evidenced by the fact that approximately half of

the states now have certification requirements for counselors and an
additional number of states are at present in the process of setting
up specific requirements.
The course training of counselors, as seen from the literature*

has been diversified in both scope and emphasis.

These courses seem

to fit into broad areas of training in which counselors and
specialists in the field deem necessary.

In summary, the courses

that have: been included in the, training program of counselors as they

relate to these broad areas as follows'
1.

Background or basic courses.

category are general psychOlogyr sociol

Courses fitting into this
biology, economics,

principles and practices of guidance services

curriculum, and

principles of education.
2.

Courses basic to understanding the individual, A number

of psychology courses are included in this area.

adolescent, child

Educational

and clinical psychology along with mental hygiene

were predominant in the psychological background of counselors
3.

Organisational courses.

Personnel administration,

administration of guidance services, and courses basic to the
understanding of the total school program were mentioned most
frequently.
4.

Technical courses in guidance and counseling.

Counseling

techniques, non-directive counseling, analysis of the individual,
educational guidance, occupational information, group methods in
guidance, and vocational guidance were courses taken in this area.
5.

Courses in research.

Tests and meaeurements, methods of

research, statistics, techniques of follow-up, and evaluation were
the significant areas in which counselors had received training.
The background experience of the majority of counselors as
revealed by a review of the literature was primarily in the area of
teaching.

Many of the counselors. worked with social agencies,

employment agencies, and had experiences in fields other than
teaching and counseling.

There is definitely a trend emerging in

the training program of counselors to devote a larger segment of

the training period to supe±vised practice.

Additional Skperiences and Training Needed by Sec

School

Counselors

Since the inception of the guidance movement, the training of
counselors has oorresponded with the jobs they are called upon to
perform.

These duties and the attendant training of counselors have

been in a process of changes particularly since about 1940.

As vas

mentioned earlier, more courses are now being offered in a larger
number of counselor training institutions based upon the needs and
interests of counselors.

Through experimental research new techniques

and methods are constantly being developed, which, if mastered by
counselors, mould be very useful in their daily work.

This is

particular4 significant for prospective counselor* now in training
since they will receive the benefits of these new methods and
techniques in their training programs.

However, a large number of

counselors now in the field received their professional training prior
to this period of rapid change and therefore are in need of additional
training.

One of these developments 'Mich holds significant implications
for counselors, in their dealing more effectively with personal
problems of pupils, is the use of improved techniques in the appraisal
of personal qualities and the treatment of meladjustments.
(63, pp.114-23). According to Cox (18, p.207), more than half of the

counselors included in her study felt a need for increased skills
and insights in the handling of personality adjustment problems.
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Although specialists were utilised in a large number of cases to work
cooperatively with these counselors in bringing about more whelesmuo
adjustment, they felt that more training in this area was necessary.
Wilson (68, pp#406-409) also found this to be true among a majority
of the Canadian counselors he studied.

As a result of the study of 406 counselors in qty North
Central States, Simmers and ,Davis

pp.476-484Yrecommended that

'Training for all guidance workers must include general emphasis ma
attitudes, personality, social skills, and philosophy of life

plus

specifie emphasis in the fields for Which the student is training.
They found that in addition to adolescent and child psychology,

courses in which more than fifty per cent of these counselors had
received training, mental hygiene, dynamics of human adjustment,

abnormal, social, and adult psychology were courses recommended for
other counselors in light of the experiences of the 406 counselors
studied.

Another significant development in the past decade has been

the use of improved objective measures in guidance. According to
1011114n (65, vp.1044), "The wield= of the counselor in knowing what

to look for in a test, h©R to interpret the results, and how to
employ tests to the beet advantage for the individual student and the

community at large, has increased in giant strides." A considerable
number of the counselors, studied by Cox (18, p.207), expressed a
desire for more training in this area.

This eauld be particularly

true in the area of individual testing since a majority of these
instruments have been perfected more recently.

Concerning the additional experiences that counselors need,
p.207) found that approximately fifty per cent of the
counselors in her study expressed a need for more experience in
business and industry*

Some of those who had had limited experience

in this work before going into high school counseling desired further
Bvidently this experience has proven

experience in this area*

valuable since MacKay (45, pp24042142), drawn (1i2, pp.5844586), and
Bailey (6, pp.94-98) found that all states having counselor
certification standards required from one to three years experience
in employment other than teaching.

Summary of the Additional aperients,* and Training Needed bx
Secandasiy School Counselor*

It is an accepted fact that training for counselors must be
grounded in the science of

hol

The counselor needs

professional knowledge and technical skills that are primarily related
to an understanding of the individual with which he deals.

Since

high school counselors work closely with large numbers of individuals
with varying problems, a training program broad in scope with as much
depth as possible is a prime prerequisite if they are to perform
adequately the job expected of them.
From the limited available data relating to this particular
part of the study the additional training and experiences needed by
counselors may be summarised as follows:
1.

More training in the area of personality and emotional

problems was expressed by counselors in order to help pupils reach

wholesome adjustments*
2.

More training and supervised work in the area of group

And individual testing was a need of many counselors',
3.

More background experience in business and indust

give counselors insights and understanding* in socio-economic areas.

COLIOSELCILS AND THEIR Aft

At

the and of Chapter 1, Table I indicated the numb rr of

counselors who returned questionnaires from each state.

The

purpose of this chapter is to examine the setting in Shich these
counselors 'mat, the duties they are now performing, and the duties
they believe they should perform in order to carry out more
adequately their jobs as counselor",

CGUNSELORN AND THEIR SCH

We shall first consider the findings relative to the size
of the school in which these counselors work, the sex of the
counselors, the degrees they hold, the type of school in which
they are employed, the number and length of counseling periods per
day, the number of additional counselors in their school, the
counsels* load, the types of counseling they do, and the teaching
assignments they have if they are not full-time counselor',

Table II has been devised to indicate the distribution of
the IT82 counselors according to sire of school.

The largest number

of counselors included in this study came from schools having an
enrollment between 500 and 900 pupils,

Iighty-four per cent of the

1282 counselors are working in schools ranging in else from 250 to
1999 pupil enrollment,

TARiZII
DISTRIBMION OF 1282 COMEAU BY Mt OF SCHOOL

Loos than 100
100 - 249
ISO 500 - 999
1000.1999
2000.-plus

11

1

93

7

261

21

1827

385
105

30
a

Sex of Counselors in the Stu*.

Of the 1282 tunable questionnaires, 667 or fiftywtwo per cent
of the counselors were men and 615 or forty'-eight per cent were

When comparing the distribution of male and female counselor,
in this study with other similar studies, it is found that a sore
even distribution is evident in the present study.

For example

Zeno and Jones (76, pp.1647), in their study of Cuids000 and pupil
personnel services in the United Stately, found a distribution of

fortywthree per cent men and fifty-seven per cent women among 8229
counselors in 1946.

Cox (28, p.24) found that seventy-seven per cent

of the counselors in her st*rwerewomen. The possible reason for
the high percentage of women counselors in Coxes study soy be

explained in part by the fast that this study us made in the early

forties, At this time the United States was engaged in a woad
conflict and a large number of the sea were in the armed services.

Too, these counselors were highly selected on the basis of at least
three years of successful experience as counselors in their schools
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and also in a selected area. Wilson (69, N105), in his study of
Canadian counselors, found that seventr.three per cent were men.
This high percentage of men, according to Wilson, is probably due
to the methods of staffing secondary schools in Canada,

Degrees Held by Counselors

summary of degrees held by these 1282 counselors will aid
in forming an estimate of the amount of formal education these
counselors have had,

Sixteen hold the doctor of philosophy degree,

twelve the doctor of education degree, and one the doctor of
jurisprudence degree.

Nine hundred and forty. -six hold the master's

degree, twe hundred and ninety one the bachelor's degrees while
sixteen hold no degree.

However, of the sixteen who do not hold a

degree, one man and four women are working toward a bachelor's
degree.

Of the 291 holding the bachelor's degree, it is found

that ninety three men and eighty...two women are presently working

for the master's degree; and 177 men and eighty four imam, of the
9146 holding the master's degree, are working for the doctor's
degree.

Table III indicates the distribution of degrees held by

sex as well as the percentage holding each degree,

TABLE III

DISTNIBUTIUN OF 1282 CCONUICIRS BT SIX AND NORM HELD

Total
13
149

No Degree
Bachelor's Degree
Master's Degree

u

4112

Doctor's Dogrel,

Type of School

in, Which

of
Counselors

16

291
946
29

Counselors

Table IV indicates

bulks of the co

different type schools by number and percentage :ewe
number of schools from which the counselors came,

From Table IV

it is seen that the 1282 counselors included in this study cam

from 120 different schools.

The breakdown of the schools by

type of organisation reveals that 119 counselors or nine per cent
are employed in 118 junior high schools

432 or thirty-four per cent

are working in 428 junior-senior high schools, and 731 or fifty.
seven per cent are working in 709 senior high schools.

WU IV
D

Typo School

of
Schools

Junior High School
JunicrwSenior High Se
Senior High School

Counselors

RagIrtAng

118

9

709

3k
57

for Counseling

to

As a basis for selecting a

i

study, it was stipulated that only those who spend a minim= of one
period daily in counseling be recommended.

Fran Table V it is noted

that eighty-four did not have my periods assigned exclusively for
counseling.

This group stated cc the questionnaire that they were

not assigned special periods for counseling, but they were available
at all times during the school
this

grouping,

day

for this purpose. As a result,

included in the findings of the stu4y.

Of the 1282 counselors, 480 indicated they were devoting full
time to personnel work.

The percentage of full -ties counselors in

this study, thirty.seven per cent, compares very closely with the

findings

in Bliley's study (59 p.416) in 1939.

He found that

thirt-five per cent of the 555 counselors were devoting full time
to personnel

work.

Teble V indicates the periods per dm, that are assigned

exclusively for counseling as reported

by

the 1282 counselors in this

study. An average of four periods exclusively for counseling is

found by using the entire grou

TABLE V
DISTRIBUT OM OF 1282 COUNSELORS BY NUMBER 01 PERIODS

ASSIGNED DAILY rat COUNSELING

.ads

with A

0
1
2
3

7

84
139
184
189
147
110
226
103

S

100

1,

5
6

*mane o

Counselors

r o

unseiore

ed to

9
18
8
8

Length of Counseling Period

Of the 1084 counselors, who replied to this question, it is
found that the length of the counseling period ranged frees thirty

minutes to sixtr.five minutes with an average length of fifty-three
minutes per period.

The number and percentage of counselors Uf

length of counseling period are shown in Table VI.

TABLE

DY

DISTRIBUTION OF 1C8 CO SE
Length of Periods
in Minutes

40

Number of Counselors
Reporting for Each Period

89

hircentage of Counselors
Reporting for Each Period

OF PERIOD

55

60

194 195 292

308

18

28

5

18

27

6

1

Mutable'. of Other Counselors

The number of counselors, in any one of the schools from
which the 1282 counselors in this study cams, ranged from one to
thirteen.

It is found, however, in the schools haring additional

ounselors, that a majority of the schools have from one to three
counselors.

It is noted from Table VII that schools ranging in

*is, of pupil population from 250 upward had the greater number of
counselors.

In comparing the total number of counselors in this st

with the United States as a whole, it is significant to note that
the number of counselors per school have increased from approximately
two to approximately three counselors per school in the past six

years. Wan and Jones (76, pp.16 -17) found a total of 8229
counselors in 4168 schools while, in the present study, a total of
31s141 counselors were found in 1255 schools.
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TABLE VIII
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DISTRIBUTION OF 1106 COL

Percentage of
Counselors
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Counselors

ounselees
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0
74
75 - 149
150
224
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300
374
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6
11
10
10
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524

9

450

525-599

600 - 674
675
749
750
824
825
899
900 - 974
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Plus
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2
7

1
2
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ity of the school population requires that the

Of

counselor be prepared to deal with * wide variety of problems.

the 1282 counselors, 1131 or eighty-eight per cent are engaged in
general counseling.

That is, they are helping pupils with solution

of all types of adjustment problems.

In additioi to the general

counseling, approximately one half of the counselors are working in
one or more of the specialised areas of counseling such as
educational, vocational, personal, and social counseling.

The

majority of those working only on specialised problems came from
the schools where more than one counselor was engaged in personnel
work.

Table IN indicates the nuaber and percentage of counselors

who are engaged in the various areas of counseling.
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ON OF 1282 COONSBLOR8 BI TYPI OF CQt i

DIST

0

Nember of
Counselors

Nesertiv

Vocational
Iducatigual
Personal
Social
Health
Family
Placement

Teaching Ass

included in this study

were

802 part-time

counselors who
cent taught in

twentr-seven per

teaching,

0

field.

One hundred and fiftywlour

or nineteen per cent taught language arts or foreign language, and
114 or fourteen per cent taught mathematics.

It is found that

ninety-nine or twelve per cent of the counselors assumed
administrative duties while, in the case of the remaining courses,

less than ten per cent of the counselors were engaged in teaching

any one single course. A number of the counselors taught in more
than one of the subject matter areas.

The distribution of the

802 part-time counselors according to their teaching assignments
is indicated in Title I,
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Occupation'

Training

6 17 3.6

Education
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Driver

Guidance
Administration
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Reading

Social

Per:holey,
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Physical

Mathematics

2 1 2 2 1 2 10 27 7 7 14
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Supervision

Teaching Coaching

Group
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19 14
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For brevity

number of counselors are performing.

following tabular forms will be utilised for all tables used
throughout this section of the studys
Column 1.

Duties as they were listed on the queltionn

Column 2

Total number of counselors checking each duty
this includes those counselors who now perform
the duty, those who believe they should but are
not now performing the duty, and those who believe
they should and are performing the duty.

Column 3.

Percentage of counselors checking the item
indicating they now are performing this duty.

Column 4,

Percentage of counselors checking the item
indicating they are performing the duty and
believe they should not perform it.

Column

Percentage of counselors checking the item
indicating they are performing the duty and
believe they should perform it.

Column d.

Percentage of counselors checking the item
indicating they are not now performing the duty
but believe they should perform it.
Percentage of counselors checking the item
indicating those who are, and those who are nots
performing the duty but who believe they should
perform it.

For examples in Table XIe, Column 1 is a listing of the duties

as indicated an the questionnaire.

In Column 2 opposite Checking

Absentees, the figure 472 indicates the total number of counselors
who checked the item showing that they are now performing this duty,
those who believe they should perform this duty, and those who are
now performing and believe they should perform this duty.

In

Column 3, the figure 89 indicates the percentage of the 472 counselors
who are now performing this duty.

The figure 56 in Column 4 indicates

the percentage of the 472 counselorswho are now performing this duty

57
but who believe they should not be performing it

In Col mm 5, the

figure 33 indicates the percentage of the 472 counselorseho are
now and who believe they should perform the duty.

The figure 11

in Column 6 indicates the percentage of the 472 counselors who are
not nos performing the duty, but who believe they should perform it.

In Column 7, the figure a indicates the percentage of the 472
counselors who are, and also those who are not) performing the duty
but who believe they should perform the duty,

AleaNISTRATIVE DUTIES

The returns indicate that a substantial number of the
counselors are now performing administrative duties.

However, upon

further study, it is noted that some of the counselors believe that

& number of these duties should not caw within the real of their
responsibility.

AY analysing each duty separately, it is possible

to ascertain the counselor's reaction to these administrative
functions.

Table XI indicates those administrative duties checked

by the counselor.

The last three duties listed in this table are

additional duties, not included an the questionnaire, written in
by counselors.

TABLE XI

ADMINISTRATIVE DUTIES OT 1282 ODUNSRLORS

;

4

5

472

89

56

3

337
239
40

95
95
93
97
97

82
79
7

16

5

21

20

7

27

33
11

3
3

136
4

25
30
27
16

21
28

46

8

35
16
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Checking Absentees
Checking the Balls
Checking the Washrooms
Monitor an Busses
Pilling out Reports and Registers
Substituting for Absent Teachers
Acting as Truant Officer or
Visiting Teacher
Supervising Student Council
Supervising Other Clubs
Cafeteria Duty
Audio-Visual Aids Director
Registering Students

443
305
159
369
475

31
13
41

54

79
72

42

92
100
100
95

65
84
100
54

0
41

0
0
5

58

0
46

king Abaci

Fran the 472 counselors who checked this item, it is found
that eighty-nine per cent are performing this duty.

Of those

counselors who are now performing this duty, fifty -six per cent do

not believe checking absentees is a counseling function.

Sloven

per cent of the counselors are not now performin g this duty, but

believe they should function in this activity.

Prom Columns 5

and 6 of Table II it is found that forty -four per cent of the

counselors, rho are and are not performing this duty, believe that
checking absentees is a duty counselors should perform.

Checking the

Ninety .five per cent of the 337 counselors checking this

0
item are performing this duty; however, eighty-two per cent of those
counselors now performing in this capacity think that checking the
halls should not be their responsibility.

Five per cent of the 337

counselors who are not performing this duty think that it comes
within the realm of the counselor's function.

Along with the

thirteen per cent now performing this duty, a total of eighteen per
cent of the counselors checking this item believe that checking the
halls is an activity in which counselors should participate

Checking the Washroom

Of the 239 counselors checking this item ninety-five per cent
are now checking the washrooms.

Seventy-nine per cent of these

counselors believe they should not be called upon to perform this
duty.

It is found that only five per cent of the counselors, not

presently checking the washrooms, feel that it should be their
responsibility. A total of twenty one per cent of. the 239 counselors
who are and who are not performing this duty, believe that checking

the washroom is a duty counselors should perform,

Monitor on Busses

Ninety -three per cent of the forty counselors
this item are now engaged in this duty..

to

However, only twenty per

cent of then feel it is their responsibility, leaving seventy -

three per cent who believe this is not their responsibility.

Seven

per cent of the counselors checked this duty as one they should
perform, but are not performing it.

Of the forty respondents to

this item, only twen

per cent think it is definitely a

counselor's duty.

worts mod Registers

lliqg

red and forty -three counselors checked this d
It is found that ninety - seven per cent are, fUnctioning in this

capacity

Of the ninety - seven per cent performing this functionl

sixtyfour per cent believe they Should not be filling out reports
Only three per cent of the counselors who are not

and registers.

From

presently engaged in this capacity believe it their function.

Columns 5 and 6, it is seen that a total of thirtyssix per cent of
the hid counselors believe they should be performing this duty.

Substituting for Absent Teachers

Winetysseven per ceet of the 3f
are serving in this capacity.

counselors checking this
ghtyssix per cent of the

ounselors feel that substituting for absent teacher' is not their
responsibility.

Only three per cent of the counselors not presently

working in this capacity believe it to be their responsibility.
Fourteen per cent of the 305 counselors believe that substituting
for absent teachers should ease

within

the real* of the counselor's

function.

as Truest

gT

Of the 159 counselors checking this item
now acting ass truant officer or visiting

per cant of this group do not consider this duty a coumnselor's
function.

Twenty-one per cent of the counselors who are not

performing this duty at the present believe that this is a duty in
which they should serve.

Those who believe this duty is a counselor

function comprise forty-six per cent of the 159 counselors who
checked this item.

5upsrvising Student Council

Seventystwo per cent of the 369 counselors are performing
this duty.

Forty -two per cent of the counselors believe it is not

their responsibility to supervise student councils. With the twentys
eight per cent who are not performing this duty but believing they
should, a total of fifty-eight per cent of the 369 counselors are in

favor of listing this as a duty they should whore.

Supervising Other Clubs

Fran the 475 counselors who checked his item, it is found
that anat./sten per cent are at present engaged In this capacity.
Of those counselors who are now performing this duty, sixtysfive
per cent do not believe supervising clubs is a counselor's
responsibility.

Only eight per cent of the counselors who are not

performing this duty believe they should engage in this activity.
Fran Columns 5 and 6 it is found that thirty -five per cent of

counselors think that supervising clubs is a duty in which they
should participate

Cafeteria Dut7

Cafeteria duty is one of the duties added by a niter of
Of the thirty-one counselors writing in this dutb

counselors.

all are at present performing it.

However, eight

four per cent

feel this is not a duty in which they should perform.

Since there

were no counselors checking this duty as me they should perform
and were not performing it, it is found that only sixteen per cent
believe cafeteria duty is a counselor's responsibility,

Audio.Visual Aids Director

Only thirteen counselors are acting as director of

audiovisual aids.

Of the thirteen checking this duty, not a single

counselor feels he should be called upon to act in this capacity.

stering,Students

Ninety -fire per cent of the forty one counselors adding this

duty are now serving in this capacity.

Fifty-four per cent of these

counselors are of the belief that registering students is not a duty
of the counselor.

Only five per cent of the counselors not presently

executing this duty think that registering students is a counseling
function.

Those believing this to be a duty of the counselor

ccaprise forty-six per cent of the counselors checking this item,

Less

of the counselors, included in the study,

6,
responded to any one of the items dealing with the administrative
duties.

From the findings it is seen that* of the counselors

checking these duties* a majority are now performing each duty as
listed en the questionnaire; however* it is significant to note the
negative attitude of the counselors regarding each of these duties.
In every item a majority of the counselors now carrying out these
duties and responsibilities* believe that they should not be called
upon to function in these areas.

In addition to pointing out the negative attitude of the
counselors as revealed by those who are now performing these duties;
it is also significant to note the positive feeling of the counselors
regarding these duties* although they are not currently performing
them.

Om giving consideration to their viewpoint, it is seen that a

number of the administrative duties now takes an added significance
for counselors.

For example* considering both the counselors who

are now engaged in checking absentees and the counselors who are
not* but believe that they should be engaged in checking absentees;
it is found that approximately one half of the counselors checking
this item agree that counselors should check absentees in order to

carry out their jobs more adequately as counselors. meting as
truant officers or visiting teacher* supervising student council
and registering students are the other administrative duties to
which this applies.
The only duty in which more than fifty per cent of the
counselors believe they should perform was supervising student
councils. While the fifty -eight per cent is the highest total* it
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is significant to note

approximately half of these counselors

are not currently engaged in performing this function.

This is also

true of the duty, acting as truant officer or visiting teacher.
Other administrative duties considered to be of acme
as

oe to a substantial number of the counselors are filling

crut reports and registers, and supervising other clubs.

Since

approximately one third of the counselors, now performing thee. two
duties, feel that they should net in this capacity in order to carry
out their jobs more adequately as counselors; it appears that they
are taking advantage of these duties by turning them into guidance
activities.

If this is the ease, it seems that other counselors

should consider very carefully the implications of those duties
before completely ignoring them.

WORKING WITH INDIVIDUAL PUPILS

Counseling in the secondary schools came about through the
realisation that help ems needed in order that schools might more
nearly approach their aim of assisting each pupil to develop to the
zundmum of his ability, not only educational-1y, but personally and
socially as moll.

The nucleus of am effective guidance program in'

secondary schools, and the growth and success of this program stems
from the ability of the counselor to work effectively with pupils
as individuals.

This section of the study is concerned with the

counselors' duties as they are related to individual pupils.
Table III indicates these duties and the 1282 counselors; thinking
toward the importance of these duties in their daily work.

It is

majority of the counselor. included

in

participated in this section, with
duties which were written in by a small number of cou

only other duty written in by throe counselors was *assisting
physically handicapped pupils.

Helping Pupils Adjust to Bah
Assisting Pupils Who Are
Failing School Work
Assisting Pupils Who ire
MitotionaLly. Maladjusted

Assisting Pupils Who Are
Socially Maladjusted

Assisting Pupils with Course

2

3

5

95

39

56

5

91

41

50

9

91

38

53

9

8

52

10

52

15

67

18

66

56

11

67

54

6
10

63

8

62

5

16

1199

1175

Planning

40

Assisting Pupils with
(cupsticaal. Plans
Assisting Pupils with

and Religious Problems
Assisting Pupils Who Are
Jumnile Delinquent*

95
935

Pupils

85
82

Referring Pupils in Need at
Specialised Help
Dithering Information about
Making Notes of Interviews
Helping Pupils Appraise
Strengths and Wiliknesses

89

1195
1127

94
90

40
37

(1Cduc. & Toe.)

38

by Teachers

84

Disciplining Pupils Referred
Assisting Pupils to iRytain
Nducational Scholarships

62

44

53

11

6o

Shool
Fran the 1235 counselors checking this item, ninety-five per
cent are helping pupils in their school adjustment.

It is interesting

to note that of this group, thirty -aline per cent believe they should

not perfora this duty.

Five per cent who are at present not

performing this function, think they should be helping pupils adjust

to school. A total of sistyucue per cent of the counselors checking
this item definitely feel that it is a duty in which they should
engage.

Who Are

Ninetyucne per cent of the 1083 counselors checking this
item are now working at this job.

In this group it is found that

forty -one per cent feel this duty is not their responsibility. With
the nine per cent not presently engaged in assisting pupils who are
felling course work, but think they should; fiftyunine per cent of
the counselors are of the opinion that this duty canes within the
realm of their responsibility

Assisting P Ale Who Are &lotion& lly

ninetyun
Those presently en
the group.

duty.

in this work make up ninertye per cent of

Thirty - sight percent do not think this is their jobs

Along with the nine per cent not presently performing this duty, but
feel they should; it is found that sixtyutwo per cent feel they
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duals who are emoticnaUy upset

Ass

e Who A

Of the 1175 counselors checking this duty, ninety per cent
are discharging this responsibility.

Thirty-eight per cent believe

that working with socially Readjusted pupils is not their duty to
perform.

Ten per cent not presently engaged in performing this duty

think they should deal with problems of social adjustment.

Prom

Columns 5 and 6 it is seen that sixt.two per cent of the counselors
believe that this duty is a responsibility of school counselors.

Assisting Pupils with Course Planning

From the 1228 counselors checking this duty, nitfour per
cent are working at this job.

Forty per cent of this group ncsr

performing this duty believe this is not their responsibility.

The

counselors not presentlyworking at this activity but believing they
should, total six percent of the 1228 couneelors.

Sixty per cent of

the counselors think this is a counselor's duty.

with Occupational Flans

Wiping pupils with their occupational plans is an activity
engaged in by ninety five per cent of 1213 counselors checking this
item.

Of the group now dialing with this problem, forty per cent do

not feel this is a duty they should perform.

Five per cent of the

counselors believe they should be performing this duty, but are not
doing it.

From Columns 5 and 6 it is found that sixty per cent are
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of the opinion that counselors should participate actively in the
performance of this duty.

Assisting Pupils with Wore and Religious Problems

From the 935 counselors checking this items eighty-dive per
cent are now dealing with this problem.

Of this groups thirty -three

per cant believe this is a duty they should not discharge.

Fifteen

per cent not presently working in this area believe they should devote
time to helping pupils with those problems.

Sixty-seven per cent of

the 935 counselors definitely think they should be assisting pupils
with this problem.

Assisting Pupils Who Are Juvenile

Assisting pupils who come under this category is practiced by
eighty-two per cent of the 922 counselors checking this item.
Thirty-four per cent now engaged in this duty believe they should not

deal with this problem. Along with the eighteen per cent who feel
they should help with this problems but are not presently doing it;
a total of sixty-six per cent of the counselors checking this item
are of the opinion that this is a duty in which they should engage.

Referring Pupils in Need of Specialised Help

Eighty-nine per cent of 220 counselors are using referral
sources in their work.

From among those using these sources,

thirty -throe per cent feel they should not utilise these sourc

Sloven per cent not presently seeking help from other source. believe
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they should be.

Fran Columns 5 and 6 it is seen that sixes

per cent believe that counselors should seek help tram *annum:kW

resources.
Mating Information about Pupils

This duty is executed by ninety -four per cent of the 1195

counselors checking this item.

Of those performing this duty, forty

per cent believe they should not. With the six per cent not
performing this duty at the present time, but feel they should; sixty
per cent of the 2195 counselors think that gathering information
shout pupils is their duty,

i

!'i n g Notts of Interviews

A total of 1127 counselors checked this iten.

Of this

PP

ninety per cent are presently performing this function. Thirty -seven
per cent believe they should not perform this function.

Ten per cent

of the counselors who are not performmi,ng this function raw, believe

they should do it. With thit ten per cent, a total of sixty -three
per cent feel that making notes of interviews should be done by the
counselor.

Belying Pupils Awry/Ass Stz

the shad Weakness*, (Iducationslly and

Vocation
Of the 1172 counselors checking this items ninetyatwo per cent
are now performing this duty.

Thirty -eight per cent reel it is a job

that they should not do. Along with the eight per cent who are not

now performing this duty, it is found that sixtp. t a per cent of the

counselors are of the belief that this duty should come within the

ream of their responsibility.

re

plinine Pupils Deferred by

Since this was not an item an the questionnaire, only nineteen
of the 2282 counselors added it as a duty they are performing
Ninety-five per cent of these,
problem.

Nighty.four per cent

not perform as

disciplinarian.

mover, are now dealing with this
the counselors believe they should
This is in keeping with current

thinking in the field of guidance services. lith the five per cent
not presently disciplining pupils, but believing they should; only
sixteen per cent believe this to be their duty.

Scholarships

Assisting Prepits

Sixteen counselors wrote in this it
performing this activity.

and all are now

Of the sixteen, forty-four per pent feel

they should not help pupils with this problem.

The majority of counselors, included in the study, responded
to all of the duties pertaining to the work of the counselor with
individual pupils with the exception of the last two duties in the

table. A small number of the counselors added these duties in the
spaces provided as the questionnaire.

It is found that a majority of the counselors are now performing

each duty as listed on the questimanaire. With the exception of
disciplining pupils referred by teachers, it is also found that of
those who are now performing these duties, a majority of the
counselors believe they should work with pupils individually in each
of these items.

Although only nineteen counselors added the problem

of disciplining pupils, it is significant to note that practically
all of them are of the opinion that counselors should not deal with
discipline problems referred to them by teachers.

The percentage

difference in those counselors who believe they should not and
should assist pupils who are failing course work is not too great,

although a slight majority do feel that they should help pupils with
this problem.

On the whole, excepting the disciplining of pupils, it is
found that the majority are now working and are doing what they
believe to be the job of counselors as it relates to working with
individual pupils.

Cis of the significant evidences derived from Table III is
the large number of counselors who do not believe they should assist
individual pupils with their problems.

WO R1310 WITH GROUPS OF PUPILS

An important part of counselors' work in present der guidance
programs is a series of planned group activities designed to help

pupils work out solutions to their problems. Working with groups is
not a new technique in the field of guidance, but the purposes for
which these activities are designed have changed somewhat.

Problems

?ft

of a personal and social nature are now being dealt with in group
situations as well as educational and vocational problems.

The economical aspects of working with groups should prove to

be very appealing for guidance workers* With the average counsels*
load for the counselors in this study at 376, working with groups of
pupils is almost a necessity if the counselor expects to serve the
entire group. With a well - planned series of group activities

counselors could be helping more pupils with a variety of problems,
as well as laying the foundation for individual counseling*

This section of the study deals with a number of activities
which counselors may use in their work with groups of pupils.

These

activities and the counselors' reactions to these activities are
found in Table XIII

A small number of counselors listed three

additional duties which they were dealing with in group situations.
They weret

discussing marital problems, discussing educational

-paans, and an orientation for military service.

These duties were checked by two, seven, and two counselors
respectively; as a result, these three items are not included in
the table.

TABLE

xni

WORKING WITH PUPILS IN GROUPS

1
Leading Orou
Discussing Pars
Groups
Discussing Social Problems with
Groups
Discussing Vocational Problems
with Groups
Utilizing Films on Etiquette
Occupations, Etc.
Teaching Life Adjustment Classes

Leading. Group Orientation

,

825

67

28

39

33

72

824

71

30

41

29

70

796

70

30

40

30

70

1026

81

35

46

19

65

47
476

79
42

25
20

54
22

21

75
80

58

v

Of the 825 counselors checking this item, sixty -seven per cent

are now performing this duty.

Twenty,eight per cent of this group

feel they should not perform this fhaction.

Thirty-three per cent

think they should be serving in this capacity, but are not now
engaged in it.

Seventy per cent of the group believe this is a

function counselors should perform.

sing Personal Problems with Groups

Seventy' -one per cent of the 824 counselors checking this item

are performing this duty.

Of those now performing this duty, thirty

per cent believe this is not their duty.

Twenty.-nine per cent are

not now performing this duty, but think that they should be

discussing personal problems with groups. A total of seventy per
cent of the 824 counselors believe that

working with

groups an

714

personal problems should be a duty in which +counselors function.

Discussing Social Problems with. Orono.

Seven hundred and ninety-six counselors chocked this item.
It is found that seventy per cent are presently engaged in
discussing social problems with groups of pupils.
thirty per cent believe this is not
engage.

In this group,

function in which they should

With the thirty per cent not presently functioning in this

capacity, but believing they should; a total of seventy per cent of
the 796 counselors are of the opinion that this duty should come
within the realm of the counselors' responsibility.

Discussing Vocational Problems with tromps

From the 1026 counselors responding to this item it is found
that eightyk-one per cent of them are working in this activity.

Thirty-five per cent of this group do not think this is their
responsibility.

Those counselors who are not currently performing

this duty, but feel that they should; total nineteen per cent of
the 1026 counselors,

From Column! 5 and 6 it is seen that a total

of sixty-five per cent of the counselors checking this item believe
that they should discuss vocational problems with groups of pupils.

Utilising

Vilms on Stiquettek Occu pations,

CT the 1048 counselors checking this item seventy-nine per
cent are now utilising films on etiquette and occupations.

Those

believing they should not perform this duty make up twentyfive per
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cent of the group.

An additional twentp.one per cent of the

counselors believe they should be using these films but are not at
This make* a total of seventyudive per cent who believe

the present.

that counselors should utilise these films in their work.

hing Life Adjustmen

Only 476 counselors checked this item.

Of this group forty.

two per cent are now engaged in teaching these classes.

Twenty per

cent of them do not believe they should be called upon to perform
this duty.

Fifty-eight per cent not presently teaching life

adjustment classes think that this is a duty that should be performed
by counselors

?tam Columns 5 and 6 it is seen that eighty per cent

of the 476 counselors believe that teaching these classes is a
function they should perform.

"row the

returns it

ie indicated that counselors checking

these items are placing a great deal of emphasis an group activities
in their work.

More than half of the counselors, included in the

stuAy, responded to all the group activities with the exception of

teaching life adjustment classes. With the exception of this activity,
it is found that a majority of the respondents are nor utilising all
these group activities in their work.

It is significant to note, however, that of those now
performing the activities, the percentages are quite even when
comparing the counselors who do not believe they should function in
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Utilising

these activities with those who believe that they should,

films an etiquette and occupations is the oily group activity in
which the percentage of counselors, now performing and think they
should perform this activity, exceeds those who think they should
not function in this activity by more than fifteen.

A fairly large percentage of the counselors checking these
items are not currently engaged in carrying out these activities, but
believe that they should be in order to perform their jobs more
adequately as counselors.

Ay combining this group of counselors with

those who are now serving groups of pupils in these activities, and
feel that they should; it is found that a significant majority of
the counselors agree that they should definitely include these group
activities in their work with groups.

TESTING 11'ti M

Probably the most widely used instrument in diagnosing
problems are psychological tests.

Counselors use tests in the

guidance program to secure information about pupils and to supplement
the information he already has concerning these pupils.

To

adequately use these psychological techniques, counselors need to
know how to administer, score, and interpret tests.

This section

of the study deals with the counselor's duties as they relate to
administering, scoring, recording, and interpreting tests.

Table

XIV indicates the percentage of those who believe and do not believe
these duties should be done by the counselor.

Interpreting test

results to parents, administering scholarship tests, and teaching

and

teachers to administer taste mere written in by six
five counselors respectively.

BLS I

Administering Group Tests
Scoring Group Tests
Recording Results of Group Tests
Administering Individual Tests
Snoring Individual Tests
Interpreting Test Results to
Pupils Individually
Administering SocioNestrie Tests
Constructing Bociograms

1051
758
799
998

94
95
94
85

8814

89

W8

92

1614

411

45
67
63
38
46

19
28
31
47
43

Ito

38
11

36

17

19

6

5
6
15

55
33
37
62

31

54

54

8

23

60
64

62
83
83

Administe

linetr.four per cent of the 1051 counselors checking this
item are presently engaged in administering group tests; however*

forty4ive per cent indicated they did not believe they should be
performing this duty.

Along with the sir per cent not now serving

in this capacity* a total of fifty five per cent of the 1051
counselors think that administering group tests is a duty in which
they should function.

Scoring Group Tests

In this activity ninety -five per cent of the counselors are

now performing this duty.

Sixty.eeven per cent of them do not feel

they should be scoring group teats.

Five per cent of the 758
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counselors think they should be, but are not, functioning in this
duty.

Chly thirty-three per cent of all the counselors checking

this item believe that scoring group tests is their duty.

Hicoribmtkesults of Croup Tests

Seven hundred and ninety -nine counselors responded to this
duty.

Ninetysfour per cent are discharging this responsibility,

however, sixtysthree per cent of the counselors do not think that
recording test results is the cOuneelorls responsibility.

Those

who are not functioning in this activity, but Who feel that they
should; total six per cent of the 799 counselors.

Fran Column' 5

end 6 it is seen that only thirty-seven per cent of the counselors
checking this it

sterin

believe that they should record test results.

Individuna Tee

From the 998 counselors responding to this item,
that eighty -five per cent are administering these tests.

thirty eight per cent feel it is not their duty.

is found
Of these,

Fifteen per cent

of the counselors are not administering individual tests, but feel

that they should in order to carry out their jobs more adequatel
as counselors.

Of the 998 counselors, sixtysteo per cent of then

feel that it is their duty to perform.

Scoring, Individuil Teets
Of the 884 counselors checking this duty, eightysnine per
then are scoring these tests.

Forty -six per cent do not
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believe they should perform in this function,

With the eleven per

cent not presently engaging in this activity, but believing that
they should; a total of fifty -four per cent of the 884 counselors

are of the opinion that scoring individual tests is an activity in
which they should engage,

rpreting Test Results to Pupils Indivi

Ninety.two per cent of the 1158 counselors checking
item are performing this duty.

Of this group, thirty-eight per cent

believe that this is not their duty.

Right per cent of the 1158

counselors are not performing this function, but fool that they

should be doing it. With this group, it is seen that a total of
sixty-two per cent believe they should be dealing with this duty.

Administering Socioilletric Teets

04 454 counselors responded to this item.

Of this group,

forty per cent are now administering nocie metric tests.

Seventeen

per cent do not believe they should perform this function; however,

sixty per =Alvin) are not presently executing this responsibility,
believe they should be performing this duty.

Fron Columns 5 and 6

it is found that a total of eighty.three per cent of the 454
counselors think they should be administering socio-netric tests as
a pert of their work,

constructing Socioicreme

Only thirty -six per cent of the 411 counselo
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item are performing this function. A total of seventeen per cent

feel that constructing **dogma is not a function they should
perform. With the sixty' -four per cent not performing this function,
but believing that they should) a total of eighty -three per cent are

of the opinion that this duty should come within the realm of the
counselor's function.

the findings, it is

that a, majority of the

counselors included in this strew checked all the items in Table XIV
except the two deslingirith socio-metric tests.

acepting these two

items, it is also found that a majority of the counselors are at
present engaged in performing the duties which accompany the
utilisation of these testing techniques.

It is significant to note, however, the reactions of some of
In

the counselors in regard to performing these duties in testing.
two of the activities listed on the questionnaire, scoring group

tests and recording results, the counselor* who are now doing these
are very emphatically opposed to performing these duties.

Of the

remaining duties in which the counselors are currently participating
a fairly even negative - positive attitude exists with the exception

of the work involved in interpreting test results to pupils
individually.

For example, practically the Sams percentage of

counselors believe they should engage in these activities as those
who believe that they should not.

Those duties coming in this

category include administering group and individual tests, scoring
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individual tests, administering socio-etetric tests, and constructing
sociogrems.

The duty, interpreting test results to individual

pupils, is believed by counselors to be their responsibility and
they should carry this out as a pert of their work.
A very small percentage of the counselors checking these
it

are not presently engaged in performing them with the

exception of the two dealing with socio-mstric techniques. An of
these counselors, however, are of the opinion that they should
function in them, duties.

Therefore, by taking the counselors now

performing these duties and believe they should along with the
counselors who are not perforaing the duties, but believe that they
should; it is found that a majority of the counselors consider all
these duties their respcnsibility except scoring group tests and
recording group test results.

Appro:dmately two thirds of the counselors in this study are
devoting pert of their time to teaching, therefore, they are members
of the teaching staff and are cognisant of the problems which
regular teachers are facing.

Knowing this helps the counselor

immeasurably in winnin the ccunfidence and trust of these teachers

wahlehos he works.

To adequately carry out the duties and

responsibilities entrusted to counselors, they must be able to work
cooperatively with teachers.

A majority of the counselors reported en all of the duties
as listed in Table XV.

The additional duties, written in by two and
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four counselors respectively, are helping teachers with their personal
problems and assisting teachers in units on occupations.

In this

section of the study, a number of the professional counselorateacher
working relationships are indicated.

In Table IT, the duties are

listed along with the percentage of counselors who are carrying out
these duties and those who believe that they should and should not
function in these counselormakescher relationships.

TABLE IV

14

Conducting In-service Training
Program
Interpreting Test Results
to Teachers
Assisting Teachers with Pupils'
Problems
Assisting Teachers with In.
School Placement of Pupils
Conducting Case Conference with
Teachers and Specialists

757

55

20

35

45

80

1090

82

33

149

18

67

1210

71

37

54

9

63

1035

84

35

49

16

65

1052

67

27

40

33

73

Conducting In-Service Training Programs

Of the 757 counselors checking this item, fifty-five per cent
are

nor working

programs

with teachers in in- service guidance training

.

Twenty per cent feel they should not be called upon to

serve in this capacity.

Those counselors not presently performing

this !Unction, but who believe that they should, total forty -five

per cent of the 757 counselors answering this item.

Mighty per cent

of the counselors believe they should be conducting in- service

guidance training programs for teachers.

Interpreting ?lit Results to ?licher,

Rightrtwo per cent of the 1090

counselors reporting cc

this

duty are currently accepting responsibility for this function.
However, thirty -three per cent of these counselors believe that

interpreting tests to teachers is a duty they should not be called

upon to perform. Along with the eighteen per cent mho do not
discharge this responsibility, but 'who feel that they should; a

total of sixty-seven percent of the 1090 counselors are of the
opinion that this is definitely a duty they should discharge.

Assisting Teachers with Pupils' Problem('

Twelve hundred and ten counselors

to

of 'which ninety -one per cent are cu ently asisting teachers with

pupils' prObleme.

Thirty -seven per cent of these counselors believe

this is not a duty they should perform. (1y nine per cent of the
counselors are not Ztmctioning in this capacity, but they feel they
should be helping teachers in this endeavor.

Therefore, a total of

sixty -three per cent of the 1210 counselors think they should be

discharging this responsibility.

1

Assist

Lght

ils

four per cent of the 1035 counselors answering this

item are presently accepting responsibility for helping teachers
with school placement for pupils.

Counselors believing they should

811

not accept this role account for thirty-five per cent of the
counselors responding to this duty.

Sixteen per cent of them feel

they should be helping teachers with this task, nevertheless, they
are not doing it now.

Of the 1035 counselors, a total of sixty-five

per cent are of the opinion that they should include assisting

teachers with in-school placement smug their duties,

Conducting Case

fezMrnce with Teacher and

pecialists

Of the sixty -seven per cent of the 1052 counselors now

working in this camcity, twenty-seven per cent of them think this
is not their function.

Thirty4hree per cent of the counselors,

not presently discharging this duty, feel they should be serving in
this role.

The total percentage of counselors who feel they should

conduct ease conferences with teachers and specialists, whitherltow
performing it or not, account for seventy-three per cent of the
group checking this item..

From the findings it is seen that * majority of the counselors
in the study checked all of the items in this area«

Of the

counselors responding, more than half of the counselors are now
working with teachers on all of the activities listed in this area.
A greater number of the counselors, who are now engaged in
these activities, feel that they should work closely with teachers
on these problems in order to carry out their responsibilities as
counselors.

However, it is significant to note the very large

percentage of counselors who, while performing duties connected
with working with teachers, do not believe they should function in
that manner.

It is also significant to note that a large percentage of the
counselors are now helping teachers by interpreting test results
assisting with pupils' problems, and assisting with in-school
placement of pupils. 'Homemilr, of these counselors, a large number

feel that these functions should not acme within the realm of their

responsibility. After considering these counselors who are not
currently engaged in these activities, but believe that they should;

it is found that approximately two thirds of the counselors checking
these items feel that these are activities in which they should
engage.

A large percentage of the counselors are of the opinion that
they should be conducting in- service guidance training programs,

and conducting case conferences with teachers and specialists,

However, it is noted that fory.five per cent of these counselors
responding are not conducting i-service programs, and a third of
the oounselore are not conducting case conferences at the present
time.

0
The success of the guidance services in secondary schools is

grwaatly wed through
several counselor,

a close cooperative relationship among the

Table IPA indicates &umber of cooperative

working relationships in which counselors may participate to
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serriceS

strengthen the prograa of guidance

a

Of the counselors participating in the study
majority responded to each item.

OTHER COUNSELORS

6
Planning the School's
Program
Assisting in the In-Service
Training Program
Assisting Other Counselors with

Serious ?raids Cases
Sharing bperiecnces with Other
Counselors
Sitting in on Case Conferences
with Other Counselors
Acting as Referral Agent for
Other Counselors
Referring Cases to Other
Counselors
Coordinating Services at
Secondary level with Services
at the Elementary, College,
Trade School, and Industry

87

3fi

50

781

60

24

36

76

ma

76

113

67

995

82

48

18

66

779

64

35

36

71

693

72

33

39

28

67

713

75

33

U

25

67

867

67

29

38

33

71

1

3,3

63

Planning the Schoolis Ouidance

Eleven hundred and six counselors checked this item
group, eightrpeeven per cent are currently functioning in planning
the guidance progrma in their schools.

Thirty-seven per cent

however, believe they should not work with other counselors in this
activity.

Only thirteen per cent of the 1106 counselors are not

participating in this function fad all of them believe they should

be

Sixty-three per cent of ths counselors feel they should engage
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his duty.

Assisting in the In-Service Training Program

Assisting with the in-service training program is a duty in
which sixty per cent of the 781 counselors answering this item are
now engaged.

Tlentr.four per cent of this group are of the opinion

that this is not a duty in which they should serve.

It is seen that

forty per cent of the 781 counselors are not performing this
function, but believe that it is a duty in which they should engage.

Thus, a total of seventy.eix per cent of the counselors responding
to this activity think they should serve in this capacity.

Other Counselors with Serious Problem Cases

Cooperatively working with other counselors on problem cases
is a responsibility in which seventh -six per cent of the counselors

checking this item are dealing

Of the 886 counselors responding,

thirty-three per cent believe this is not a duty in which they
should work.

Along with the twenty-four per cent not presently

engaged in this task, it is found that sixty-seven per cent of the
886 counselors are confident that working with other counselors on
serious problem cases should come within the realm of their duties.

Sharing

riencee with tither Counsels

Eighty-two per cent of the counselors responding to this item
are currently engaged in carrying out this activity.

Of this group,

thirty-four per cent of the counselors are of the opinion that

sharing experiences with other counselors is one thing they should
not do.

Only eighteen per cent of 995 counselors are not functioning

in this activity, and all of thms, believe that it is an activity in

which they should engage.

From Columns 5 and 6 it is seen that

sixty-six per cent of the 995 counselors agree that they should share
experiences with other counselors.

Sitting in on Case Conferences with Other Counselors

CT the 779 counselors responding to this item, it is found
that sixty-four per cent of them are now engaging in this activity.
Twenty-nine per cent of these counselors feel that this is not an
activity in which they should engage.

Although thirty -six per cent

of the 779 counselors are not presently functioning in this
capacity, they all believe they should.

Along with this group, it

is seen that seventy-one per cent of the counselors checking this
item are of the opinion that sitting in on case conferences with
other counselors is an activity in which they should serve.

Referral

Counsel

Acting as referral agents for other counselors is practiced
by seventy -two per cent of the 693 reporting counselors.

Thirty -

three per cent of this group believe that they should be free of this

responsibility. Along with the twenty-eight per cent of the
counselors who are not acting as referral agents at the present time,

it is seen that sixty-seven per cent of the 693 counselors are in
accord that this is a service they should render.
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Referring Cases to Other o

Those counselors now engaged in using other counselors in
their work as referral sources account for three fourths of the 718
counselors checking this item.

Of this group, thirty.three per cent

do not feel they should seek the help of other counselors.

One

fourth of the counselors are not utilising the help of other
counselors, but all of them feel they should.

From Columns 5 and 6

it is seen that sixtyseven per cent of the 718 counselors believe
they should use other counselors as referral agents.

tin¢ Services at.Secandarp Tavel with Services at the
College, Trade School

:rid Industri

Articulation of the Secondary school guidance services with
the services at other school levels is an activity in which sixty -

seven per cent of the 867 counselors, checking this item, are
currently engaging.

Those counselors in this group who believe this

is not a counselor function account for twenty -nine per cent of the
867 counselors.

However, with the thirty-three per cent not actively

engaged in this function, it is found that seventy -me per cent of
the counselors believe they should coordinate their services with the
services in other schools and industry.

Of the counselors responding to the items in this area, it is
found that a majority of them are now performing in each duty.
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performing hese duties

However, the opinions of the counselors
appear to be quite evenly divided, a

though the percentage of

counselors believing they should function in these activities are
slightly greater than those who feel they should not engage in these
activities.

Of those counselors now performing these activities, a

counselor percentage of ten or more in favor of those counselors who
believe they should perform the duties is found in regard to planning
the school's guidance program

assisting in the in-service training

program, assisting other counselors with serious problem cases, and
sharing experiences with other counselors.

This difference for the

remaining four duties is somewhat lower than ten per cent of the
counselors, however, still in favor of those counselors who believe
they should perform the duties.
The, percentage of counselors not currently functioning in the

dutits in this area ranges from thirteen per cent of 1106 counselors
in planning the school's guidance program, to forty per cent of 781
counselors in assisting in the in-service training program.

However,

all of these counselors feel that they should cooperate with other
counselors in these activities.

On the whole, taking all the

counselors who feel they should discharge these duties, whether
presently engaged or not; it is found that a great majority are of
the opinion that they should definitely function in all these
counselor-counselor relationships,

However, a disturbing element is the large per cent of
counselors who, while performing duties which call for working with
other counselors, do not feel that it is part of their job.

WORKING

inn

services and en undo

of the activities being carried out

the program will not function to its maximum potential.

By keeping

administrator* informed of the guidance activities and consulting
with than in regard to school policy, counselors are able to build
up harmonious relationships with administrative officials.

In

Table XVII some duties and responsibilities of counselors as they
relate to working with administrative officers are indicated along
with the percentage of counselors who are, and who are not, performing
them and their reactions to these items.

TABLE XVII
WORKING WITH ADMDIISTRATIVE OFFICERS

5
Planning Guidance Activities with
Adminiatrative Officials
1005
Utilising Competencies of
Research in Helping
Administrators Collect,
Tabulate, and Interpret
Significant Information
875
Supplying Pertinent Information
of Pupils to Curriculum
Research Committees
8514
Serving on Curriculum Planning
Camnittees
959
Serving on Research Committees
723

6

7

89

37

il

63

71

31

29

69

27

34

39

73

6i

29

35

36

71

56

26

30

Ii!

74

Planning Guidance Activities with Administrative Off/04U

Of the eighty-nine per cent of the 1205 counselors taking part
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in this activity, thi

per cent of them are of the opinion

that planning guidance activities with the administrative staff is
not a function they should perform.

However, with the eleven per

cent who are not now participating in this activity, a total of
sixty-three per cent of the counselors in this group feel this is
the counselor's duty.

Re

'Etta

Infornaticm

This is a duty in which Steventr.one per cent of 875 counselors
are serving.

Thirty -one per cent of this group feel, however, that

it is not a duty in which they should serve. A total of twenty-nine
per cent of the 875 counselors believe this is a responsibility they
should assume but, at the present, are not *sinning it.

Those

counselors who feel that they should be helping out in this fUnction
account for sixty -nine per cent of the 875 counselors responding to
this item.

ti
Ccenittoss

Sixty-one per cent of the 8S1 counselors are su
information about pupils to curriculum research committees.

Of

this group, twentrAreven per cent of the counselors do not feel that

this is an activity in which they should function. Along with the
thirty-nine per cent of the 854 counselors who are not currently

discharging this responsibility, it is seen that swreatythree per
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cent agree that counselors should cooperate with
by supplying information about pupils.

Serving onurriculua

ins Committees

Rine hundred and fift nine counselors responded to this item.
Sixty-four per cent of this group are serving on curriculum planning
committees.

Those counselors believing that they should not serve in

this capacity total twenty -nine per cent of the 959 counselors.
Thirty -six per cent of the counselors believe they should be serving

ma curriculu planning committees; however, at the present

time,

they are not functioning in this capacity. A total of seventy-one
per cent of the 959 counselors checking this item are of the opinion
that they should serve an curriculum committees.

Serving on Research Committee*

Of the 723 counselors checking this item fifty-six per cent
of them are currently serving on research committees.

Twenty -sin

per cent of these counselors do not believe they -shoed serve in
this capacity.

Along with the forty-four per cent of the counselors

who are not serving on research committees, it is seen that seventyfour per cent of the 723 counselors are of the opinion that this is
an activity in which counselors should engage.

In this area it is seen that a great majority of the
counselors, participating in the study, checked the items dealing

with their work with administrative officials
responding to items in this area, it is found that

those counselors

majority of

them are now carrying out these duties and responsibilities.
From the counselors* reactions it is found that S. significan

majority think they should work with administrative officials in

planning the guidance activities in the school. Although a majority
of the counselors feel that they should participate in them4 quite a
different picture is seen for the remaining four activities.

only a

slight majority of the counselors think they should function in these
duties.

It is only by taking into consideration the counselors who

are not engaged in these functions at the present time, but think

they should, and combining them with thoseldu)sre now performing
and think that they should function in these activitieel is it
found that counselors are of the opinion that they should work closely

with eministrmtive officers on these duties'

WORKING WITH PARENTS

Mutual understanding of counselors and parents in regard to
pupils* problems facilitates wholesome adjustment

If counselors

are to help pupils with their problems, the cooperation and help

received from the home is invaluable. A number of items are listed
in Table XVIII for purposes of determining the extent to which
counselors are utilising parents in the solution of pupils'

problem, as well as their reactions to working cooperativslg with
parents an these problems.

Three additional items were added by

counselors in the area of working with parents. Om appears in

Table XVIII and the others, written in by four and tiro counselors

respectively, were referring parents to community agencies and
working with parents on pupil health problems.

TABLE XVIII

WORKING WITH PARENTE

Visiting Pupils' Homes
Couneeling Parents of Failing Pupils
Counseling Parents concerning Family
Problems
Counseling Parents concerning Pupil
Behavior
Counseling Parents concerning
Vocational Problems of Pupils
Working with Parente concerning
Pupil's Choice of Collage

it

5

6

3S

38

828
1094

6t

27

80

34

564

66

30

36

314

70

1062

80

34

146

20

66

10614

81

314

147

19

66

33

92

38

514

8

62

Visiting Pupils' He
Visiting pupils' homes is an activity engaged in by sixty -taro

per cent of 828 counselors.

Twenty seven per cent of the counselors

checking this item think that they should not be called upon to
perform this function.

Those counselors who we not now participating

in this activity, but feel that they should) account for thirty -eight

per cent of the 828 counselors.

total of seventy -three per cent of

these counselors believe they Should visit the homes of their pupils
as a part of their duty.

ComnsalaNt Parents of Pailing_Papila

This is an activity in which eighty per cent of

e 1094
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counselors responding to this item are functioning.

Of this group,

thirty -four per cent are of the opinion that performing this function

is not an activity in which they should serve.

Thenty per cent not

currently counseling parents of failing pupils believe they should
accept responsibility for this activity.

From Columns S and 6 it is

found that silty -six per cent of the 1094 counselors agree that

counseling parents about failing grades of their children is their
duty.

Counseling Parents concerning Family Problems

Only 564 counselors responded to this item.

Of this group,

suety -six per cent are now engaged in this activity as part of
their York.

Thirty per cent of them do not believe they should

carry out this function, however, thirty-four per cent believe they
should but are not currently doing it.

It is found that seventy per

cent of the 5614 counselors who are, and those who are not, performing

this duty believe that it should be included as a counselor's
responsibility.

Counseling Parents cc

erning Pupil Behavior

Eighty per cent of 1061 counselors are currently counseling
parents concerning the behavior of their children, however, thirty.
four per cent of them are of the opinion that this is not their
responsibility.

Along with the twenty per cent who feel that they

.

should function in this capacity, but are not doing so at the present
time; it is seen that a total of sixty -sir per cent of the counselors
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feel this is a duty in which they should function.

Parents, concerning Vocational
Of the 1064 counselors checking thiwi em, it is found that
eighty one per cent of them are now dealing with this activity.
Thirty four per cent of this group do not think, they should work
with parents on this pro:bleu.

Although not currently engaging in

thislunctioa twenty per cent of the counselors feel they should be
dealing with this problem.

From Columns

5 and

6 it

is seen that

sixty-six per cent of the 1064 counselors agree that this duty
should come within the realm of the counselor's !Unction.

th

c

Ninety -two per cent of the thirteen counselors adding this

duty are now performing this function, however, thirty-eight per
cant of them do not think they should work with parents on this
problem.

Only eight per cent of those counselors who are not

presently engaged in this activity believe that they should fun
in this capacity.

total of sixty-two per cent of the thirteen

counselors are of the opinion that this is a service they should
reader,

taz
A majority of the counselors checked all the items in this
area, with the exception of working with parents concerning family
problems and pupil's choice of college.

Of the counselors
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responding, the majority are now working with parents on all the
activities included in this area.

It is found that a greater percentage of the counselors, nye

cooperating with parents in all the activities believe they should
than should not function in these activities.

&mover, this

percentage difference is quite small in the item dealing with
counseling parents concerning family problems and visiting pupils'
homes.

A greater percentage difference is found in the remaining

four activities in this area.

With the exception of working with parents concerning pupils'
choice of college, it is significant to note that from one fifth to
one third of the counselors are not presently engaged in carrying

out these functions. All of them, however, believe that they should
serve in carrying out these activities.

By considering this group

along with those counselors who are now engaged in these activities;

it is seen that, of the counselors responding in this area, they
definitely agree that they should work closely with parents on these
various problems.

OCCUPATIONAL AND ED

T

In mom secondary schools counselors are
responsible for maintaining occupational and educational information
for pupils' use.

However, in many of these schools

cooperative enterprise with the school's librarian.

this is a
No matter which

system is used, counselors have a responsibility, directly or
indirectly, for keeping an adequate supply of up- to-date material.

the

In order for high school pupils to racei

benefits

from those materials, they should be organised and filed in fuel a
way as to be moil,' accessible for these pupils.

There are other

means of keeping high school pupils informed of the

cupational

and educational possibilities, other than through printed inform' ion
which counselors have at their disposal.

Table Ill indicates the

number of counselors utilising these techniques and performing the
duties accompanying this phase of this work.

The reactions of the

counselors who are, and who are not, functioning in these activities
is also indicated.

TABLE XIX

CMS

OCC FATIMA', AND lDt3CATIt AL I2F

Teaching Occupational ]icplorati
Courses
Conducting Community Occupational

Surma

kTi

463

581

39

Securing Occupational and

Idmational Information
Filing Occupational and lducati
Information
Organising Career and College Days
Utilising Films on Occupations
Teaching Job Application Techniques
Conducting Tours of Businesses and
Industries

90

37

9

610

30

9
25
29
42

55
68
71
72

51

80

Occupationalaloraticn
Occupational
It is found that fifty4wo per cent of the 1463 counselors
answering this item are now teaching occupational explora ion

courses.

However, twenty -three per cent of these counselors feel

that they should not be working in this capacity.

Forty-eight per

cent of the 163 counselors are not currently serving in this capacity,

nevertheless, they feel that it is a duty they should perform.

In

all, there are seventy-seven per cent of the counselors checking this
duty who believe they should be discharging this responsibility as
part of their job.

Conducting Caamunitz Occupeti

Only thirty -nine per cent of the 581 counselors, res pending

to this itee, are now conducting community occupational surveys.

Of

this group, eighteen per cent believe that they should not be called
upon to perform this service.

Those counselors who are not

performing this duty, but who believe that they should; total sixty.
one per cent of the 581 counselors.

Therefore, eighty -trim per cent

of the counselors, whether they are now serving in this capacity or
not, are of the opinion that conducting community occupational
surveys is a duty in which counselors should function,

Securing Occupational and Educational Information

Of the 1Ctl counselors checking this item, ninety per cent
are presently engaged in this activity; however, thirty -seven per

cent of them feel that this is not their responsibility. Along with
the ten per cent not currently securing this information, a total of
sixty-three per cent agree that securing occupational and educational
information is the counselor's duty.
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Filing Occupetionel and

tiansl Information

Ninety-one per cent of the 918 counselors responding
item are now dealing with this activity.

o this

Those believing that this

is not the counselor's responsibility account for forty -five per

cent of the counselors checking this duty.

The counselors who are

not engaged in this activity, but who believe that they should be;
total nine per cent of the 918 counselors chocking this item.

It

is seen that fifty-five per cent of them concur that they should be
filing this information.

Organising Career and College Drys

Three fourths of the 891 counselors checking this item are
now organising these days as part of their work.

Of this group,

however, thirty -two per cent agree that they should not be called

upon to perform this function. A fourth of the counselors are not
currently working at this activity, but all of them believe that
they should include this as one of their duties.

In all, a total

of sixty -eight per cent of the 891 feel that they should organise

career and college days.

ins, Films on Occupations

Bight hundred and eighty-eight counselors responded to this
item.

Seventy-one per cent of them are now using occupational

films, however, twenty-nine per cent think that this is not one of
the counselorto responsibilities.

Along with the twenty-nine per

cent who are not now using those films, a total of seventr.one per
cent feel that counselors should take advantage of this teaching aid
in their work.

Teaching Job Application Tec

Of the 610 counselors responding to this duty
that fifty-eight per cent of them are currently engaged in carrying
out this responsibility.

Teentyfeight per cent of this group believe

that teaching this unit is not their function.

Those counselors who

believe this is an activity in which they should engage, but are not
acting in this capacity at the present; account for forty-two per
cent of the 610 counselors.

Seventy -two per cent of this group

definitely feel that they should be teaching job application
techniques as one of their duties.

Can_ducting Tours of Businesses and Industries

Of the forty -nine per cent of the 620 counselors now carrying

out this function, twenty per cent are of the opinion that conducting
these tours should not case within the realm of their responsibility.
Fifty -one per cent of the 620 counselors feel that they should include

this as one of their duties but, at the present time, are not doing
so.

From Columns 5 and 6 it is seen that a total of eighty per cent

of the counselors agree that conducting tours of businesses and
industries is their function to perform as counselors.
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Of the 1282 counselors included in the study, it is seen that
less than half of them responded to four of the activities included
in this area.

In all of the activities it is noted that a majority

of the counselors are now engaged in carrying out the duties
involved, with the exception of conducting community occupational
surveys and conducting tours of businesses and industries.

Of those who are currently engaged in these activities, a
greater percentage of the counselors believe they should perform all
these functions.

However, it is significant to note that the

percentage difference is only one between those counselors 'who

believe they should, and those who believe they should not file
occupational and educational information; only two for teaching job

application techniques; and only three for conducting amity
occupational surveys. A slightly greater percentage difference is
noted for the remaining five activities.

With the exception of securing and filing occupational and
educational information, it is seen that quite a number of the
counselors are not currently engaged in carrying out the duties
pertsining to occupational and educational information.

The

percentage of counselors who think that they should be carrying out
these duties, but are net at the present time; range from twenty-five
in organising career and college days, to sixty -one in conducting

community occupational surveys.

However, viten combining those

counselors who are now performing these duties with those who are not

performing them, it is found that the counselors

winding in this

area think that they should carry out the duties

solved in

providing informational services as part of their work.

Assisting pupils to became situated and to make satisfactory

adjustments is a guidance service performed by all schools. %other
this service is the primary responsibility of the counselors depends
on the school situation in which the counselor is employed.

Counselors

win, at some time, become involved in some phase of placement whether
educational, vocational, social, or health. A number of the activities
in which counselors function in assisting pupils to be placed
adequately, along with the number of counselors participating in these
activities and their reactions to performing these placement duties,

is indicated in Table XX,

Cooperatimgwith employment agencies was

en additional duty written in by one counselor.

1
Assistin g Pupils with
Placement

Securing PartTime Jobs fo
Contacting Potential Employers

923
760

Assisting School- Leavers with Next
Steps (i. e. College, Trade School,
Job Etc.)
1215
Assisting Pupils with Leisure Time
Placement

87
81
71

38
39

33

38

84

44

40

62

27

16

105
Assisting Paptls

with

la-School

sifting pupils in this regard is b

by eighty-

cent of the 992 counselors reporting however, thirt

ight

per cent of this group believe that this is not a part of their job.

Those counselors who feel they should be devoting some of their time
to this function, but at the present time are not doing so; total
thirteen per cent of the group.

In all, sixty -two per cent of the

992 counselors agree that they should assist in placing pupils in
school activities.

robs

for Pupils

Of the thirty -ens per cent of the 923 counselors

this duty, thirt -nine per cent of than are of the opinion that they
should not be helping pupils to secure part -time jobs. Along with
the nineteen per cent who are not currently acting in this capacity,
it is seen that sixty-one per cent of the 923 counselors think they
should make a practice of helping pupils in securing these jobs
while they are still in school.

ial
Contactag...tNa.mg.Poten

Seven hundred and sixty counselors checked this
Although seventy-one per cent of those counselors report
engaged in making contacts with employers, it is found that thirty,-

three per cent feel that this is not their duty to perform.
Twentymnine per cent believe they should assume this res

ibility,
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but are not do

Columns 5 and 6

so at the present time.

it is seen that sixty-seven per cent agree that they should WWI
the responsibility of contacting potential employers.

Trad

Assisting 8choolo- Leavers with Neat Steno (i.e.

School

Job, Ito.

tly

lightyudour per cent of the 121$ count*

From this group it

assisting school-leavers with these next steps.

is found that fort -four per cent do not think of this IN:notion as
their duty,

Those counselors who realise a responsibility in this

function, yet, are not carrying it out total sixteen per cent of the

entire group. A total of fifty-six per cent of the 1215 counselors
believe that assisting school - leavers with next steps is definitely

a placement responsibility they should discharge.

Assisting Pupils with Leisure Time Placement

Of the 714 counselorse responding to this item, it is found

that sixty-two per cent of them are currently dealing with this
duty in their work.

Twenty-swren per cent of them, however, do not

feel that they should help pupils along these lines.

It is seen

that thirty-eight per cent of these 714 counselors feel that they
should be, but are not, performing this duty.

In all, a total of

seventy-three per cent of the counselors reporting on this item
agree that they should assist pupils in leisure -tine placement.
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From the findings it is seen that a majority of the
counselors, included in this stu4y
area.

checked all the items in this

Of those counselors responding, it is found that a majority

are presently engaged in carrying out these placement functions.

A greater percentage of the counselors who are now engaged
in these activities believe they should perform these dutief as part
of their work, with the exception of the duty assisting school.leerers
with next steps.

In this duty fortyfour per cent of the counselors

do not feel that they should help school-leavers, while forty per cent
of the counselors believe they should.

Although a greater percentage

of the counselors believe they should secure pait-time job* for pupils
and contact potential employers, the percentage difference is only
throe and five respectively for the two duttmsidmmi compared with
those counselors who feel they should not perform these fOnctions.
The percentage of counselors not currently functioning in
these placement duties ranges from thirteen per cent of 992 counselors
in assisting pupils with in- school placement, to thirty -eight per cent

of 7114 counselors in assisting pupils with leisure time placement.

All of these counselors, however, believe that they should be assisting
pupils by carrying out these placement activities.

By considering

all of the counselors who feel that they should perform these duties
whether currently engaged in them or not, it is fogad that a majority
of the counselors are of the opinion that they should definitely
serve in these placement activities in order to carry out their jobs

more adequately as counselors.

OF 0MDUAT

AND Ttt0}

Previous studies have found that less

attention is being paid

to this phase of the guidanosprogram than to any other.

However,

in Rilsonts study (69, p.177) a majority of the counselors telt they
should be doing more in this area.

A number of the duties of counselors as they relate to follow-

up of graduates and drop-outs is found in Table UI along with the
number of counselors who are carrying out thee* duties, as well as
their reactions to performing or not performing these duties.

TIME XXI

FMLOS-

a

GRADUATES AID

7

Conducting Follow-up Studies of
School-Leavers
Conducting Follow-up of
In-School Placement
Organising Follow-up Studios
Preparing Follow-up Materials
Tabulating Follow-up Information
Interpreting Follow-up Results

892

50

23

27

77

662
747

41
46
48
54
47

17
20
24

24
26

80

691
662
777

p

83

76
71

29

20

27

80

Conductiag Follow-up Studies of Sohool4aaysrs

Eight hundred and ninety.two counselors reported on this item.
One half of these counselors are engaged in carrying out this duty,
nevertheless, twent y-three per cent of them do not think that this is

a duty they should perform.

It is also found that one half of the
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counselors believe they shoed conduct follow-up studies of school
leavers, but are not doing so at the present time,

Along with this

group, it is seen that seventy-seven per cent of the 892 counselors
regard this as an activity in which they should fUnction.

in

oll.cm *u= Studies of

hoo1

Conducting follow-up of studies of inschool placement is
being practiced by forty-one per cent of the 662 counselors answering
this item.

Of this group seventeen per cent think that it is a duty

in which they should not participate.

Fifty -nine per cent of the

counselors are not functioning in this duty at the present time, but

they feel that it is one in which they should serve. A total of
eighty-three per cent of the 662 counselors are of the opinion that
they should make a concerted effort to following more closely the
in-school placements they make.

Organising Follow...up Studies

Of the 747 counselors responding to tt i r item, it is seen

that forty -six per cent of them are presently engaged in this duty.

However, twenty per cent of them do not think that they should take
pert in this activity,

Along with the fifty-four per, cent of the

counselors who are not now organising follow-up studies, it is seen
that eighty per cent of them are of the opinion that this duty
should come within the realm of the counselor's function.
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Preparing roll

up

rty-eight per cent of the 691 counselors are preparing
these materials at the present time, however, one hilt of them
think that this is not their responsibility.

Those counselors who

are not now preparing follOwwup materials, but who believe that they
Should' total fifty' two per cent of the entire group.

Along with

this group, it is found that seventr-six per cent of the 691 counselors
checking this item are of the opinion that preparing folios -up

materials is a duty in which they should participate.

Tabulating Follow-up Worsatice
Assuming responsibility in this activi
fifty -four per cent of the counselors respon

However, twenty-nine per cent of them believe they should not be
called on to serve in this capacity.

Forty -six per dent of the

counselors think that they shou ld tabulate followup information,

but are not doing so at the present time.

From Columns S and 6 it

is seen that seventy-one per cent of the counselors agree that they
should accept responsibility in this activity.

Of the 777 counselors responding to this duty, it is found
that forty-seven per cent are currently engaged in carrying out
this activity.

2Wenty per cent of this group feel that interpreting

follow.up information is not their responsibility..

Along with the
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fifty -three per cent not presently interpreting these results, it

is seen that a total of eighty per cent of the 777 counselors agree
that they should function in this capacity.

It is seen that a majority of the counselors included in the

study responded to all the items in this area dealing with the
counselors' responsibilities in follow-up services of graduates and
drop-outs.

Of the counielors reporting, it is found that tabulating

folio -up information is the only duty now being performed by a
Conducting followup studies of sohoolp.

majority of the counselors..

leavers is being carried out by one half of the counselors responding
to that duty.
In all items,

exception of preparing follow-up

materials and tabulating follow -up information, a slightly greater

percentage of the counselors who are now pertaining these duties
believe that they should.

Of the forty-eight per cent of the

counselors now preparing follow -up materials, twentp.four per cent

of them believe they should and the same believe that they should
not perform in this activity.

Yor the fifty-four per cent now

tabulating follow..up information, tient

they should do this while tweht

five per cent of then believe

ins per cent of then believe they

should not function in this activity.

Approximately one half of the counselors are not currently
functioning in any of the duties in this area, however, all of them
believe that they should.

By combining the counselors who are now
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think they should

feletioning in these

h

to are not, but believe that they should function in these f
duties; it is found that approximately three.fourths of the c
responding feel that they should engage in these fb

PUBLIC MATIONS

A systematic
school staff as well as

oho a pat

or

services is being stressed by associations tc which counselors and
administrators are affiliated

There are maw ways

which

counselors may keep the school and the while informed amidst is
being done. A number of public relations medtmes *which counselors
msiy utilise are indicated in Table XXII

Two additional medium,

which counselors may utilise in keeping the public informed, were
written in by four and two counselors respectively

They are

serving on Parent-Teacherss Association committees and organising
community agencies.

PUBLIC RE ATIG 'S OF

4

5

6

Giving Talks

85

Preparing IMO Articles
Cooperating with Civic
Organisations
1050
Cooperating with Other
Community Agencies
963
Preparing Handbook on Guidance
Services
753
Preparing News Letter on Guidance
Services for Faculty
Distribution
631
Participating on Panels
924

72

38
34

47
38

15
28

62
66

82

35

47

18

65

80

33

47

20

67

147

21

26

53

79

40

17
37

3

60
21

83
63

79

Giving Talks
Giving elks is an activity in which eighty -five per cent of
the counselors, responding to this item, are participating.
Nevertheless, thirty - eight per cent of this group are of the opinion

that they should not be called upon to take part in this activity.
Only fifteen per cent of the group are not now giving these talks
and all of thew believe that it is a duty in which they, as

counselors, should participate. Along with this group, a total of
sixty6.teo per cent of the 1048 counselors think that giving talks is

an activity in which they should serve.

Preparing News Articles
It is found that seventyl.teo per cent of the 757 counselors

checking this it

are now performing this function.

Thirty -four

11
per cent of these counselors believe that they should not be doing
this as part of their work.

Those counselors who are not involved

in this activity at the pre ent, but who believe that they should
take an active pert; total twenty -eight per cent of the 757

counselors.

Sixty-six per cent of the counselanseto are and who

are not, preparing news articles definitely feel that they, as
counselors, should carry out this duty.

Cooperating with Civic 0

isations

This cooperative activity is being put into practice by
eighty-two per cent of the 1050 counselors reporting, however,
thirty .five per cent of them believe that this is not their
responsibility.

Along with the eighteen per cent who are not

currently engaged in this funotion, it is seen that sixty -five per

cent of the 1050 counselors feel that cooperating with civic
organisations is a part of their work.

Cooperating with Other Commupity Ahenciea

Working with community agencies is an act
per cent of the counselors

in which eighty

answering this item, are functioning.

Thirty-three per cent of the counselors, however, feel that this is
not their obligation.

Twenty per cent are not engaged in this

cooperative endeavor, but all of them feel that it is an activity in
which they should take part.

A total of sixty-seven per cent of the

963 counselors agree that they should work closely with community
organisations in order to perform their jobs as counselors more

book cn Guidance Services

this i

Of the 753 counsel

of them are now performing this function.

Twenty.one per cent of

them are of the opinion that this is not their duty.

It is found

that fifty-three per cent of the counselors are not now dealing with
the preparation of guidance handbooks, but this is a job in which
they feel they should perform,

From Columns 5 and 6 it is seen that

seventy-nine per cent of the 753 counselors agree that counselors
should include this as one of their duties,

Raring News Letter an Ou idance Service

0

Distribution

Forty per cant of the counselors responding to this activity
are making a practice of keeping the faculty informed of the guidance
services; however, in this group, seventeen per cent definitely feel
that they should not be expected to discharge this duty,
the sixty per cent not current]

Along with

engaged in preparing 44W8 letters,

a total of eighty three per cent of the 631 counselors think that
this is a duty they should shoulder.

Participating on Panels

A total of seventy -nine per cent of the 9214

answering this items are serving in this capacity,

counselors,
In this group

it is found that thirty-semen per cent of them think that they should

not be called upon to perform this function. (]y teentr-one per

cent of the counselors are not functioning in this capacity while
all of them feel it is an activity in uhich they should

engage.

Those counselors who believe that they should be available for such
service, whether currently serving in this capacity or not, total
sixty three per cent of the reporting counselors.

t * majority of the

the

reported on all the i

unselors

in this section with the exception of

preparing news letters on guidance services for faculty distribution.
11th the exception of preparing handbooks on guidance services and
news letters for faculty distribution, it is found that ',majority
of the counselors reporting in this area are now participating in all
of the public relations mediums
It is also significant to not

that a greater percentage of

the counselors who are now perfOraing these activities believe that
they should function in all of these activities.

The positive

attitude of these counselors is greatest in cooperating with other
community agencies, 'here the percentage difference was fourteen.

The least is found to be in preparing news artioles where the
counselor percentage difference is four in favor of those counselors
who believe they should prepare news articles.
The percentage of counselors not

presently utilizing

these

public relations mediums ranges from fifteen per cent of 1048
counselors for giving talks, to sixty per cent of 631 counselors for
preparing news letters an guidance services far faculty distribution.

Along with these counselors and those who are now

utilising

ums, and feel that they should; it is found that a significant
majority believe they !should use these mediums for keeping the

people informed about the school's guidance services.

0

A

youth serving
community
people.

tensely interested in the welfare of its young
The schools, with their teachers and counselors, make up

only one of these agencies. Although young people are under the
jurisdiction of the schools for longer periods of time than any of
the other youth serving agencies, it does not relieve the school
counselor of the responsibility of working closely with these

individuals end agencies. A number of these workers and agencies

are indicated in Table MIL Along with these are the percentage
of counselors working with them, as well as the counselors' feelings
in regard to this work.

The additional duties, which were written

in by counselors and not appearing in Table XIII; are working with
vocational rehabilitation commissions and mental health clinics.
These were written in by nine and six counselors respectively.

TABLE flu!

Ennio WITH

OTHER

nos SERVING

1
Church Organisations
Civic Organisations
Juvenile Courts
Probation Officer
Psychiatrists
Psychologists
Remedial Reading Teacher
Service Club Ccemittees
School Nurse
Speech Correction Teacher
Visiting Teacher
T.M.C.A or Y.W.C.A.
Public Welfare
State Maployment Agency
Family Service Advisory Council
Scouts

A

2

3

lik

826
916
754
775
756
767
806
624

76
77

34
34

10147.
748

904
525
27
33
11
11

624

16

70

31
26

62

66
67

29

100

30
32
39
30
21
30
56

97
100
91

58
27
64

71
87
69
77
68

0:

42
43
38
39
36

37
37
39

24

66
66
74
69

23

36

30
38
34
33
29

74
71
70
68

48'

13

39
56

31

61
70

23

79

a

32

70
44

39

3

73

0

42
73

27

9

36

0

th Church Organi

Of the 826 counselors responding to this item, it is found
that seventy-six per cent of them are working with this organisation.
Nevertheless, thirty-four per cent of this group are of the opinion
that they should not work cooperatively with churches,

Among the

826 counselors checking this item, twenty4our per cent of them are
not presently working with churches, but all of them believe that
they should.

Along with this group it is found that sixty-six per

cent of the total, group checking this item are of the opinion that

they should work closely with church organisations.

Civic Organisations

Se

cent

916 counselors

searing this

item are now wmag
working
with this,youth serving organisation.

Of this

group thirty-four per cent feel that it is not their duty as

counselors to cooperatively work with civic organisationi. Along
with the twenty-three per cent of the 916 counselors who believe

they should cooperate with civic organisations. Along with the
twentr.three per cent of the 916 counselors who believe they should
cooperate with civic organisations, but are not; it is seen that
sixty-six per cent of the counselors are in agreement concerning
this function.

Juvenile Courts

Seven hundred and fifty-four counselors responded to this
item.

Sixty-four per cent of this groupers now working with the

courts in helping youngsters, however, twenty-six per cent of this
do not believe that this is their responsibilit

se counselors

responding to this item who feel that they should work with juvenile
courts, but who are not doing so at the present time; account for
thirty-six per cent of the 754 counselors.

total of seventy-four

per cent of the entire group agree that time should be devoted to
working with this group.

Probation Officer

Of the 775 counselors reporting on this i
cent of this are presently engaged in working cooperatively with
these officers.

Nevertheless, thirty-me per cent of these

counselors do not feel that this comes within their real of activity.

s found hat thirty per cent of the 77

ou sselors are not now

ing with probation officers, however, all of them believe they

show, By combining this group with those who are engaged in this
cooperative endeavor, and those who believe they should; it is noted
than that sixty.inine per cent of the total group think that they

should work closely with probation officers.

rerichiStristiO
Sixty.

per cent

the 756 counselors responding are now

working with psychiatrists on pupils' problems.

Of this group it

is seen that twenty -six per cent are of the opinion that they should

not work with this individual.

Those counselors who bslieve that

they should be cooperating with psychiatrists, but at present are
not; account for thirty-eight per cent of the 756 counselors
responding to this item.

In all, a total of seventyfour per cent

of the counselors agree that they should work closely with
psychiatrists, whether now doing it or not.

Psychologists

From the returns

found that

y ix

767 counselors, checking this item,
However, twenty-nine per, cent of this

their responsibility.

t of the
psychologists.

up feel that

s is not

Nevertheless, along with the thirty-four per

cent of the 767 counselors who are not currently cooperating

with

psychologists, but who feel that they should; it is found that
seventy -arse per cent of the total group are of the opinion that they
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should function in the cooperative endeavor.

Remedial Reading Teacher

Of the counselors included in this study 806 responded to
Sixty-seven per cent of them are presently working with

this item.

remedial reading teachers, yet, thirty per cent of the counselors
do not feel they should do this.

However, with the thirty -three per

cent of the 806 counselors who are not presently engaged in this
activity, but who believe that they should cooperate) a totel of
seventy per cent of them are in agreement that they shoUld work
cooperatively with remedial reading teachers.

Service Club Committees

Only 624 of the counselors included in the study checked
this item.

Of those, seventy one per cent are now working with

these committees.

Thirty -two per cent of these counselors do not

think they should work with this organization.

Since twenty -nine

per cent of the 6214 counselors are not currently working with these

committees, but feel they should work with them; it is found that
sixtyweight per cent of them believe that they should work
cooperatively with the committees.

School Nurse

In this item it is noted that eighty - -seven per cent of 1047

counselors are now working with the school nurse.

However, thirty-

nine per cent of this group are of the opinion that they should not

closely with school nurses

of the total group who are not currently o

t

nurses, but who believe that they should e:

heal it is

found that sixty one per cent of the 1047 commeelors are in favor
of carrying out this cooperative working relationship.

Ruch Correction Te44

Sixty. -nom per cent of the 7148

o

elors

its are now working with these specialist

Thirty per cent of

believe that they should not work with speech
correction teachers.

Nevertheless, thirty-one per cent of the 7148

counselors believe they should work with speech correction teacher*,

but are not working with these specialists at the present time
when this group is considered, it is found that seventy' per cent of

the counselors checking this item feel that they should definitely
work closely with speech correction teachers.

Visiting Teacher

Of the 904, c

ors responding to this item, seventy...even

cent of them are currently working with this person.

Only

teentr.one per cent of the group are not In favor of carrying on this
working relationship.

Alone; with the twenty-three per cent of the

904 counselors who are not working with visiting teachers at the
present time, but who believe that they should; it is noted that
seventywnine per cent of them feel that they should work with visiting
teachers as a part of their work.

Y.11.4

or

.0 .A

007 525 counselors inCludel in this study res
item.

to this

Sixty eight per cent of than are currently working with these

organisations, however, thirty per cent of these counselors are of

By

the opinion that they should not work with these organisations.

combining the thirty-two per cent of the entire group not currently
working with these two organisations, but who believe they should
umnicwith themj it is found that seventy per cent of the counselors
agree that this working relationship should be carried on in order
to discharge their duties more adequately.

Public Welfare

AU of the twentr.seven counselors writing in this item are
now cooperatively working with this agency.

However, fifty -six per

cent of them believe that working with this agency does not came
within the realm of their responsibility.

This leaves a total of

forty-four per cent of the counselors who believe they should work
closely with public welfare agencies

State Sal.

A

Ninety.seven per cent of the thirty.
in this item are currently working with these *genet
group, fifty -eight per cent of them do not feel this is their duty.

Only three per cent of the thirty.threesounselors are not currently
working with this youth serving agency, and all of then feel that they
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should be.

Therefore

total of forty-two per cent of the

counselors writing in this think that they should cooperate with
state employment agencies.

amily Service Advisory Council

Only eleven counselors wrote in this item
are now engaged in work with this agency.

twenty...seven per cent of

the counselors do not believe they should work with family service

advisory councils while seventy-three per cent of them feel they
should.

Scouts

Ninety one per cent of the eleven counselors writing in this
item are now working with scouts.

Sixty-four per cent of thee feel,

however, that they should not work closely with this organisation,

Along with the nine per cent who are not working with scout
organisations, but who feel that they should; it is found that thirtysix per cent of the eleven counselors answering this item are of the
opinion that they should work with this organisation.

Summary

It is noted that a majority of the counselors responded to
every item in this area with the exception of working with service

club committees, Y.M.C.A. or LW.C.A., and the additional items

written in by a *mall number of counselors. A majority of the
counselors are now working with all these youth serving workers and

the

0

is significant to nets that a gr

counselors who are currently engaged in working with those youth
yow

serving workers and agencies believe that they should work claaly
However,

with every worker and agency listed on the questionnaire.

different attitude is noted in three or four items written in by
ouneelors.

The only item in which a majority of thee* counselors

believe they should work is with family service advisory counotli,
Working with public welfare agencies, state employment agencies,
and scouts are organisations in which a majority of the counselors
believe they should not work closely.

The percentage of counselors not c
this area ranges from three per cent of

thirtythzee co
cent of

ing with state employment agencies to thirty -eight

756 counselors in working with psychiatrists, All of these

counselors, hammers fee that they shoUldwork:vith these youth
serving workers and agencies
It is noted that working with

public

lees state

agencies, and scouts are the only items in which a greater
of counselors feel they should not emit, even after
considering the counselors Who are not now 'working with these
organisations.

Taking all the renaming counselors who feel that they

should be working with these workers And agencies, ebether presently
engaged in them or :not, it is found that approximately two thirds of

the counselors believe that thiswoolt is their responsibility.
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await Iv

In Chapter II, the literature indicated a diversity of
opinions regarding the professional training counselors should have,

as well as the technical skills they should possess. Although a
vide variety of courses were found to be prevalent in the training
of counselors, it is possible to group thee rough1y into*

background

courses courses dealing with the understanding of human behavior,
courses dealing with the understanding of relationships in the total
school progrma, courses dealing with the duties and competencies of
the counseling process, and courses dealing with research and
evaluation.

The purpose of this chapter is to determine the courses that
were taken by the 1282 counselors in preparation for their jobs as
counselors, the courses most helpful in the performance of their
duties, and the additional training these counselors feel they need

in order to do *more efficient job of counseling.

It is also the

purpose of this chapter to examine the counselors* understanding of
certain techniques, and to determine whether or not these counselors
would insist on receiving training in these techniques if they were
just starting their professional preparation.

In addition, the

problem areas in which these counselors feel confident as well as
those problem areas in which they feel least able to handle is
pointed out.
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A section of the questionnaire deals with the professional
training and technical skills in which the counselors have had
training.

The courses were listed in five broad areas,

The

counselors were asked to check the courses that were taken in
preparation for their job as a counselor, the courses that were most
helpful in the performance of their duties as a counselor on the
basis of their experience, and the courses they feel they need in
order to do a more effective job of counseling.

Spaces were provided

on the questionnaire for counselors to write in additional courses.

If these additional courses were not written in by at least ten
counselors they are not included in separate tables, but are mentioned
as courses that a number of counselors have taken in their training
program.

The Po7lowing tabular forms will be utilised for all tables

in this section of the studys
Column 1.

Courses as they were listed on the questionnaires

Column 2.

Total number of counselors checking each course
this includes those counselors who have taken the
course and those counselors who feel they need the
course in order to do a more efficient job of
counseling.

Column 3,

Percentage of counselors checking the item
indicating they have taken the course in preparation
for the job of counseling.

Column 4.

Percentage of counselors checking the it's
indicating that, in light of their counseling
experiences, the course was helpful in the performande
of their duties as counselors..

Column 5.

Percentage of counselors checking the item
indicating they have taken the course but, in light
of their experience, do not consider the course

helpful in the perfo
counselors.

a of their duties as

Percentage of counselors checking the item
indicating those who feel that the course is
needed to do a more efficient job of counseling,
and who would insist on taking the course if they
were now beginning their training.

Column 6.

or example, in Table XXIV, Column 1 is a listing of the
courses as indicated on the questionnaire.

In Column 2 oPPositl,

Anthropology, the figure 314 indicates the total number of counselors
who checked the item showing that they have taken the course, as well
as those who feel they need the course in order to do a more efficient
job of counseling.

In Column 3, the figure 50 indicates the

of the 314 counselors who have taken Anthropology in preparation SOr
the job of counseling.

In Column 4, the figure 16

dicatea the

percentage of counselors who, in light of their experiences in

counseling, camtiderAnthropology helpfnl in the performance of their
duties as counselors,

In Column 5, the figure 34 indicate* the

percentage of counselors who have taken Anthropology but, in light of

their counseling experiences do not consider the course helpfUl to
them in the performanee of their duties as counselors*

The figure

61 in Column 6 indicates the percentage of the 314 counselors stio

feel that Anthropology is needed to do a more efficient job of
commseling, and would insist on taking it if they were now beginning
their training.

This group includes those who have not had

Anthropology, as will as some of the counselors who bad taken the
course and had found it valuable*

ES, MOM COMES
In order for potential

galore to receive the greatest

benefits front advanced training, counselor trainers and other leaders

in the field are convinced that they need an adequate foundation in
basic related or background courses.

The extent of the basic

understanding gained by counselor-trainees in these background courses
largely determines the breadth, as well as the depth that nay be
achieved in their advanced work.

This section deals with the background training
counselors included in this study*

3.282

Table XXIV indicates a number of

these courses; the percentage of counselors who have taken these
courses; their reactions as to its value in relationship to their
jobs; and the percentage of counselors, responding to each course,

who would insist on receiving training in each course in order to

do &more efficient job of counseling.

Physioloct and history of

religion were written in by six counselors; soology, history of
vocational education, and genetics by three; and human anatc
two counselors.

by
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5
Anthropology
Biology
Economics
History of Guidance
History of Education
Philosophy
Philosophy of Education
Principles and Procedures of
Guidance Services
Psychology (General)
Sociology

738
848

3
54
0

65

16
34
37
37
2)

85

10

37

8814

997

48
42
67
3 3

1186
1240

UM

82
86
77

6

6.

61
37
38
44
24
45
40

5

56
55

16

54

Anthropology

Fifty per cent of the 3114 counselors a

this course in preparation for their jobs

king this

to

experiences, only sixteen per cent of these counselors fou
found this
course helpful.

However, sixty -one per cent of the 314 counselors

feel the need of this course to perform more adequately their jobs
as counselors, and would take this course it they were beginning
their training.

Biology

It is found that eighty -four per cent of the 738
respoanding to this item had taken biology in their counselor training
program.

Thirty-four per cent of this group who took this course

found it helpful.

Those counselors who would insist on taking this

course if they were now beginning their training account for

1.31

thirty-seven per cent of the 738 answering this item

a

Economics is a course which eightyfive per cent of the 8148
counselors had in preparation for their job.

In this group it is

found that thirty-seven per cent of the counselors felt this course
was most helpful in the performance of their jobs as counselors.
Thirty -eight per cent of the 81t8 counselors would insist on taking

economics if they were beginning their training nos.

History of Guidance

Bight hundred and eighty four counselor* responded to this
item.

Of this group seventy-nine per cent have taken this course

in their training progr am.

From their experience in counseling*

thirty-seven per cent of the counselors who have had the course rate
it most helpful.

It is found that forty-four par cent of them would

take this course again if they were beginning their training.

History of Education

?ram the ninety per cent of the 997 counselors taking this
course, twenty-three per cent of them feel that history of education
was valuable to them in their work as counselors.

Thrientr.four per

cent of the 997 counselors would insist on including this course in
their program if they were now beginning their professional
preparation.
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Philos oybir

Of the 803 counselors checking this item, it is found that
seventy.two per cent of them have taken work in philosophy.

Thirty.

nine per cent of this group feel that the work has helped them in the
performance of their duties.

From the 803 counselors answering this

item, a total of forty five per cent of them would insist on taking
philosophy if they were now beginning their training.

rhil

op} Y of education

Eighty -five per cent of the 1004 coon relore responding to

this iten took this course in preparation for their job as counselors.
In this group forty eight per cent definitely feel that the course
has been helpfhl in the performance of their duties so a counselor.

It is found that forty per cent of the 1004 counselors feel a need
for this course in their work and would, if beginning their training,
insist on having it included in their professional training program.

Principles and Practices of Guidance Services

Eleven hundred and eighty six counselors responded
iten, of which eighty two per cent have had this course.

Prom their

experiences in the work of the counselor, a total of seventysix per
cent of this group rate the course as helpful.

However, fifty -.sic

per cent of the 1186 counselors would take the course if they were
now beginning their professional training.

Psychology cameral)

General psychology has been taken by eighty-six per cent of
the 1240 counselors ansisring this item, and eighty-one per cent of
them consider it most helpful in performing their jobs as counselors.

Nevertheless, if they were beginning their training now, only fifth
five pet cent of the 1240 counselors would have general psychology
included among their courses.

Sociology

Of the 1102 counselors

t

seventy -seven per cent of thee have taken sociology in preparation

for their work as counselors.

In this group a total of sixtyucne

per cent rated the course as helpful in light of their experiences.

ilftyfour per cent of the 1102 counselors would insist that they
be allowed to take sociology, providing they were now starting
their program of professional preparation.

Ste,
Mors than fifty per cent of the counselors included in the
study responded to all of the background courses, with the exception
of anthropology.

In preparing for the JO) of counseling, it is

interesting to note that a majority of the counselors who responded
have received training in all the background courses listed except
anthropology, in which exactly one half of the counselors had
received training.
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Of the ten background courses listed, it is significant to
mote that more than half of the counselors udno have taken these

courses consider only five of them helpful in the performance of
their duties.

In light of their experiences in the field, the

counselors have found that the training received in philosophy,
philosophy of education, principles and practices of guidance services,

general psychology, and sociology courses to be most helpful in their
work.

Although a majority of the counselors considered the courses

helpfal, a very email percentage majority is noted in both philosophy
and philosophy of education.

However, in principles and practices

of guidance services, general psychology, and sociology, practically
all of the counselors who have had the courses consider than helpful.
The courses which a majority of the counselors feel they need
in order to do a more efficient job of counseling are anthropology,

principles and practices of guidance services, general mythology,
and sociology.

It is significant to note that of the fifty per cent

of the counselors who have taken anthropology, only sixteen per cent
of than felt that the training was helpful.

Nevertheless, sixtp.one

per cent of the 314 counselors checking the item feel a need for the

course in order to perform their jobs more efficiently. An opposite
reaction is noted in principles and practices of guidance services,
general psychology, and sociology.

In these courses it is found

that from approximately two thirds to four fifths of the counselors
who have taken the courses considered the training most helpfal.
However, it is noted that only approximately one half of the counselors
responding to these courses feel a need for the training received from

these courses in oar to do pt more

Ideally

f

,fob of coun ite

counsel* should have

and applied courses relating to the
cal clinical experience.

of all the

or

as well as

To apply the

and

methods of counseling; it is essential for the cotmplor to have the
necessary understanding of human behavior in order to deal
intelligently with the needs and problems of the individual.

Since the various psychology courses are geared to providing
counselors with the necessary understandings of human behavior, this
section of the study deals specifically with the counselors' training
in these courses.

In Table UT a number of these courses are listed

the number of counselors checking each course, the percentage of
these counselors who took these courses in preparation for their Sob
the evaluation of these courses by the counselors in relation to

their duties, and the percentage of counselorsift feel a need for
training in these courses to perform more efficiently their jobs as
counselors,

live counselors added group dynamics and social case

work; four counselors added criminology; two counselors added
psychoanalysis, projective techniques, and clinical psychiatrYi said

one counselor added evaluation of pupil growth adult psFchology,
and retarded children as courses they have taken.
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TATUM
UNDIRSTANDING HUMAN BEH&VI

1
Abnormal Psychology
Adolescent Psychology
Child ?mythology
Educational Psycholog
Psychology of Learning
Clinical Paychologr
Psychology of Individual
Differences
Mental Hygiene
Individual Testing
Group Testing
Personality and Social
Adjustment
Human Growth and Development
*tceptional Children
Human Relations
Home and Family Living
Social Psychology

865
1153
973
1128
857
32

52

113

66
67

66
61

65

149

899
1075
1127
965

ha
64
65
72

la

870
641
627
12
11
12

45
53

44
49
28
83

60,

31
83

100
83

9
0
6
28
16
0

62
79

0

0
1

57
63

9

75
65
63
59

1
h

70

3
0

ha

91
67

8

72
83

9

73

16

ha

Abnormal Psychology

Fiftrtwo per cent of the 865 counselors checking this item
have taken this course.

Of these counselors who have had this

course, forty-three per cent consider abnormal peychology helpful
in the performance of their jobs as counselors.

From the 865

counselors it is noted that seventy.4wo per cent of them feel e need

for the training received in this course in the work thy are doing.

Psychology

Of the sixty-six per cent of the 1153 counselors taking this
course, it is found that all of them rate the course as helpful in
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performing their duties at counselors.

Sixty five per c cent of the

1153 counselors would, if beginning their training now take
adolescent psychology.

Child Psychology

Nine hundred and seventp-three counselors c
sixty -seven per cent of then took child psychology

training program.

ked this item.

their counselor

Of this group it is noted that sixtr-one per cent

consider the course very valuable in their work.

From the 973

counselors checking this item, a total of sixty4wo per cent would
insist that they be allowed to include this course in their program
of studies because they feel a definite need for it in the work they.
do,

Sducat onal 12470hology

Of the eighty-eight per cent of the 1128 counselors who have
aken educational psychology, it is found that sixty per cent of the
counselors consider it important in their professional preparation.
However, fortyw.three per cent of the total group checking this item

would insist on taking this course if they were now starting out in
this field.

Psychology of Learning

Sixty-five per cent

the 857 counselors responding to this

item took this course in preparation for their jobs as counselors.

Of this group forty-nine per cent feel the training received in this
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o feel a

course was most helpful

cure training in the duties they discharge account for sixty two
per cent of the 857 counselors.

Clinical Psychology

counselors responding
Prom the thirty-four per cent ofthe 632 cos
to this item, it is found that all agree that clinical psychology vas
important in their professional training. A total of seventy...mine

per cent of the entire group checking this item would insist on taking
clinical psychology, in order to do a more efficient Job of
counseling, if they were beginning their training at the present time.

Psychology of Individual Differences

This course was taken in preparation for the job of counseling
by forty: -tiro per cent of the 889 counselors respdnding to this items.

In light of their experiences, every single one of the counselors
felt the course wits Most helpful in the performance of their duties.

Those counselors who consider this course essential, and feel they
need it to adequately function'in their work; total aeventy.five per
cent of the 689 counselors.

Salta Hargials

Of the sixty -four per cent of the 1

counselors who have

taken this course, it is noted that sixty -three per cent of them

rate mental hygiene as a helpful course.

From the counselors

checking this item, it is found that sixty-five per cent of them
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believe they need this course to do a more efficient job of
counseling.

Individual Testing

Sixty -five per cent of the counselors responding to this item

have had individual testing in their professional training program
Fifty...seven per cent of these counselors consider that the training

received has helped them in their job as counselors.

It is found

that sixty -three per cent of the 1127 counselors would seek training

in individual testing if they were beginning to train for the work
of counseling.

Group Testing

Of the seventy-two per cent of the counselors who took group
testing, sixty-three per cent of them consider the training received

most helpful. A total of fifteine per cent of the 965 counselors
agree that they would need the training in this course to carry out
their duties as counselors in an effective manner,

Personality

Social Aditultasat

light hundred and seventy counselors responded to this item.

Prom the forty.five per cent of the counselorswho have taken this
course, it is noted that forty-four per cent of them consider it
most helpful in preparing them to carry out more adequately their
jobs as counselors.

Seventy-two per cent of the 870 counselors feel

that they would take this course again if they were now starting in

the field.

those counselors checking this item, it is t
fifty-three per cent of them received training in this course.

Forty..

nine per cent of these counselors felt that the training they received
has helped them in the performance of their duties as a counselor.

In order to discharge their duties as a counselor more adequatety, it
is found that seventy per cent of the 6141 counselors would take this

course if they were nos beginning their training.

atosiltional Children

Only thirt

item have

one per cent of the 627 counselors ch acking this

received training

per cent of then felt the

a

course was

it is noted that a total of eighty -three

However, twentywight
Of the 627 counselors

cent of them would

insist on receiving training in this course in order to carry out
more adequately their jobs as counselors.

Utica.
Only twelve counselors added this c
eighty- ..three per cent of them who have had

hamar, all of the
course in their

preparation for counseling considers it most helpful in their work.

Nevertheless, forty-two per cent of the twelve would persist in
taking this course because of the positive relationships it has to
their duties as counselors.

Hams and Family Life

Af the eleven counselors who had this course in their training
program, it is found that ninety-one per cent of them felt that it
contributed to their work of counseling,

However, if beginning their

professional training a total of seventy -three per cent would like to

take home and family life

Psychology,
Bight three per cent of the twelve coup welors
item took social psychology as a course in their program of training.

Sixty-seven per cent of these found that the training they received

was valuable to than as counselors; however, fortutwo per cent of
the twelve counselors feel a definite need for this training in their
work, and would insist on taking the course in preparation for their
jobs.

With the exception of clinical psychology, exceptional
children, human growth and development, and the three courses which
were written in, it is noted that a majority of the counselors checked
all the courses dealing with the understanding of human behavior.

In

all but clinical psychology, psychology of individual differences,

personality and social adjustment, and exceptional children, it is
noted that more than half of the respondents have had course
training.

Of these four it is found that slightly less than half of
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the counselors reported that th

bology of individual

differences and personality and social adjustment, while approximately
a third had had courses in clinical psychology and exceptional
children

It is significant to note that, in every course, the majority
of the counselors who had received training in these courses consider
it most helpful in the work they are called upon to perform.

Every

counselor who had taken adolescent psychology, clinical psychology',

psychology of individual differences, and human relations reported
that the training received from these courses most helpful in their
work,

Educational psychology is the only course that was listed on
the questionnaire, for which less than half of the counselors feel a
used in order to do a more efficient job of counseling.

However of

those who took this course in preparation for their job as counselors,

approximately two thirds of the counselors found it helpful in the
performance of their duties.

Since educational psychology is a

usual requirement for teacher certification it may be that the value
of the course to the counselors was in becoming certified.

It is

noted that practically the same percentage of counselors had the same

reaction to human relations and social psycholog as they did for
educational psychology.

In the remaining courses it is significant

to note that more than half of the counselors feel a need for these
courses in their work, and would insist on taking them if they were
now beginning their training.
From the findings in this area of professional preparation of
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counselors it appears that counselor trainers, as well as counselors,

feel a definite need for and recognise the values received from
taking these courses.

This is evidenced by the number of courses in

which * majority of the counselors have reasilnd training, and their
positive reactions to this training in relationship to the work they
are doing.

DING RE1AT

To be able to help pupils with the solution of educational
as well as vocational

bless, counselors should have an

understanding of the total school program. An awareness of the
various organisational and administrative patterns in the school as
well as an understanding of the community, such as socioi4conomic
and occupational trends, aids counselors in assisting pupils with
these problems.

The courses in this area are primarily designed to

bring an understanding of these relationships.

In Table XITI, the courses dealing with the understanding of
relationships in the total school program are listed.

The number of

counselors responding to each item, the percentage of counselors who
have taken the courses, the percentage of counselors who have found
these courses helpful in their work, and the percentage of counselors
who feel a need for these courses in their work and would insist an
receiving training in them is also found in Table

Ern.

Two

counselors wrote in industrial economics and one counselor added
human problems in industry.

TABU XXVI
UNDERSTANDING REIATICIISHIPS IN THE TOTAL SCHOOL PROCIRABI

6
Curriculum Planning
Fundamentals of the Curriculum
Organisation and Administration of
Guidance Services
Adult Education
Educational Planning and Development
Community Organisation
Social Change
Social Control
Labor Movement
Labor Market Analysis and Trends
Labor Problems
Industrial PSychology
Personnel Administration in
Business and Industry

795
656

61
58

1081
318
459
394
490
356
366
414
568
410

73
39
45
41

31
27

533

33

a

27
47
26

a

20

35

23

65
19

35
26
26
21

to
23
27

59
57

61
66

8

20
10
15
5
3
29

68
66
77
79
67
81
63

Ij

20

10
6

1?

6

83
75

Curriculue

Seven hundred and ninety-five counselors responded to this
item.

Sixty-.two per cent of these counselors have had curriculum

planning in their training program.

Of those who have had the course,

forty-two per cent of them consider it important and helpful in the
Feeling a need for training in

performance of their duties.

ourriculum planning in order to do a more efficient job of counseling
accounts for fiftyl-nine per cent of the 795 counselors.

Fundamentals of the Curriculum

Of the 656 counselors sbesking this item fifty.isight per cent

took this course in preperstion for their job es counselors.

In

light of their experiences, it is found that thirty-five per cent of
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this group rate this course as helpful. A

of fifty-seven per

011

cent of the 4,6 counselors would insist on having this course if
they were now beginning their

training.

Organisation, and Administration of Guidance S.rvicss

Seventy-three per cent of the 1081 counselors answering this
item have taken this course in preparation for their job, and
sixty-five per cent of them consider that the training received free
this course has helped them in discharging their responsibilities as
counselors.

Those who would insist on taking the course, if they

were just starting in the field, total sixtr.one per cent of the
1081 counselors answering the item.

Adult Education

nom the 348 counselors responding to this item, it is noted
that tbirty,aine per cent have taken adult education; however, only
nineteen per cent feel that this course was helpful in aiding them
to perform their duties as counselors.

Nevertheless, sixtywisix per

cent of the 348 counselors would insist on having adult education
included in their program of studies if they were now beginning
their professional training.

Educational Planning and Development

Of the I59 counselors answering this item, fortysfive per
cent bad course training in educational planning and development,
Thirty-fire per cent of these counselors evaluate the training

received from this course as helpful in the perforasnoe of their
duties.

In order to do a acre efficient job of counseling, sixty-

sight per cent of the 459 counselors would insist on having this
course if now entering a counselor training program

ty. Omni atian

Three hundred and

iten,

four counselors checked this

Of these forty -one per cent hie taken this course in their counselor
training program.

/

tywsix per cent of these counselors who have

taken this course consider the training received from participation
in this course as most helpful in the duties they are called upon
to perform.

It is found that a total of suety -six per cent of the

3914 counselors would like to have this course if they were beginning

their training at the present time.

Change

in which thirty -ono per cent of the

Social a.

thin item have received training.
490 counselors answering this

Twentywsix

per cent of this group, in light of their experiences in this field,
have rated this course as helpful in relationship to the duties they
are performing.

Seventy-seven per cent of the 490 counselors would

insist on receiving training in this course if currently beginning
their work in this field.

Control

Of the 356 counselors who answered this item, it is found that

11.7
twenty-seven per cent have received training in this course in
preparation for their job of counseling.

Teentywfour per cent of

these counselors felt that the training received from having
participated in this course was helpful in the duties they are called
upon to pallor*.

In light of their experiences in counseling work,

it is noted that seventyhonine per cent of the 356 counselors -would

insist that this course be included in their program of studies if
they were just beginning their training.

Labor Movement
From the 366 counselors responding to this item it is noted
that fortyhmtwo per cent of them have taken this course in their

professional training program.

However, a total of twenty three per

cent of those who have had this course consider it valuable.

Nevertheless, of the 366 counselors, sixty-seven per cent would like
to have this course if they were now entering this field.

Libor Narket Allaysis and Trends

Four hundred and fourteen counselors checked this item.

TWentr.seven per cent of them received course training in it while
preparing for the job of counselor.

TWentymithree per cent of thee

rate this course an helpfUl, based on their experiences in counseling
total of eighty -one per cent of the 414 counselors would insist on

taking labor market analysis and trends if starting out in the field.

per chat of

Labor problems is a course in which forty
568 counselors have had training.

ty-seven per cent of these

counselors consider the training received in this course most helpful
in fitting them for the duties they are performing'

It the counselors

responding to this itemiser* just beginning their professional

training in the field, it is found that silt three per cent of the
568 counselors would take this course.

Industrial Psychology

Of the 410 counselors who chic

this item, may twenty six
however, twenty per *ant

per cent have taken industrial pe holo

of thee have indicated that the training received from this course
has been helpful in the duties they perform as counselors.

Aighty-

three per cent of the 410 counselors would insist on taking
industrial psychology as part of their training if they were now
starting in this field*

In
A third of the 533 counselors responding to this item have
had course training in personnel administration*

lisintipweeven per

cent of them consider this &worthwhile course for counselors since
it has been helpful to them in their work.

In order to do a more

efficient job of counseling, it is found that seventy -five per

cant

of the 533 counselors would take this course in preparation for their

Of the counselors
three courses in this
fundamentals of the curriculum
of guidance services*

ion

i

These three are also

which more than half of the counselors reporting have received
training in preparation for their Jobe as counselors.

However, it

is found that approximately one half of the counselors received
training in educational planning and development, and labor problems
In the remaining courses it is noted that approximately a third of
the counselors received training in than in preparation for their
Jobe.

In light of their experiences in the field of counseling
counselors consider the training that they received in curriculum
planning, fundamentals of the curriculum, organisation and
administration of guidance services, educational planning and
development, community organisation, social change, social cont
labor market analysis and trends, industrial psychology, and
personnel administration in business and industry to be the most
helpful courses in relationship to the duties they perform as
counselors.

However, approximately one third of the counselors who

took curriculum planning, fundamentals of the curricula', and
community organisation did not consider the training they received

from these courses to be very helpful. About as many counselors did

to
not consider labor movement and labor problems helpful in their
work as considered than helpful, while slightly more than half of
the counselors who took adult education did not consider the
training valuable in their work.

This discrepancy may be accounted

for by the fact that counselors more and more are following up
echool- leavers, taking part in placement activities, assisting in

the development of extended school classes

and meeting counseling

demands of the adults in the community
Of the counselors responding to this section of the
questionnaire, it is significant to note that In every single case
a majority feel a need for these courses in carrying out their duties
as counselors
On the whole, it is noted that counselor training institutions
are not emphasising this area of development in their counselor
training programs.

This is evidenced by the percentage of counselors

who have not taken these courses in preparation for their jobs as
counselors.

However, the reactions of the counselors, as a whole

are quite different.

Irani the findings it is evident that the

counselors place a great deal of emphasis in the training they would
receive from these courses in relationship to their responsibilities
as counselors.

IDI1Cb DUT S OF AND D

THE COUNSELOR

Making up the heart of the professional training ;program are

specific courses which develop understandings and competencies

necessary for counselors to possess.

The specific purposes of the

courses in this area are to assist prospective counselore.in g4ning

an overall picture of guidance services, to forma definitk,
philosophy or point of view of guidance to develop the teChniques
and abilities for carrying out the responsibilities of the Job, and
to learn through practical experience the application of these
techniques and abilities in specific cases.

Table XXVII indicates a number of the courses which are
designed to bring about these understandings in the professional
development of counselors,

The nu aber of counselors checking each

course, the percentage of those counselors who have taken each
course in preparation for their jobs as counselors, an evaluation
of the course in terms of the counselors' experiences in the field,

and the percentage of counselors who feel a need for this training
are also indicated in Table XXVII.

la

TABLE
UNDERSTANDING D

AND DEVEI JP3NQ C

BC

WORK OF THE C0UNSE=

Fundamentals of a Guidance
Program
Counseling Techniques
Supervised Counseling
Analysis of the Individual
Group nochniques
Supervised Counseling Practices
Educational and Occupational
Information
Vocational Guidance
Placement Theory and Techniques
Interview Techniques
Remedial Reading Techniques
Speech Correction Techniqnes
Case Study
Psychotherapy

947

u84
637
776
824
493

10
1
3

76
75
ri

314

952
955
433
958
596
349
829
469

60

1

63
77
76

7

71

2

79

6
9
3
4

63
62
83
53
76
86
74
84

8

0
5
1

ftndementals of a Widen* Provos

Seventy-six per cent of the 947 counselors took this course
in preparation for their job of counseling.

Of these counselors

sixty-six per cent of them feel that the course us helpful in their

work. Sixty per cent of the 947 counselors feel they need the
course to do a more efficient job of counseling.

Counseling Techniques

Of the 1184 counselors responding to this iten,

t is found

that seventy.five per cent of them have taken counseling techniques
in preparation for their jobs as counselors.

Based on their

3$)
experiences in the fiel t, it is noted hat seventy-four per

cant of

the counselors rate this course highly as being helpful in the
duties they perform.

Fran the 1184 counselors checking this item,

a total of sixty-three per cent of thee would insist on taking this
course if they were nos beginning their training

Supos

counselors c
Only thirtymnine per cant of this have had this pract

in preparation for their work; however, thirty six per cent of hese
counselors feel that the training received from this course was noet
helpful.

Those counselors who feel a need for, and would insist on,

taking supervised counseling if they were just beginning their
professional preparation account for seventymeeven per cent of the
637 counselors responding to this item.,

Analysis of the Individual

From the forty-seven
course, it is found that forty

6 counselors
lac per cent of than

course was helpful in contributing to the job of counse

o took this

that this
At total

of seventy -six per cent of the 776 counselors feel the need for this

course in their work, and they would insist that it be included in
ir program of studies if they were currently starting their

of them have taken group tee
counselors.

It is found that f

consider the training received from this course moot helpful in their
work.

Those counselors who feel a need for this training in their

work and woad like to have it included in their program if they
were nos beginning in the field; account for soventp.ane percent
of the 824 counselors checking this item.

Supervised Counseling Practices

Of the 193 counselors checking thi

four per

cent had received training in this course which deals with class
room demonstrations of various counseling technic

In light of

their experience as counselors, thirtywtwo per cent of these
counselors consider this training was valuable

Those counselors

who would insist on receiving this training in order to discharge
more effectively their duties, total seventywnine per cent of the
b93 responding to this item

i

cent of
item have taken this course.

this
Based an the duties they perform in

their work, sixty` -five per cent of them agree that this training

was helpful.

However, of the 952 counselors

grixtrotnrei per mint

feel a definite need for this training if they were now beginning
their work in this field,

Vocational Guidance

found

955 counselors responding to this item

per cent of thee took this course in preparation for
their jobs.

Tifty-seven per cent of this group found this training

helpful in relationship to the duties they are called upon to perform*
It is noted that sixty -two per cent of the 955 counselors feel a need

for this training, and would insist on taking this course if they
were presently receiving their training*

t Theory and Techniques

Ode fourth of the 433 c
program of training,

Twenty- -two per cent of

that the training they received has been useful in their work.
the I33 counselors responding to this item, it is found that
eightywthree per cent feel a, need for this course in their work*

Interview Technic

Nine hundred and fifty -e

eelors chest t

hose, fifty -nine per cent received raining in this e
their training program, Sad fifty-five per cent of these c
felt that the training was valuable*

o

Nevertheless, of the 9,

counselors, fifty-three per cent definitely feel a need for
techniques if they were beginning their program of studies at

the'
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present times

Remedial Reading Techniques

lore checked this item and,

Five hundred and ninet

of these, thirtywtwo per cent had received training in this techniques

It is noted that twenty four per cant of these counselors found this

training useful in their works Seven

six per cent of the 596

counselors would insist on receiving training in this technique in
order to perform more adequately their jobs.

Speech Correction Technique*

From the fifteen per cent of the 349 counselors lobo tusk this

course, it is found that all of them agree that the training
contributed much to the duties they perfume as counselors,

Of the

349 counselors who checked this item, eighty-six por.cent would
insist an receiving training in this technique if they were currently
starting out in this field of work.

Case Study

Fifty-.me per cent of the 819 counselors checking this item
had this course in preparation for their jobs.

In light of their

counseling experiences, forty-six per cent of these counselors consider
this training most helpful.

It is noted that serentr.four per cent

of the 819 counselor, feel they need this training to do a more
efficient job of counseling.

Of the 1i69 counselors checking this item

f

that

treaty -six per cent of them received training in this technique.

Based an their experiences in counseling, twent

per cent of

those counselors agree that this training's, most valuable.

From

the 469 counselors responding to this item, a total of eighty.four
per cent feel a need for this training in order to carry out more
adequately their responsibilities as counselors.

It is found that a majority of the counselors responded to
eight of the fourteen courses in this area of their professional
development.

The courses which less than half of the counselors

ckecked are supervised counseling, supervised counseling practices,

placement theory and techniques, remedial reading techniques, speech

correction techniques, and psychotherapy. Xxcepting these six courses
and the analysis of the individual course, it is noted that a majority
of the counselors have received training in all the courses.

Of the counselors who have taken these courses, it is
significant to note the positive reactions of the value of these
courses in relation to their work.

In every single course a

significant majority of the counselors have, in light of their
experiences in the field, rated them most helpful.
The value of these courses in the professional preparation
of counselors is further substantiated, since a majority of than feel
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a need

for

of

the tra riing in order to do a moreffist job
Dore than half of the counselors checking the i

o

insist on taking every course if they were now beginning their
training in this field.

INTSRPRET DIG AND

WINO REVARCH

r to
co
research.

Zvaluation of the progres of guidance services in the

school should

a continuing process.

Counselors are enabled

through various studies and surveys to evaluate progress, to measure
effectiveness of practices, and to change or modify in light of thee*
findings.

In addition to developing skills and techniques in the

application of research methods, training in this ares Should aim to
develop the ability to review and sake use of the results of research.
A number of the courses which are included in counsel or

training programs are indicated in Table XXVIII. Also indicated are
the number of counselors checking each course the percentage of
these counselors who have taken these courses in preparation for their
job of counseling, an evaluation of each course as it applies to the
duties counselors perform, end the percentage of counselors who would
insist on taking these courses if they were presently beginning in
this field.

An additional acmes

two counselors.

job analysis, was written in by
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TABLE XXVIII
INTSRIVITINO AND DOING RBSTARCH

6

ft
Statistics
792
Sdncstional Tests and Measurements 1132
Curriculum
360
Methods and Application of
Dincational Research
399
Thesis and Dissertation Writing
514
Yellow-up Techniques
643
Iducational tvaluation
432
Idacational Research
396

59
81
66

148

35
32
27
25
36

62
82
29

31
61

17

50

6
25

55
29
83
78

56

Statistics

Saventy-two per cent of the 792 counsels

an

.nag the f tacit
It is found

took statistics in their counselor training program.

that fifty per cent of these counselors consider this training most
helpful in the wort:they are called upon to do.

Of the 792

counselors, a total of fittronins per cent fief a used for this
sours* in order to carry out more adequately their' jobs as counselors.

Idncational Tests and Iiissuremants

Sloven hundred and thirkratwo counselors responded to this
item.

lightr.one per cent of thee* counselors had this course in

prwparation for their jobs as counselors.

Seventyl.one per cant of

these counselors rate the results obtained from having had this
course as most helpful in performing their duties.

However, fifty-

seven per cent of the 1132 counselors would insist on taking. this

course if they were just starting out in this

field.,

Of the 360 eouselore

ponding to this item, it is.found

that forty-eight per cent of them have taken curriculla research in

preparation fortheir jobs as counselors.

Based on their experiences

in the field, it is noted that thirty-two per cent of the counselors
rate this course as being helpful in the dAtios they perform.

Irma

the 360 counselors checking this item, a total of six-six per cent
of then feel they need this training to do a more efficient job of
counseling.

Methods and Application of Sduaatiaaral

From the sixty-two per
course, it is found that thirty

of 399 counselors taking this

ve per cent of them agree that this

course was helpful in contributing to the job of counseling. A total
of fiftysfive per cent of the 399 counselors feel a need for this
training in their work, and would insist that it be included in their
prograu of studies if they were currently in a counselor training
program.

twain and Diseertatice

tin

Of the 514 counselors checking this item, eightywbeo per cent
had received training in this course.

In light of their experiences

in this field, it is noted that thirtywtso per cent of they consider
this training helpful.

However, only teentraine per cent of the 514

counselors feel they used this training in order to perform more
adequately their job as counselors.

FolloW-up TeWrais

Follow-up techniques is a course in

al

cant of the 643 counselors responding to this i
training.

Teenty-seven per cent of this group, in light of their

experiences in this field, have rated this course helpfnl in
relationship to the duties they are performing«

lightywthree per

Cent of the 643 smEselors would insist on receiving training in
this course if they were beginning their work in this field.

12ducati

this item, it is noted that

From the 132 counselors C
thirtywone per Bent of them have

his course in their

professional training program.

group

five per cent consider this training helpful
cent of the 432 counselors
were nee entering the fi

f c

ors twentr.

Seventy-eight per

like to have this course if they
order to carry out more effectively

their duties as counselors

hs
of 396 counselors have had training.

counselors consider the training received
fitting then for their job

this item, it is found that
for this course in their work.

tae per

tattles*
course helpful in

the 396 counselors responding to
fty-six per mint of them feel a need

A majority of the oou3selors, included in

of

responded to only three of the sight courses in t
professional developments

the

It is found that, in prepare

job of counseling more than fifty per cent of the cow se
received training in ail but three of the courses.

less the half

of the counselors had not taken curriculum research, follom-up
techniques, and educational evaluation.

of

The research courses considered most helpful. in the

these counselors are educational tests and messes, follow -up
tiochniclee, and educational evaluation.

In all of these courses it

is found that Avery significant majority of the counselors found
them most helpful. Apprcalmately a third of the counselorsitho took
statistics and curriculum research did not, find the training they

received of much help in the duties they perform.

Slightly

gore

than forty per cent did not receive help, in relationship to their
work, from methods and application of edusational research and
educational research courses.

Approximately sixty per cent of the

counselors who had taken thesis and dissertation writing did not
consider the training in this course veluable in their work.

Of the counselors mho ehecked the items in this area of
professional preparation, s, majority feel a need for all the courses

with the exception of thesis and dissertation writing.

Only twenty.

nine per cent of 51 counselors would insist on taking this course
if they were now beginning their professional preparation in the
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evident from the findings in this
training institutions are not requiring counselors to face t
courses in their training program, Although a small numsber
counselors who took these courses did not value the training in
relationship to their Jobe; it is significant to note that more than
half of the counselors, who checked these items, feel a need for
these courses in their work,

=LIND,

X

In their work with

counselors utilise

a variety of instruments and todhniques.

rough the arts of theee

tools, counselors Obtain significant information about pupils that is
helpful in locating, diagnosing, and treating various adjustment
problems.

Unless counselors understand and are able to utilise a

number of these tools they are definitely limited in helping pupils
make needed adjustments.

The counselor's understanding and

competence in the use of these tools should be sufficient to enable
him to locate the immediate problem, tamale* diagnoses in his own
field, and to recognise the need for referral to other specialists.

In Table XXIX the instruments and techniques are listed as
they 's?'" on the questionnaire.

The counselors were asked to check

those instruments and techniques which they thoroughly understood
and could use adequately, and the ones is which they would insist an
receiving training,in if they were beginning their training,

The

latter decision was to be made an the basis of their past experiences
in the use of these tools in their work.

The tabular form which will

for Table III',

follows;

Column 1.

Instruments sand techniques as they veers listed
on the quoit onnaire.

Colua 2.

Total number of counselors checking each item
this includes those counselors who thoroughly
understand and can use adequately the various
instruments and techniques; and those counselors
who, on the basis of their past experiences, would
insist an receiving training in these tools if they
were now beginning their profiasianel treininl.

Column 3.

Percentage of counselors checking the item indicating
they thoroughly understand and can use the
instruments and techniques adequately.

Column 4.

Percentage of counselors checking the i an indicating
those who, on the basis of past experiences, would
insist on receiving training in those instruments
and techniques if they were now beginning their
professional training.

Tor examplo, in Table XX11 Column 1 is a listing of the
instruments and techniques as indicated on the questionnaire.

In

Column 2 opposite Achievement Tests, the figure 1228 indicates the
'total number of counselors who checked the item showing that they

thoroughly understand and can use achievement teats adequately; and
thoss who would insist that training in achievement tests be included
in their program of studies if they were currently starting out in
their training program.

In Column 3, the figure 93 indicates the

percentage of the 1228 counselors who feel they thoroughly understand
and can use achievement toots efficiently in their work.

In Column 4,

the figure 70 indicates the porcontage of the 1228 counselors rho, an
the basis of their past experiences in counseling, would insist that

training in achievement tests be included in thsir eounselortraining
program.

TABLE DIX
INSTRUMENTS AND TECHNIQUES USED BY COME AU

2
Achievement Tests
Aptitude Tests
Intelligence Tests (Group)
Interest Inventories
Personality Inventories (Group)
Socio4stric Tests
Arthur Point Performance Scale
Revised Stanford -Binet Scale
Rorschach Projective Techniques
Thematic Apperception Test
lichsler-Bellevue Intelligence Scale
Reading Readiness Tests
Telebinocular
Reading Accelerator
Tachistoscope
Remedial Reading Techniques
Directive Counseling
Non - Directive Counseling

Psychodrama
Sociodrema
Play Therapy

1228
1207
1244
2194
1111
704
242
926
457
323

385
755
272
408
228
690
902
884
353
393
362

4

3.

70
74
71
71

93
86
995
1

75
86
84
78

35
36
61
16
23
84
57
38

92
690
8

75
79
82
77

31
39
28
73
70

90
72

76
82
85
89

30
33
27

The instruments and techniques are used by counselors for a
variety of reasons but, for purposes of this study, they are to be
grouped into two divisions.

First, we shall consider the techniques

which are used by counselors for identifying pupil capacities and
needs.

These instruments and techniques are objective in nature.

Achievement and aptitude tests, indivitdual and group intelligence

tests, interest and personality inventories, and the reading

instruments and tests are included in this group. 'Sevin then
consider the techniques which are used by counselors for discovering
the developmental needs of pupils.

Socio-metric tests, projective

techniques, directive and non-directive counseling, psychodrama and
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sociedrema, and play therapy are included in this group.
instruments and techniques are observational, semi - structured or

non-structured in nature.

Techniques for Identitrink Pupil Capacities and

Of the counselors in the study,

catty

checked all the techniques in this area

Performance Scale Wochsle-Bellevao intelligence Scale,
telebinocular, reading accelerator, and tachistoscope,

as

counselors more than fifty per cent feel that they the:

understand and can use adequately all the instruments arc
Arthur Point Performance Scale, telebinocular, reading accelerate:
and tachistoscope.

It is significant to note that, in every

instrument in this area more than half of the counselors would insist
on receiving training in than it they were now beginning their
training in this field.
It is noted; however, that a large percentage

0

checking achievement tests, aptitude tests, group into
interest inventories, and the Wechsler-Bellevue Intelligence Scale
feel they thoroughly understand and can use adequately these
instruments.

However, on these same instruments a lower percc

of the counselors would not insist on receiving training in them if
they were now beginning their professional training in this field,
This may be accounted for by reason that more stress in the past has
been placed on the atiministration rather than on interpretation of
test results.
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of the

On t h e other hand, it i s f o u n d t h a t a s s ail

counselors checking the Arthur Point Performance Beale
Stanford.Binet Scale, reading readiness tests, telehinocular, reading
accelerator, tachistoscope, and remedial reading techniques feel they
understand and can use effectively these instruments.

',heroes, on

these same instruments, a larger percentage of the counselors would
insist on receiving instruction in these if they were starting out
in this field.

&mover, a majority of the counselors responding do

feel that they understand and can use the Stanford-Whet Intelligence
Scale and reading readiness teats.
It is significant to note that the percentage of counselors
who understand and can use adequately personality inventories is
the same as the percentage who would insist on receiving instruction
in this instrument if they were now beginning their training.

Exactly seventy.five per cent of the 1111 counselors checked in each
category.

One explanation for this significant finding is the

increased emphasis that is being placed in the area of personality
development in all school levels at the present time

Needs o

cove

It is found that a majority of

counselors included in the

study responded to only three of the eight techniques in this group.

More than fifty per cent checked socioometric tests, directive, and
nonmdirective counseling.

However, in only two of these techniques

is it noted that a majority of the counselors feel they thoroughly
understand and can use them adequately; these being directive and
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on-directive counseling

the wing techniques less than

half of the counselors indicated that their understanding of them is

not too great. A need for better understanding in all of the
techniques used in this area is evident, since a significant mj
of the counselors indicated they would insist on receiving instruction
in them,

It is significant to note that a very large percentage of the
counselors checking socioometric tests

the Rorschach and Thematic

projective techniques, parhodrama, son °drama, and piny therapy
indicating they would insist on receiving instruction in these
techniques.

It is possible that the explanation for this Use in the

stress that is now being placed in the literature and educational
programs on the utilisation of socio metrics and other group
procedures, such as, psychodrama, sociodrama, and play therapy,
In directive and non- directive counseling techniques, the

percentage of counselors who understand and can use adequately is
prectioally the same as the percentage who would insist on training
in these techniques if they were beginning their work*

This would

seem to indicate the continued importance of these techniques in the
work counselors do, as well as the skills for utilising these
techniques.

On the 'hole, the response of the

counselors

rega rditag the

importance of receiving training in all of the techniques is
significant.

In every case a significant majority indicated eased
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for all the instruments and techniques in

hand, in only ten of the tweet .one is it seen that amadority of
the counselors feel they thoroughly understand and can use adequately
the instruments and techniques.

Of these ten, aIl are objective in

nature with the exception of directive and non - directive counseling.

This indicates that there is a need for providing opportunities in
the counselor training program for developing competence in the
administration, as well as the utilisation of thee, techniques.

From

the findings it is also indicated that additionsl emphasis be placed
on those techniques in the program of training in which these
counselors feel a need for, but do not thoroughly understand.

SIM DT DIMLING WITH PUPIL PROGIAll

The counselor deals with large numbers of pupils who are
concerned with a variety of problems.

He should be prepared to

handle most situations, but must realise his limitations and make
referrals when problems are detected which are beyond his ability.
The competence with Which counselors are able to handle problem,

situations is the purpose of this section of the study.

It is through

the counselors' opinions of their competency in handling various
problem situations that throne light on stare emphasis must be placed
in their training program.

In light of these facto, a part of the questionnaire was
devoted specifically to the types of problem areas in which counselors
frequently find themselves concerned.

Ten problem areas were listed

which, from investigation of the literature were found to be the
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types of problems pupils bring to the course
order to aid the counselors in making decisions concerning the
problem areas, a brief description of the types of problems were
included in each area.

The counselors were asked to check those

problem areas in which they felt they were able to handle with the
greatest degree of confidence, and those areas in which they felt they
were least able to handle.
Table XXX indicates the findings relative to the instructions
that were given the counselors.

The tabular form which will be used

for Table XIX, only, is as followss
Column 1.

Problem areas as they were listed oa the
questionnsire less the brief description in each
area.

Column 2.

Total number of counselors checking each item this includes those counselors who feel they can
handle the-problems with the greetest degree of
confidence, and those who feel these are prdblen
areas-which they are least able to handle.,
Percentage of counselors checking the item
indicat~knthey can handle the problem with the
indicating
greatest
gree of confidence.
Percentage of counselors checking the item
indicating those *no feel these are problem areas
which they are least able to handle.

For example, in Table XXX Column
problem.

1

is

a

listing of the

In Column 2 opposite Academic Problem, the figure 1213

indicates the total number of counselors who checked the item showing
that they feel confident in handling academic problems; and those who
feel that academic problems are problems which they are least able to
handle.

In Column 3# the figure 96 indicates the percentage of the

7.213 counselors who feel they can handle problees with the greatest

degree of confidence.

In Column 4, the figure 4 indicates.

of the 1213 counselors who feel that academic problem
which they are least able to handle

TAMS nog

MSS OF PUPIL PROBLUB

**Mimic Problems
Personality Problems
Social Problem*
Vocational Problems
Iducatianal Problems
Economic Problems
Rama and Family Problems
Moral and Althical Problems
Health PrOblems
Recreational Problems

a

4
2096

z
59
7

a

Academic and educational are problem areas in shish nearly all

of the counselors feel theorem handle with confidence,

In both the

academic and educational areas, only tour per cent of the counselors
feel they are least confident in dealing with problems of this nature,

lightysfive per cent of the 1192 counselors feel competent in dealing
with vocational problems, *ILL* fifteen per cent of the counselors
feel they are least able to handle problems in this area.

In the

social and recreational areas, three fourths of the counselors feel
that they can handle problems of this nature with confidence,

Fify-four percent of 1173 counselors are of the opinion
with personality problems is an

area which

they are oonp

moral and ethical area, fifty -three per cent of the 1095

aoR

eel confident when pupils bring problems of this aver lore to the

ounseling situation.

Of the 1055 counselors checking the area dealing

'with economic problems, it is found that practically the same number

of counselors feel that they can deal adequately with problems in
this area as those who fisel they can not.

Yortywonine per cent of the

counselors feel confident, as compared to fiftr-one per cent vho do
not feel confident, in handling problems in this area.,

The areas of health, home and fanny, and sconomica1. problems
are the areas in 'Which the counselors feel least competent to
handle.

This is an understandable situation, yet, these three areas

are vital to the behavior patterns of the pupils
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The purpoee of
secondary school counselor*

vas to investigate the duties
now performing, the duties they think

they should perform, their academic preparation, the value of this
training in relationship to their work, and to identify the kinds of
training needed in order to carry out mars effectively the job of
counseling.

A checklist type questionnaire was used,

The

ionnaires

ant to 2002 counselors throughout the United States, A total
sixty...six per cent of the total number of questionnaires

were returned.

Forty-seven of the questionnaires mare slistinated

because of inadequacies, leaving 1282 questionnaires representing
1255 schools throughout the United States which were included in the
findings.

Nine per cent of the counselors came from junior high

schools, thirty`-four per cent from junior- senior high schools, and

fitkr-seven per cent from senior high schools.

The major findings of this study ne be

followss

lore and The

1.

Of the 1282 counselors, 667 or fift"two pe

men and 615 or forty- sight per cent are women.

This is a distinct

change since Soren and Jones, in 1946, found a distribution of

rn4
fortr-three per cent men and fifty-seven per cent

sung 8229

counselors.
2.

Although a majority of the counselors in the study

now hold the master's degree, a large number of counselors are working
for the master's and doctor's degrees.

Sixty per cant of the 291

holding the bachelor's degree are working for the master's degree,
and twenty -eight per cent of the 946 holding the master's degree are

working for the doctor's degree.
3.

On the average, counselors spend four periods per der

in counseling activities.

However, it is significant to note that

2,80 or thirty -seven per cent of the counselors in the study are

employed full time in counseling activities.
4.

The average counseling load is 376.

Zeran and Dona

found the average load per counselor to bok398 seunselees.
5.

Zighty-eight per cent of the counselors are doing

general counseling.

In addition, approximately one half of the

counselors are working in one or more of the specialised areas such
as educational, vocational, and personal counseling.
6.

Counselors with social science backgrounds are the most

numerous with twenty -seven per cent of the 802 part-time counselors
teaching in this area.

Nineteen per cent of the counselors teach

language arts and fourteen per cent teach mathematics, while twelve
per cent of the counselors assume administrative responsibilities.
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B.

Their Dut es

Counselors

go percentage of the counselors are now

1.

performing administrative duties, &majority of the counselors do not
think they should function in these activities.
t*

Although a majority of the respondents are nor working

with pupils individually an a variety of problems, it is significant
that such a large percentage of counselors do not believe they should
work with pupils an these problems.

Of the dutise to which a majority

of the counselors responded, the percentage of counselors who feel

they should not help pupils individually ranges from thirtyAhree per
cent in assisting pupdls with moral and religious problems and
referring pupils in need of specialised help, to forty one per cant in
assisting pupils mho are failing course work.
3.

With the exception of teaching life adjustment classes,

a majority of the counselors responding are now working with groups
of pupils on a number of cannon problems.

Again, the unusually large

percentage who feel that they should not fUnction in these pupil
problem* causes one to wonder what these counselors believe are their
functions.

The percentage of counselors who do not believe they

should carry out these duties ranges from twenty per cent in teaching
life adjustment classes, to thirtywfice per cent in discussing
vocational problems with groure.
h.

While a majority of the counselors

with tests, duties such as scoring and recording test results are not
looked on with favor.

C

the other hand, the counselors' attitude
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o pupils and to oth !r
forces one to wronder whatever kta

s to test data.

thirty -eight per cent of the couelc

For aaa;

plc,

not working with tests feel

that interpretation of test results is not their responsibility.

5.

A very large percentage of counselareift are not now

using socio-metric techniques feel they shoed be using them.
6.

Working with teachers on various guidance activities

is a function in which esajority of the counselors are participating.
However, a large number of the counselors do not believe they should
be working in this capacity.

For instance, thirty-three per oent do

not feel they should interpret test results to teachers, thirtywfive

per cent do not feel they should assist teachers with in-echoe
placement of pupils, and thirtyweeven per cent do not feel they should
assist teachers with pupils' problems.
7.

Although amajority of the

now working

cooperatively with other counselors, there is a large percentage lOho

feel these activities are not their function,

ter category

tweintr-four per cent do not feel they should assist irc the in-service

guidance progress and thirty-seven per cent do not teal they should
help in the planning of the school's guidance program.

Ibile the majority of counselors are currently working
closely with administrative officers, a large percentage are of the
opinion that they should not serve in this capacity.

Frac twenty-six

to thirty-seven per cent of the respondents believe that they should
not cooperate with administrative officers in the school guidance
activities.

9.

The majority of counselors are rrrorking with parents

iting pupils'

s, twenty -eoven per cent do not f

homes should be expected of them.

+sent do not feel

Thirt;

they should counsel with parents concerning

pupils' vocational

problems, while thirty -eight per cent do not feel they should work

with parents concerning the pupils' choice of a collie.
10.

With the exception of conducting community occupational

surveys and conducting tours of businesses and industries, a majority
of the counsolor* are carrying out the duties involved in the area of
occupational and educational information.

Again, however, large

percentages of counselors feel they should not be expected to secure
or file occupational and educational information, organise career or
college days, or teach occupational classes.
11.

Although a majority of the respondents are performing

placement duties, from twenty- seven to forty -four per cent of them

believe they dhould not engage in these activities.

Of the eighty

four per cent of the counselors who are assisting school-leeversr with

next steps, over half of them feel that this is not their duty.

the majority of counselors indicate, that followW
servicos need their attention, yet, tabulating folloisoup information

and conducting follow.up studios of school.leavers are the only two
duties in which half of the counselors are functioning,

The majority

of counselors do not feel thoy should perform the duties involving
clerical activities.
13. With the a xctepetion of preparing handbooks on guidance

services and news letters

services for faculty
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out all the

majority of the respondents are c
activities listed on t

lore feel they e

large per

number believe t

these functions
not doing so at the

sh

Ch this whole, the counselors feel this

is an area which warrants their attention.

14. While a large percentage of the
with ether youth serving workers 2nd agencies, a large number of these
counselors believe that the7 should not cooperate

th these workers.

This is particularly true in working with public welfare agencies,

state employment agencies, and scouts

C.

Counselor, and Their Tratniuit

1.

The background

of phil

of

education, principles and practices of guidance se
psychology, and sociology are found to be valuable
counseling.

the job of

Biology, economics, and history of guidance are not

adjudged to be valuable
2.

With the exception of clinical psychology, psychology

of individual differences, personality and social

justment, and

exceptional children, a majority of the respondents have received
training in all the courses listed on the gurestiaenaire which deals

with the understanding of human behavior.

cry course was retold as

most helpful in relationship to the counselors* work. All the comiiii
were reeommended as essential in the preparation of counselors except
human relations and cools]. psychology.

However, only a small number
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of scunaslore 'rote in these two courses.
3.

The counselors in this study feel a need for more

understanding of the relationships in the total school propos.

Only

three courses, curriculum planning, buidsmentals of the curriculum,

and organisation and administration of guidance services were taken
by a majority of the respondents.

It is possible that the

insufficient training in this area may explain the counselors'
reactions to working closely with teachers, other counselors,
adsinistratore, parents, and other agencies.

It is evident that

counselors want and need more training in this area since a majority
of them would take all the courses if they were now beginning their
training.

An interesting comparison can be made between courses in

economies and labor. While a very small percentage of the counselors
feel that economics is essential as a background course to counseling,

yet every large percentage of the 00110WA*1111MM/1 take the labor
courses if they were now beginning their training in the field,
4.

The lack of training in the area of understanding the

duties of and developing competencies in the work of the counselor
may account in part for the reactions of the courrielors to the duties

of working with individual pupils, groups of pupils, placement, and
the entire basic philosophy underlying the work of counselors.

Two

thirds of the respondents had had course training in only four of the
fourteen courses listed in this area.

These courses are fundamentals

of a guidance program, counseling techniques, educational and

occupational information, and vocational guidance. A very small
number of the counselors received training in supervised counseling,
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supsrmised counseling

reading techniques, speech corrttia

raw. The training received in 411 the cos
onsidsred most helpful and a definite need was expressed by
counselors for training in all these courses.

The training of counselors in the area of

5.

implementation and interpretation of research has been meager.

This

may be reflected by the counselors' negative reactions concerning

followwup services of graduates and irel-eutes Although over half of
the respondents in this area had received training in these courses

it amounts for a very small amber of counselor, since so fps
counselors responded to any of the courses with the exception of
statistics, educational tests and measuremente, and follow.uP

However, only

techniques,

643 counselors

ntywnine per cent of

had follow-up techniques in their training program,
6.

The counseling instruments and techni

counselors have been trained to use moat competently are achievement
tests, aptitude tests, 'group and individual intelli

tests,

interest inventories, group personality inventories, reading reading
tests, directive and nompdirective counseling.

in addition to these

instruments and skills, the counselors responding in this arenwould
insist on receiving training in all the remaining instruments and
techniques listed on the questionnaire.
7.

The types of problema oounselore feel therg c.

with the greatest degree of confidence are academic, educational,
vocational, social, recreational, personality, and mural and ethical
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The pupil problems counselors eel they can handle with the
degree of confidence are economic, home and

health

RECCIMIDATION8

1.

That in-service training programs dealing

the basic

philoeophy underlying the job of counseling be net up for counselors
now on the job.

That administrators be included in an in-service training
program stressing the basic philosophy as will as the organisation
and administration of guidance services in order that they ssy
understand specifically the role of counselors in secondary schools.
3.

That administrators take the following courses in their

pre-service training programs

principles and procedures of guidance

services, orgenisation and administration of guidance eervices,

counseling techniques, psychological tests and testing, and psychology
of individual differences.
h.

That counselor tr

ers annd state supervisors of guidance

be informed regarding the duties that counselor, in this study think
they should and should not perform in order that:
a.

Counselors on the job say be assisted in changing
their point of view, and
Potential counselors nay be selected an the basis of
a sound philosophy of gui

5.

That counselor trainers emphasise the guidance

view and counselor duties in the training program.
6.

That potential' counselors be selected by

trators

on the basis of their guide point of view in addition
other qualifications.
7.

co

That * higher relationship exist between the training of

alors and the duties they should be expected to perform

That planned supervisory experiences or counseling
internships be set up in counselor training institutions to
supplement the required course training in guidance.
9.

That state departments of education be encouraged to set

up certification standards for counselors.

This recommendation is

predicated upon counselor trainers meeting the standards as set forth
by the United States Office of Iducation and state boards of vocational
education.
10.

the training prrogx

for counselors

ding to the

master's degree follow the following patterns*

A.

amoral

rewents

1.

Valid state teacher's certificate

2

Bachelor's degree

3.

Two years of successfe teaching experience at
the level at which the counselor Brill work

I.

Necessary basic training in background courses

5.

One year of wage-earning experience other than
teaching or counseling

B.

Revirements

1. A minimum of taunt

term hours in professional
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study
Core (twelve

hours required)

Principles and procedures of guidon**

services

Analysis of the individual
Counseling techniques

(4) Educational and occupati
ives (nine tern hours from the fallow

)
C

aaisatiom and aR

of

guidance services
(2)

Group techniques

(3)

Supervised counseling

(4)

Placement and follctp techniques

(5)

Principles and practices ofvveational
education

A minimum of fifteen term hours in supporting

courses

hology
Sours*.

a.
(1)

2
(3)
(4)

*cent psychology
ogr of individual

diffe

(group and individual)

glens

(5) Human growth, and
(6)

Perscuality and social. adjustmelt

(7)

Clinical methods in Individual analysis

3.814

A minimum of nine term hours in

coss dealing

with the understandings in the total school

progr

as mall as other institutions and agencies

in the society

Suggested
Yundamen
PhilosoP4y of education

History of education
Industrial psychology
Labor economics and problems

Sociology (community organisation or
sociology of the family)

(7) AnUropalogy
11.

That the training progrma for counselors xeading to the

doctor's degree follow the following pattern's

A.

General Requirements

Valid state t
2.

certificate

Master's degree
Two years of successful teaching

seat

the level at which the counselor
Two years of successful counseling experiences

(e year of wage-earning experience other than
teaching or counseling

A minor in psychology
7. A minor outside of education and psychology,
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social sciences

B.

Academic Bwouirements

A minimum of sixty term hours in professional
guidance study
a.

Basic core of professional guidance

required of master's candidates
b.

Suggested Ilectives (in addition to those
listed in the master's program)

Statistics
Case study
Interview techniques

Remedial reading and speech techniques
The counselor's role in the school and

community
(6)

Seminars and practices in special problems

(7)

Special training in the uses of
instruments and techniques

A minimum of thirty term hours in peycholo
(minor)
a.

Suggested Courses (in addition to those listed
in the master's program)

(1) Abnormal psychology
(2)

Clinical psychology

(3)

Projective techniques

(4)

PSydhology of exceptional children

Ad

ced work in psychological test

construction and interpretation

urses in education dealing with he
in the total school program as
well as other institutions and agencies in the

society

sted

a.

in the

ti
program)

(1) Adult education
(2)

Advanced educational psychology

(3)

Decent educational trends and problems

(4)

Ourriculum planning and oonstructian

(5) Audio-visual aids
(6)

Ocnstruction ad use of objective
examinations

4. A minimum of twenty-five graduate term hours in
the second minor to be set up by the candidate's

graduate committee in light of the candidate's
needs and interests
12.

It is recommended that further research be undertakent
a,

to develop a functional supervisory program to be
need at both the master's and doctor's level in
connection with the training of counselors,

b.

to inaugurate qualitative studies of college and
university programs of counselor training.

c.

to investigate the counselor's concepts of his role

187
0
the mount of his
01147# background, and
trainer* under ishcst the pork

to investigate school adsinistratorts concepts
regarding the duties of counselor*.

to discover valid criteria for selecting potential
counselors to participate in counselor training
programs

1.88
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IX A

As a doctoral dissertation I 'masking a study of sec
counselors and their job throughout the United States;
of this study is to determine the duties they perform
they think they Shoed perform, the training and expe;iences they
have had, and the farther training they feel they need in order to
do abetter job of counseling. For purposes of this study a counselor
is considered to be a person who helps students solve their problems
and is given *minima of one period daily for this purpose.
Will you please send me the names and addresses of
persons who
are engaged in this work throughout your state. As a criterion, for
selecting these people, will you use personal preference as if you
were staffing a school. In writing to these counselors I would like
your permission to say that you had selected than as being very
capable in this work.
I realise that requests such as this add to a previously heavy load
but I hope that the study will rem the efforts of many people by
making available to them the present status of the secondary school
counselor and his job in the United, State* and by pointing out. areas
in this field in need of improvement. I will be glad to send you an
abstract of the study when it is completed.,

Thanking you very much, I an,

William L. Hitchcock
Counselor

3.95

APPINDIX B

With the growth and development of guidanee services in the past
decade has come the need for greater understanding concerning the
duties of counselors at the secondary level. The instability of
the counselor's duties has been one of the seaknesses heretofore,
but from various local studies it has been found that these duties
are becoming more and more stabilised. Some agreement concerning
the competencies needed by counselors has been reached, but still
a large number of states have no uniform requirements in the
preparation of their counselors*
Under the direction of Dr. Franklin R. Reran, Dean of the School of
Education, Oregon State College, I an making a study of the job of
secondary school counselors throughout the United States.
The
findings of this study should be very valuable not only for .you as
a counselor, but for teacher training institutions and certification
departments as well.
Your state supervisor has pointed out that you are one of the
counselors in your state who is doing a creditable job of counseling
and suggested that you be included in this study. Tour cooperation
in this study will be greatly appreciated.
Please check the enclosed questionnaire and return at your earliest
convenienoe. Way I thank you in advance for the time and effort
upended in this endeavor.
Tours sincerely

wiEht

W. L. Hitchcock
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APPORDIX C

past
With the growth and
fo r greater underrtasdicng conce ing the
decade has come the
y level. the instr ility ot' the
duties of counselors at the
fore, but
counselor's duties has
ties are
from various local studies
becoming more and more stabilised
the
competencies needed by counselors has bean reached, but t 1. a large
number of states have no uniform requirements' ie, the
too of
their oounselors,
Under the direction of Dr. Franklin R. Zeran Dean of the School. of
ldneation, Oregon State College, I as making a study of the job of
secondary school counselor* throughout the' United State,. The findings
of this study should be very valuable not only for you as a counselor,
but for teacher training institutions and certification departments as

You have been selected as one of the counselors to be included in
this study, Your cooperation will be greatly appreciated, Please
check the encloped questionnaire and return at your earliest

cerfelaillnalt
Thanking you very much for the timma and effort expended in this
endeavor, I am,

Yours sincerely

Hitchcock
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APPENDIX D

Secondary School Counselors and Their Job in the United States
The following questionnaire, distributed to secondary school counselors throughout the United States, is planned to discover
the types of duties secondary school counselors perform, the types of duties they think they should perform, the types of training
most helpful in the performance of those duties, and the types of additional training counselors feel they need in order to discharge
their duties more adequately.
Your cooperation will be greatly appreciated for it is possible only through your frank and honest reactions that adequate
training programs can be set up to meet the needs of counselors now being trained. Please complete the questionnaire and return
at your earliest convenience to W. 1.. Hitchcock, School of Education, Oregon State College, Corvallis, Oregon. You may omit
your name if you wish. Please fill out school and city.
A. NAME

CITY

SCHOOL

J. If you are not a full-time counselor will you check the following area or areas in which you work.

B. Sex: Please check.
I.

Male

2.

Female

I. 0 Art

C. Degree you hold: Please check.
I. 01 No Degree

2.

Biological Sciences

3.

Business Subjects
Effective Living or Life Adjustment

4.

Health and Physical Education

2.

Bachelor's Degree

3.

Master's Degree

4.

Doctor's Degree (a.

5.

Working on advanced degree

Homemaking

6.

I'h 1)

I,

Ed D. )

D. Type of school in which you are employed: Please check.

7. 0 Industrial and Vocational Arts
R.

Language Art, and Foreign Language

9.

Music

la

Mathematics.

1.

Junior High School

11.

Physical Sciences

2.

Senior High School

12.

Psychology

3.

Junior-Senior High School

13.

Remedial Teaching

14.

Social Sciences

E. Size of your school: Please check.
I.

Less than 100 pupils

2.

100-249 pupils

3.

250-499 pupils

4.

500-999 pupils

5.

1000-1999 pupils

6. 0 2000 pupils and over

F. Number of periods per day for which you are scheduled exclusively for counseling.

1. --- Periods per day
Length of period

2.

15, 0 Other (Please list)
16.
17.

K. Listed in the following sections are a number of duties counselors perform. In column A please check those duties you
NOW perform. (Check column A only)

L. In column B please check only those duties you think you
should perform to carry out your job more adequately as a
counselor. Consider such things as available time, skills to
perform duties, philosophy of school, etc.
only)

(Check column B

ADMINISTRATINE:

G. Number of other counselors, with assigned time, besides
yourself.
Number

1.

H. Number of counselees assigned you.

1-

Number

A 13
I.

Checking absentees

2.

Checking the halls
Checking the washrooms

3.
-4.

111

Monitor on busses

5.

Filling out reports and registers

6.

Substituting for absent teachers

I.

General counseling (All kinds)

7.

Acting as truant officer or visiting teacher

2.

Specific counseling

8.

Supervising Student Council

a.

Vocational

9.

b.

Educational

10.

c.

Personal

11. 0 0

41.

Social

12. CI

c

Health

1.

Other

I. Types of counseling you do: Please check.

Supervising other clubs

Other (Please list)

APPMD31 D (Cartinued)
WORKING WITH INDIVIDUAL PUPILS:

WORKING WITH OTHER COUNSELORS

AB

AB

13.

Helping pupils adjust to school

54.

14.

Assisting pupils who are. failing course work

55.

Assisting in the in-service training program

15.

Assisting pupils who are emotionally maladjusted

56.

Assisting other counselors with serious problem cases

16.

Assisting pupils who are socially maladjusted

57.

Sharing experiences with other counselors

17.

Assisting pupils with course planning

58.

Sitting in on case conferences with other counselors

18.

Assisting pupils with occupational plans

59.

Acting as referral agent for other counselors

19.

Assisting pupils with moral and religious problems

60.

Referring cases to other counselors

20.

Assisting pupils who are juvenile delinquents

61.

21.

Referring pupils in need of specialized help

Coordinating services at secondary level with services at
the elementary, college, trade school, and industry

Gathering information about pupils

62.

22.

Other (Please list)

23.

0 Making notes of interviews

24.

Helping pupils appraise strengths and weaknesses (edu-

25.

Other (Please list)

Planning the school's guidance program

63. 0 0
64. 0 0

cationally and vocationally)

25a.
25b.

WORKING WITH ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICEDS:

65.

Planning guidance activities with administrative officials

66.

Utilizing competencies of research in helping administrators collect, tabulate, and interpret significant in-

67.

Supplying pertinent information of pupils to curriculum
Serving on curriculum planning committees

formation
WORKING WITH GROUPS Or PUPILS:

26.

research committees

Leading group orientation classes

27.

Discussing personal problems with groups

68.

28.

Discussing social problems with groups

69.

Serving on research committees

29.

Discussing vocational problems with group.

70.

Other (Please list)

30.

Utilizing films on etiquette, occupation, etc.

71.

31.

Teaching life adjustment classes

72. CI CI

32.

Other (Please list)
WORKING WITH PARENTS:

33. 0 0
34. 0 0

73. 0

Visiting pupils' homes

74

Counseling parents of failing pupils

75.

Counseling parents concerning family problems

Administering group tests

76.

Counseling parents concerning pupil behavior

36.

Scoring group tests

77.

Counseling parents concerning vocational problems of

37.

Recording results of group tests

78.

Other (Please list)

38.

Administering individual tests

39.

Scoring individual tests

40.

Interpreting test results to pupils individually

41.

Administering socio-metric tests

42.

Constructing socio-grams

81.

43.

Other (Please list)

82.

Conducting community occupational surveys

83.'

Securing occupational and educational information

84.

Filing occupational and educational information

85.

Organizing career and college days

86.

Utilizing films on occupations

87.

Teaching job application techniques

88.

Conducting tours of businesses and industries

89.

Other (Please list)

TESTING WORK:
35.

44. 0 0
45. 0 0
WORKING WITH TLACHINS:

46.

Conducting in-service training programs

47.

Interpreting test results to teachers

48.

Assisting teachers with pupils' problems

49.

Assisting teachers with in-school placement of pupils

50.

Conducting case conferences with teachers and specialists

51.

Other (Please list)

52. 0 0
53. 0 0

Pupils

79. 0 0
80. 0 0
OCCUPATIONAL AND EDUCATIONAL. INFORMATION:

90. 0 0
91. C)

Teaching occupational exploration courses

r9
AFFUDIX D (CintAuerf9
.ni to our experiences in this field, please check in col-

PLacasestrr :

umn B the courses that were most helpful in the performance
of your duties as a counselor. (Check column B only)

AB
92.

Assisting pupils with in-school placement

93.

Securing part-time jobs for pupils

94.

Contacting potential employers

95.

Assisting school-leavers with next steps (i.e. college,

96.

trade school, jobs, etc)
Assisting pupils with leisure time placement

97.

Other (Please list)

0. If you were beginning your training over again what courses
listed below would you insist on taking to discharge your
duties as a counselor more adequately. Check in column C
the courses you feel you need in order to do a more efficient
job of counseling. (Check column C only)

.

BACKGROUND COURSES:

ABC

98. 0 0
99. 0 0
V FOLLOW-UP OF GRADUATES AND Dane -Outs:
100.

Conducting follow-up studies of school-leavers

101.

Conducting follow-up studies of in-school placement

102.

Organizing follow-up studies

103.

Preparing follow-up materials

104.

Tabulating follow-up information

105.

Interpreting follow-up results

106.

Other (Please list)

107.

1.

Anthropology

2.

Biology

3.

Economics

4.

History of Guidance

5.

History of Education

6.

Philosophy

7.

Philosophy of Education

8.

Principles and Practices of Guidance Services

6.

Psychology (General)

10.

Sociology

11.

Other (Please list)

108.

12. 0 0 0

PUBLIC RELATIONS:

13.

109.

Giving talks

110.

Preparing news articles

111.

Cooperating with civic organization,

112.

113.

Cooperating with other community agencie:
Preparing handbook on guidance services

00

UNDERST NDING HUMAN BEHAVIOR:
14.

Abnormal Psychology

15.

Adolescent Psychology

16.

Child Psychology
Educational Psychology

114.

Preparing news letter on guidance services for faculty

17.

18.

Psychology of Learning

115.

distribution
Participating on panels

19.

Clinical Psychology

116.

Other (Please list)

20.

Psychology of Individual Differences

117.

21.

Mental Hygiene

118.

22.

Individual Testing

23.

Group Testing

24.

Personality and Social Adjustment

25.

Human Growth and Development

WORKING WITH OTHER YOUTH SERVING WORKERS AND AGENCIES:
119.

120.
121.

Church organizations
Civic organizations

Juvenile courts

122.

Probation officer

123.

Psychiatrists

124.

Psychologists

125.

Remedial reading teacher

126.

Service club committees

127.

School nurse

128.

Speech correction teacher

129.

Visiting teacher

130.

Y.M.C.A. or Y.W.C.A.

131.

Other (Please list)

132. 0 0
133. 0 0
M. The following list of courses are accepted as being desirable
in the preparation of counselors. In column A please check
the courses that were taken in preparation for your job as a
counselor. (Check column A only)

26.

Exceptional Children

27.

Other (Please list)

28. 0 0 0
29. 0 0 0
UNDERSTANDING RELATIONSHIPS IN THE TOTAL SCHOOL PROGRAM:
30.

Curriculum Planning

31.

Fundamentals of the Curriculum

32.

Organization and Administration of Guidance Services

33.

Adult Education

34.

Educational Planning and Development

35.

Community Organization

36.

Social Change

37.

Social Control

38.

Labor Movement

39.

Labor Market Analysis and Trends

40.

Labor Problems
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APPENDIX D (Continued)
ABC

AB

41.

Industrial Psychology

42. E

Personnel Administration in Itte.incss and Industry

43.

Other (I'lease list)

Revised Stanford-Binet Scale

.8.

Rorschach Projective Technique

9.

Thematic Apperception Test

10.

44. Li 0 Li

Wechsler-Bellevue Intelligence Scale,

45. (1 D CI
UNDERSTANDING DUTIES OF AND DEVELoPING Coster:renews IN THE.
IN THE WORK Or THE COUNSELOR:

Reading Readiness Tests

13.

Telebinocular

14.

Reading Accelerator

15.

Tachistoscope

16.

Remedial Reading Techniques

17.

Directive Counseling

18.

Non-directive Counseling

19.

Psychodrama

20.

Sociodrama

21.

Play Therapy

22.

Other (Please list)

Fundamentals of a Guidance Program

46.

Counseling Techniques

47.

Supervised Counseling

48.

Analysis of the Individual

49.

Group Technique,

50.

Supervised Counseling Practice.

51.

Educational and Occupational Information

52.
53.

12.

n

Vocational Guidance

54.

Placement Theory and Techniques

55.

Interview Technique,

56.

Remedial Reading Techniques

57.

Speech Correction Techniques

5$.

Case Study

59.

Psychotherapy

60.

Other (Please list)

61. 0 0 0
62. 0

o

23. CI 0
24.

R. Below are listed a group of problems that high school pupils
are constantly striving to solve. Frequently they seek help
from counselors in the solution of these problems. In column A please check the problem areas in which you feel you
are able to handle with the greatest degree of confidence.
(Check column A only)
S. Check in column B those problem areas in which you feel you
are least able to handle. (Check column B only)

AB

CI

I.

63.

Statistic-

64.

Educational Test. and Measurements

65.

Curriculum Research

66. f1

Methods and Application of Educational Research

67.

Thesis and Dissertation Writing

68.

Follow-Up Techniques

69 El

Educational Evaluation

70.

Educational Research

71.

Other (Please /1st)

72. 0 0 0
73. 0 0 0

ACADEMIC PROBLEMS

-

Consider such things as: adjustment to school, study
problems, weaknesses in reading and other subject
matter areas, conflicts with teacher., failing work, etc.

INTERPRETING INtD DOINI.

2.

PERSONALITY PROBLEMS

Consider such things as: emotional maladjustments,
inferior feelings, fear, guilt feelings, behavior problems. etc.

.l

SOCIAL PROBLEMS

Consider such things as: not belonging, boy-girl relationships, dating, etiquette, personal appearance, conversational ability, etc.

1

VOCATIONAL. PROBLEMS

Consider such things as: choosing an occupation, job
placement, part-time work experience, disseminating
occupational information, etc.
5.

EDUCATIONAL PROBLEMS

Consider such things as: course planning, selection of
college, selection of trade school, etc.

P. The following list of instruments and techniques are used frequently by counselors. In column A please check the ones
you NOW feel you thoroughly understand and can use adequately. (Check column A only)

6.

Q. On the basis of your past experiences check in column B those
instruments and techniques in which you would insist on re-

7.

ECONOMIC PROBLEMS

Consider such things as: allowances, finances, saving
money, budgeting wisely, etc.

ceiving training if you were now beginning your training in
this field. (Check column B only)

HOME AND FAMILY PROBLEMS

Consider such things as: relationship with siblings.
family differences, parents who do not understand,
etc.

AB
I.

Achievement Tests

2.

Aptitude Tests

3.

Intelligence Tests (Group)

4.

Interest Inventories

5.

Personality Inventories (Group)

6

Sociotnetric Tests

7.

Arthur Point Performance Scale

R.

MORAL AND ETHICAL PROBLEMS

Consider such things as religious beliefs, ideals, profanity, drinking smoking, dishonesty, etc.
9.

HEALTH PROBLEMS

Consider such things as: auditory defects, visual defects, complexion, over-weight, under-weight, etc.
10.

0 RECREATIONAL PROBLEMS

Consider such things as: hobbies, extra-curricular
activities, etc.

